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Abstract

Analysis and optimization methods for the design of advanced printed reflectar-
rays have been investigated, and the study is focused on developing an accurate
and efficient simulation tool.

For the analysis, a good compromise between accuracy and efficiency can
be obtained using the spectral domain method of moments (SDMoM) assuming
local periodicity (LP) and the focus in this work has therefore been on this
technique.

In the LP-SDMoM, several factors contribute to errors in the analysis and
these include: the periodicity assumption, the assumption of infinite ground
plane, the representation of the incident field, the choice of basis functions, and
the technique to calculate the far-field. Based on accurate reference measure-
ments of two offset reflectarrays carried out at the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-
Field Antenna Test Facility, it was concluded that the three latter factors are
particularly important for an accurate analysis. Solutions for these sources of
error have been proposed, implemented, and validated.

Based on the techniques for the enhanced analysis, a generalized direct op-
timization technique (GDOT) has been developed. The GDOT is based on the
LP-SDMoM and a minimax optimization algorithm. Contrary to the conven-
tional phase-only optimization technique (POT), the geometrical parameters of
the array elements are directly optimized to fulfill the far-field requirements,
thus maintaining a direct relation between optimization goals and optimization
variables. As a result, better designs can be obtained compared to the POT.

The GDOT can optimize for the size as well as the orientation and position
of arbitrarily shaped array elements. Both co- and cross-polar radiation can be
optimized for multiple frequencies, dual polarization, and several feed illumina-
tions. Several contoured beam reflectarrays have been designed using the GDOT
to demonstrate its capabilities. To verify the accuracy of the GDOT, two offset
contoured beam reflectarrays that radiate a high-gain beam on a European cove-
rage have been designed and manufactured, and subsequently measured at the
DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility. An excellent agreement
between the simulated and measured patterns is obtained, showing accuracies
that are comparable to those obtained for shaped reflectors.
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Resumé

Analyse- og optimeringsmetoder til design af avancerede printede reflectarray
antenner er blevet undersøgt, og fokus er lagt p̊a udvikling af et nøjagtigt og
effektivt simuleringsværktøj.

Et hensigtsmæssigt kompromis mellem nøjagtighed og effektivitet af analysen
kan opn̊as ved at anvende momentmetoden i den spektrale domæne (SDMoM)
med antagelse af lokal periodicitet (LP), hvorfor fokus blev lagt p̊a denne metode
i dette arbejde.

Ved brugen af LP-SDMoM er der flere forhold, der fører til fejl og unøjagtighed
i analysen af et fysisk reflectarray antenne. Disse omfatter antagelsen af peri-
odicitet, jordplanets endelighed, repræsentation af det indfaldende felt, valg af
basis funktioner samt metoden der anvendes til fjernfeltsberegning. Det kan
konkluderes, at særligt de tre sidstnævnte forhold er afgørende for en nøjagtig
analyse, hvilket er dokumenteret med referencem̊alinger fra DTU-ESA Spherical
Near-Field Antenna Test Factiliy af to offset reflectarray antenner. Løsninger til
disse fejlkilder er blevet foresl̊aet, implementeret og valideret.

En direkte optimeringsmetode er udviklet p̊a baggrund af de ovennævnte
løsninger. Optimeringsmetoden er baseret p̊a LP-SDMoM og en minimax opti-
meringsalgoritme. I modsætning til den konventionelle fase-optimeringsmetode,
er de geometriske parametre for array-elementerne direkte optimerede for at op-
fylde fjernfeltskravene. Dermed bevares relationen mellem optimeringsvariable
og -m̊alsætninger. Som konsekvens heraf kan bedre antennedesigns opn̊as.

Den nævnte metode kan optimere størrelse, orientering og position af vilk̊arligt
udformede array-elementer. De co- og krydspolariserede feltkomposanter kan op-
timeres for flere frekvenser, polarisationer samt for anvendelsen af flere fødehorn.
En række reflectarray antenner, der belyser et geografisk afgrænset omr̊ade er
blevet designet ved hjælp af optimeringsmetoden og illustrerer metodens egen-
skaber. To offset reflectarray antenner, hvis dækning er afgrænset til netop
at dække Europa, er blevet designet og fremstillet med henblik p̊a at verifi-
cere metodens nøjagtighed. Disse antenner er efterfølgende m̊alt p̊a DTU-ESA
Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Factiliy. Der er en god overensstemmelse
mellem simuleringer og m̊alinger.
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1
Introduction

Printed reflectarrays provide a way for realizing low-cost, high-gain antennas
for space applications and are the subject of increasing research interest [1–4].
The reflectarray combines some of the best features of the reflector antenna
and the array antenna. It usually consists of a flat surface with many printed
elements and a feed antenna that illuminates the surface. The printed elements
are designed to reflect the incident field such that a desired far-field can be
achieved.

The reflectarray eliminates the need for the bulky, expensive, and relatively
high-loss feeding network required by conventional array antennas, as well as the
requirement of curved surfaces in conventional reflector antennas. Reflectarrays
are light, easy and cheap to manufacture, and can be packed more compactly.

The key feature of reflectarray design is how the individual array elements are
designed to reflect the incident field with electrical phases that form a given far-
field. The first reflectarray was proposed several decades ago by Berry et al. [5]
where short-ended waveguides with variable lengths were used to achieve the
required phases. The printed reflectarray was introduced in [6] and due to the
rapid development of printed antenna technology and the need for low-cost high-
gain antennas, printed elements have been the preferred choice in reflectarray
configurations.

One method to adjust the electrical phase of the reflected field is to utilize
identical microstrip patches with stubs of variable length [7–14]. These phase
delay stubs are designed to compensate for the phase differences of the different
path lengths from the illuminating feed. Thus with appropriate stub-lengths, a
given phase distribution over the reflectarray surface can be obtained to form
the required far-field.

Another approach to control the phase is to employ printed elements with
variable sizes [15–19]. By adjusting the size of each printed element, a small
shift in the resonant frequency is introduced, thus changing the phase of the
reflected field. Many types of printed elements can be employed, e.g. variable-
sized loops [20], crossed dipoles [21], patches loaded with slots [22], etc.
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

In the last decade, research and development of reflectarrays have gained
momentum and a large number of advanced reflectarrays has been designed.
The capabilities for reflectarrays include circular polarized reflectarrays [23–
26], dual/multi-band reflectarrays [26–34], variable polarized reflectarrays [35],
shaped/contoured beam [36–41] and multi-beam [42, 43] reflectarrays, ampli-
fying [44] and reconfigurable [45–53] reflectarrays, folded compact reflectar-
rays [54–57], inflatable reflectarrays [58, 59], etc. Despite these advanced ca-
pabilities, reflectarrays have not yet gained widespread acceptance for space ap-
plications, and conventional reflectors are still the preferred choice for satellite
communications. This is presumably due to two reasons: the narrow bandwidth,
and the lack of accurate design tools.

The bandwidth of printed reflectarrays is controlled by two main factors:
the bandwidth of the array element, and the bandwidth limitation introduced
by the differential spatial phase delay from the feed [60, 61]. The differential
spatial phase delay is due to the different electrical path length the incident
field must propagate before impinging the reflectarray surface. These delays are
compensated by an appropriate phase delay at each array element by using the
aforementioned phasing arrangements. However, the design and the compensat-
ing phase for each element are often fixed for the center frequency, thus as the
frequency varies, a frequency excursion error will occur and the required phase
for each array element will be incorrect, resulting in narrowband performance.
While the differential spatial phase delay is the limiting factor for reflectarrays
of large electrical sizes (> 50 wavelengths) and small focal distance to diameter
(F/D) ratios, the bandwidth of the array elements is the dominating factor for
smaller reflectarrays.

Recent developments circumvent the bandwidth issue by designing multi-
resonance array elements e.g. stacked multiple patches [62, 63], loop/ring ele-
ments [64–71], aperture-coupled patches [72–74], subwavelength array elements
[75–78], and other types of broadband element shapes [79–84]. To alleviate
the differential spatial phase delay limitation, true-time delay lines [85] and a
parabolic reflectarray surface [86] have been suggested.

Most of the solutions listed above do not attempt to solve the bandwidth
limitation by means of simulation tools, as the existing design tools for reflect-
arrays are inadequate compared to those for conventional reflector and array
antennas, both in terms of accuracy and capability.

To ensure high-gain performance, the electrical size of reflectarrays is usually
very large and full-wave analysis on the entire reflectarray sets prohibitively
heavy computational requirements. In addition, several degrees of freedom can
be utilized in printed reflectarrays to obtain a certain antenna performance,
e.g. the size [15, 17, 62], the shape [64, 79, 81, 87], the orientation [23, 25, 29],
and the position [88, 89] of the array elements, as well as the surface [86] of
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the reflectarray. Thus, an accurate and efficient design procedure, capable of
including all these parameters, is a demanding task.

The commonly adopted analysis method for printed reflectarrays is based on
a spectral domain method of moments (SDMoM) [90–92]. Each element in the
reflectarray is analyzed by assuming local periodicity (LP), that is, the individual
array element is analyzed assuming it is located in an infinite array of identical
elements [17]. Using this approach, mutual coupling effects are accounted for and
it is a fairly accurate approximation when the variation in element dimensions
is smooth from one cell to the adjacent cells [1, p.32].

Although the LP-SDMoM is efficient and many advanced reflectarrays have
been designed using this approach, the technique currently can not reach the ana-
lysis accuracy of conventional reflector and array modeling algorithms. Without
an accurate simulation tool, genuine routines for optimizing reflectarrays are not
available.

The primary objective of this work is to develop an accurate yet efficient
simulation tool for the design of passive printed reflectarrays with a level of
accuracy that is customary for conventional reflector and array antennas.

As a first step in the process, existing modeling techniques are investigated
and reference measurements on simple reflectarray antennas are conducted at
the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility [93]. The purpose of
this preliminary study is to obtain an overview of the existing modeling tech-
niques, but also to provide the fundamental knowledge needed to identify the
main reasons for the lack of accuracy in current reflectarray modeling. Based
on this study, techniques to enhance the modeling accuracy will be proposed,
tested, and verified. These improvements are subsequently implemented in an
optimization tool for the design of printed reflectarrays. The developed op-
timization tool should be able to optimize both co- and cross-polar radiation
patterns for multiple frequencies, dual polarization, and several feed illumina-
tions. It should include the optimization of several geometrical parameters as
well as being applicable for the design of electrically large reflectarrays. It is
expected that such an enhanced simulation tool can improve the bandwidth and
the performance of printed reflectarrays, and thereby also their usability.

This thesis is intended to provide an overview of the most important results
obtained during the study. The main outcome of the study has been documented
in the six papers [J1–J4] and [C2, C5] according to the list of publications on
page xi, which are included in the last part of the thesis. While the overview
summarizes the main contributions presented in the papers, it also contains
results and discussions which are not covered in the papers. In addition, three
conference papers [C1,C3,C4], have been prepared during the study, but are not
included in this thesis. Furthermore, the author has contributed to five technical
reports [R1–R5]. A list of these works can be found on page xi.



4 Chapter 1. Introduction

The thesis is organized as follows: Following the present introduction in
Chapter 1, Chapter 2 deals with the analysis of printed reflectarrays. A survey
of existing modeling techniques for printed reflectarrays is presented and the
main sources of error in current reflectarray modeling are identified. Techniques
to reduce these errors are proposed and verified by means of accurate measure-
ments of reference reflectarrays designed specifically for this purpose. These
improvements are subsequently implemented in an optimization routine, which
is described in Chapter 3. Herein, the analysis and optimization methods used
in the optimization technique are briefly reviewed, followed by the description of
several advanced reflectarrays, which are designed to demonstrate the capabili-
ties of the new optimization technique. Two offset contoured beam reflectarrays
have been designed, manufactured, and measured, and simulations and measure-
ments are presented in this chapter. Conclusion and suggestions for future work
are given in Chapter 4. In addition to these chapters, a series of appendices are
included followed by selected publications that have been prepared during the
study.

The techniques presented in this work have been implemented into the TICRA
software packages GRASP [94] and POS [95], thus the capabilities of these soft-
ware packages were available and integrated with the techniques in this work.

Throughout the thesis the harmonic time dependence ejωt, with ω = 2πf
being the angular frequency, is assumed and suppressed.



2
Reflectarray Analysis

This chapter deals with the analysis of printed reflectarrays. First, a survey
of the existing modeling techniques is presented. This survey serves the pur-
pose of providing an overview of the existing modeling techniques as well as to
identify the main sources of error in the analysis of printed reflectarrays. To
investigate these sources, two reflectarrays are designed and manufactured, and
subsequently measured at the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Fa-
cility. These reflectarrays are intentionally designed to exaggerate some of the
sources of error such that they can be separated. Based on these measurements,
techniques that enhance the modeling accuracy are proposed, tested, and veri-
fied.

The contents of this chapter will provide the necessary background for the
implementation of the accurate and efficient optimization technique presented
in Chapter 3.

The most significant parts of the work in this chapter are presented in papers
[J1, J2], [C1] and summarized in [C2]. Papers [J1, J2] are included in the thesis
as Paper I and Paper II, respectively, and [C2] as Conference Paper I.

2.1 Survey

Numerous techniques to analyze reflectarrays have been presented in the lite-
rature. The most common procedure is to analyze each array element separately
and sum the element contributions to determine the overall performance of the
entire reflectarray.

In the early designs, the analysis of each array element was done without
including the neighboring elements, thus mutual coupling was neglected [9, 10,
13, 14, 96]. These results can be used to get a rough estimate of the radiation
properties, but in order to obtain an accurate prediction, the mutual coupling
has to be included in the analysis.

The LP approach [17] is the commonly adopted approach to account for the
mutual coupling in printed reflectarrays. Here, each array element is analyzed

5



6 Chapter 2. Reflectarray Analysis

assuming that the individual element is located in an infinite array of identical
elements. The advantage of the LP approach is that the problem is restricted
to a single periodic unit-cell, thus reducing the complexity of the problem and
thereby also the computation time.

Different numerical methods can be used to solve the periodic problem e.g.
finite element method (FEM) [97], or finite difference time domain (FDTD)
[98]. For printed reflectarrays, the periodic problem is usually formulated in
terms of an integral equation and solved by the SDMoM [90–92]. This approach
has proven to be very efficient, and is therefore the most popular choice in
printed reflectarrays [15–17, 20, 28, 36–40, 42, 57, 62, 63, 73–75, 99, 100]. Although
the LP-SDMoM is very efficient and several advanced reflectarrays have been
designed using this approach, a realistic reflectarray is not periodic and hence
the assumption of periodicity can be inaccurate. In addition to the periodicity
assumption, other sources of error, e.g. the representation of the incident field,
and the choice of basis functions, also exist.

To account for the lack of periodicity, an approach called the surrounded-
element approach (SEA) was presented in [101, 102]. It includes the actual
neighboring elements that surround the element under consideration, thus ac-
counting for the mutual coupling more realistically. The analysis in [101, 102]
was based on a FDTD implementation assuming plane wave incidence, and many
neighboring elements were required to obtain an accurate result. Even though
the mutual coupling is accounted for in a realistic way, the reported computation
time was in terms of hours, and thus not suitable for optimization. A similar
approach was presented in [103], where the commercial software FEKO was used
to analyze the array element and its neighboring elements.

In the LP-SDMoM, each array element is assumed to be illuminated by a
locally plane wave. The pattern of the feed is usually approximated by a far-field
model using a cosq(θ) function or a Gaussian beam [1, Sec. 3.8]. This pattern
is used to compute the polarization, amplitude, and phase of the incident plane
wave on each array element. It was shown in [104] that the accuracy of the
analysis can be improved by using the near-field of the feed, obtained either by
measurements or an accurate commercial software. In addition, the scattered
field depends on the incidence angle [16, 19], hence to accurately predict the
response of the array elements, the real incidence angle should be used.

Suitable basis functions must be selected in the LP-SDMoM to ensure an
accurate and efficient analysis. For canonically shaped array elements, e.g. rect-
angular patches, the common choices are non-singular entire domain basis func-
tions, e.g. trigonometrical basis functions. For arbitrarily shaped elements, the
electric currents on the array elements are usually represented by non-singular
first-order basis functions, e.g. Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) [105] or rooftop [106]
basis functions. Alternatively, a set of non-singular entire-domain basis functions
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can be determined for arbitrarily shaped patches by using the boundary integral-
resonant mode expansion (BI-RME) method as described in [79,107]. However,
it was shown in [108] that non-singular basis functions tend to have poor conver-
gence rates and can in certain cases give inaccurate results. Thus, singular basis
functions with the correct edge conditions, reproducing the singular behavior of
the electric currents at the edges, are required to ensure accurate results.

Due to the periodicity assumption in the LP approach, the truncation of the
ground plane is not taken into account and an infinite ground plane is assumed
when calculating the currents on the array elements. It is expected that this
assumption can have an effect on the accuracy of the analysis of the array ele-
ments at the edges of the reflectarray. This effect has received little attention
in the literature, presumably due to its small contribution in electrically large
reflectarrays. Nevertheless, this should be investigated and verified.

As an alternative to the techniques described above, efficient full-wave method
of moments (MoM) techniques have been applied on entire reflectarrays for the
accurate determination of the electric currents on the array elements [109–112].
These techniques take into account the exact mutual coupling between the ar-
ray elements and therefore require heavy computational power. These full-wave
techniques are appropriate for an accurate analysis of the reflectarray, but the
large computation time and memory requirements make them unsuitable for
optimization processes.

In the works cited above, the main focus has been on the accurate deter-
mination of the currents on the array elements, while the calculation of the
far-field has received very little attention. However, the latter is equally impor-
tant. Some of the few reported techniques in the literature include approximate
formulas based on array element summations [10,17,72] and the field equivalence
principle [42, 103, 113]. As will be shown later, the technique used to calculate
the far-field is very important for an accurate analysis.

Several research groups have used commercial software for the analysis and
design of printed reflectarrays, e.g. HFSS [22,24,29–31,52,65–70,82,83,114–120],
CST [64,71,121,122], FEKO [103,123], and Ansoft Designer [44,49,72]. Several
of these electromagnetic software packages incorporate the possibility of apply-
ing periodic boundary conditions, thus allowing the use of the LP assumption.
However, these general-purpose codes are slow and impractical for the analysis
and design of a reflectarray antenna.

2.2 Reflectarray Measurement Campaign I

To serve as reference solutions for the results presented in the this chapter, two
offset pencil beam reflectarray samples have been measured at the DTU-ESA
Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility. The reflectarray samples are de-
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signed to exaggerate some of the sources of error that are presented in Section 2.3
such that they can be separated.

In this section, the reflectarray samples are briefly described. For more de-
tails on the design and measurements of the samples, the reader is referred to
Appendix A and Appendix B, respectively.

2.2.1 Reflectarray Samples

The mask layouts of the two reflectarray samples are shown in Figure 2.1.

The reflectarray in Figure 2.1a (sample I-I) is designed to exaggerate the in-
correct analysis of the elements at the edges of the reflectarray due to assumption
of infinite ground plane. To achieve this, a strong edge illumination is required
and the error introduced by the periodicity assumption must be reduced, so as
not to influence the conclusions. To this end, a smooth patch variation is ob-
tained by reducing the differential spatial phase delay by placing the feed far
from the reflectarray surface, and by having the main beam directed towards
the specular direction.

The reflectarray in Figure 2.1b (sample I-II) is designed to exaggerate the
errors introduced by the periodicity assumption by having a pencil beam towards
θ = 35◦ and φ = 135◦ in the coordinate system shown in Figure 2.2. To ensure
that the effects due to the truncation of the ground plane are negligible, the feed
is located close to the reflectarray surface such that a low edge illumination can
be achieved with a high-gain feed.

As feeds, two horn antennas were used: a corrugated horn, and a Potter
horn. Each horn was used with both reflectarrays giving a total of four different
reflectarray configurations to be measured.

The reflectarrays and their support structures were manufactured by the me-
chanical workshop at the Electromagnetics Systems (EMS) group at the Depart-
ment of Electrical Engineering at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU).
For the manufacturing accuracy of the reflectarrays and their support struc-
tures, requirements such as the planarity of the reflectarrays, the deviations of
the support structures in the gravity field under rotation during the spherical
measurements, the deviations of the feed horn pointing and position, have been
specified. Due to the large weight of the corrugated feed horn, it was concluded
that the most appropriate way to fulfill the manufacturing requirements was
to mount the feed horn on the mounting frame, see Figure 2.3. Simulations
of the mechanical deformations in the gravity field were carried out at the me-
chanical workshop and showed that the structures comply with the mechanical
requirements.

The reflectarray samples were measured at a series of frequencies from 9.6 GHz
to 10.5 GHz for two orthogonal polarizations, H- and V-polarization. H-polarization
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.1 The mask layout of the reflectarrays samples for measurement cam-
paign I, (a) sample I-I and (b) sample I-II.

dx

dy y

z

x

φi

θi
df

Figure 2.2 Reflectarray geometrical parameters.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.3 Reflectarray (a) sample I-I and (b) sample I-II at the DTU-ESA
Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility.

is defined to be in the xz-plane in Figure 2.2 and V-polarization in the orthogo-
nal plane. The measurement results will be shown and discussed in the following
sections.

2.3 Sources of Error

Based on the survey in Section 2.1, it is deemed that a good compromise between
accuracy and efficiency can be obtained using the LP-SDMoM, and it is therefore
considered as the most suitable technique for optimization purposes. Thus, the
focus in this work has been on this technique.

An integral equation (IE) for periodic multilayer configurations has been for-
mulated, where the Green’s function in the IE consists of a double summation
of Floquet harmonics [90–92]. An SDMoM routine was implemented and inte-
grated into the GRASP MoM add-on. The existing geometry handling in the
MoM add-on is used and extended to reflectarray configurations. A detailed
description of the IE formulation and the SDMoM is provided in Appendix C.

In the LP-SDMoM, several factors contribute to errors in the analysis of
printed reflectarrays. These include: the representation of the incident field, the
choice of basis functions, the periodicity assumption, the assumption of infinite
ground plane, and the technique used to calculate the far-field. These factors
should be correctly accounted for to obtain an accurate analysis and will be
treated in the following.

All radiation patterns presented in this section are shown in a coordinate
system defined with its z-axis directed in the main beam direction. For the simu-
lations, unless otherwise stated, the LP-SDMoM is used, measured feed patterns
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are used to represent the incident field (see Section 2.3.1), higher-order Legendre
basis functions are applied in the SDMoM (see Section 2.3.2), and the far-field
is calculated using the continuous spectrum technique (see Section 2.3.3). To
account for the presence of the support structures, the struts have been analyzed
using the GRASP MoM add-on, see Figure 2.4, and the scattering from these is
included in the radiation patterns.

2.3.1 Incident Field

Figure 2.4 Electrical currents on sam-
ple I-II and its support structures.

In the LP-SDMoM, each array ele-
ment is assumed to be illuminated
by a locally plane wave. The pat-
tern of the feed is usually approxi-
mated by a far-field model using a
cosq(θ) function or, for e.g. corru-
gated horns, a Gaussian beam [1, Sec.
3.8]. This idealized pattern is used to
compute the polarization, amplitude,
and phase of the incident plane wave
on each array element.

The analysis accuracy can be im-
proved by using the real pattern of the
feed obtained by either measurements
or commercially available simulation
tools e.g. CHAMP [104]. This is also
illustrated in Figure 2.5. In this fi-
gure, the simulated (red and blue) and measured (black) radiation pattern from
sample I-II when illuminated by the corrugated horn are shown. In the red
curve, the feed is approximated by a Gaussian beam with a taper of −17.5 dB at
30◦, whereas in the blue curve the measured feed pattern is used. For the latter,
spherical wave expansions of the measured feed patterns are used to compute
the polarization, amplitude, and phase of the incident plane wave on each array
element. It is seen that an improved accuracy is obtained using the measured
feed pattern, both in the prediction of the peak directivity and the sidelobes.
The measured peak directivity is 29.4 dBi, whereas 29.7 dBi and 29.4 dBi are pre-
dicted using the Gaussian beam and the measured pattern, respectively. Even
though sample I-II is a rather aperiodic design, the accuracy obtained using the
LP-SDMoM is very good.

Although the accuracy for this case is very good, the assumption of plane
wave incidence in the LP-SDMoM is only valid if the reflectarray surface is lo-
cated sufficiently far away from the feed. Alternatively, a plane wave expansion
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Figure 2.5 Simulated and measured radiation pattern from sample I-II with the
corrugated horn as feed. In the red curve, a Gaussian beam is used to approx-
imate the feed pattern, whereas the measured feed pattern is used in the blue
curve.

(PWE) of the feed radiation over the reflectarray surface can be computed. The
LP-SDMoM analysis is then performed for each plane wave and subsequently
added to yield the final result. In this approach, the representation of the inci-
dent field is exact, but the overall computation becomes very time consuming.
This approach was used on both samples and the results were compared to the
results obtained using the plane wave incidence assumption. Identical results
were obtained, both for the corrugated horn and the Potter horn, thus validat-
ing the plane wave incidence assumption for both cases.

2.3.2 Basis Functions

In the LP-SDMoM, the spectral representation of the basis functions is required
rather than their spatial form. To ensure an accurate and efficient result, suitable
basis function must be selected to minimize the number of basis functions (Nb)
as well as the number of Floquet harmonics (Nf).

Generally, the electric currents on the array elements are modeled by non-
singular basis functions e.g. trigonometric or rooftop basis functions. However,
for resonant printed elements, the convergence of the SDMoM solution becomes
poor and in certain cases convergence is never achieved using these non-singular
basis functions [108]. The latter is particularly true for very thin substrates with
thickness below 0.05λ, with λ being the wavelength in the dielectric substrate.
Consequently, singular basis functions with the correct edge condition, repro-
ducing the singular behavior of the electric currents at the edges, are required
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Figure 2.6 Simulated and measured radiation pattern from sample I-I with the
corrugated horn as feed. Rooftops (red) and E-ChefBFs (blue) are used in the
LP-SDMoM simulations.

for the accurate modeling of the unknown currents [108]. This is also illustrated
in Figure 2.6, where the radiation pattern of sample I-I when illuminated by the
corrugated horn is shown.

The analysis is done using rooftops (red) and the entire domain singular
basis functions weighted by Chebyshev polynomials of first and second kind (E-
CheBF) from [124] (blue). For the rooftops, λ0/50 × λ0/50 subdomain mesh
elements are used, where λ0 is the free-space wavelength. This resulted in ap-
proximately 300 rooftop basis functions per array element, whereas 18 basis
functions are used per array element for the E-CheBFs.

It is seen in Figure 2.6 that the accuracy of the rooftops is good in the φ = 0◦

plane, yielding a pattern close to that obtained using E-CheBFs. However,
they are inaccurate in the φ = 45◦ plane. This is due to the thin substrate
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(approximately 0.045λ) used in the sample. A similar observation was made for
sample I-II.

Although the entire domain singular basis functions are very accurate and
efficient with respect to Nb, the value of Nf is high. Owing to their singular
behavior, the Fourier spectrum is wide, thus increasing Nf , and thereby the
overall computation time. In addition, entire domain singular basis functions are
not easily applied to arbitrarily shaped array elements and one often has to resort
to first-order basis functions e.g. RWG and rooftops, which can give inaccurate
results. To circumvent these issues, higher-order hierarchical Legendre basis
functions (LegBF) as described in [125] can be used. The LegBFs have several
advantages, which will be outlined in the following.

The LegBFs are subdomain non-singular basis functions. For array elements
where the shape can be described using a single mesh element, e.g. rectangular
patches, the LegBFs can be defined on the entire patch, hence becoming entire
domain basis functions.

The LegBFs do not possess the singularity behavior at the edges of the
array elements. However, contrary to first-order basis functions, they have good
convergence properties. This was demonstrated in [J2] where the LegBFs are
compared to rooftops, the entire domain singular basis functions weighted by
sinusoidal functions (E-SinBF) from [108], and the E-CheBFs. It was shown
that the singular basis functions have a superior convergence rate with respect
to Nb, whereas higher Nb was required for the LegBFs to obtain the same
accuracy. For the rooftops, the same accuracy can not be obtained.

Although the convergence rate of the LegBFs with respect to Nb is lower
compared to the singular basis functions, they have better convergence regarding
Nf . In [J2], the LegBFs and E-CheBFs were applied in the analysis of sample
I-I and it was shown that Nf for the E-CheBFs was more than 5 times larger
than for the LegBFs. The overall computation times for E-CheBFs and LegBFs
were 25 and 17 seconds, respectively, on a 2.8-GHz Intel processor laptop. The
radiation pattern obtained using the two types of basis functions were practically
identical and very close to the measured pattern. Thus, the LegBFs are capable
of giving results of the same accuracy as those obtained using singular basis
functions with less computation time. This is also demonstrated for sample I-
II in Figure 2.7, where the Potter horn has been used as feed. The simulated
results are very close to each other, and agree very well with the measurements,
despite the reflectarray being highly aperiodic.

In addition to their good convergence properties and narrow Fourier spec-
trum, the LegBFs can be applied to any arbitrarily shaped array element. The
choice of element shape is often dictated by requirements such as bandwidth
and polarization, and much research has been carried out to investigate the per-
formance of different element shapes [29, 64, 81, 84, 87, 114], see Figure 2.8. The
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Figure 2.7 Simulated radiation pattern from sample I-II with the Potter horn
as feed. E-ChefBFs (blue) and LegBFs (red) are used in the LP-SDMoM simu-
lations.

LegBFs are defined on higher-order curvilinear mesh elements [125], hence any
curved boundary can be modeled very accurately. Thus, the LegBFs can be
applied to any of those element shapes and with a good efficiency [J2].

The expressions for the Fourier transforms of the basis functions used in this
section are in closed form, and some of these are provided in Appendix D.

2.3.3 Far-field Calculations

In the analysis of printed reflectarrays, the main focus in the literature has been
on the accurate determination of the currents on the array elements, while the
calculation of the radiation pattern has received less attention. However, the
latter is equally important and should not be neglected. In this section, the
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 2.8 Different element shapes used for reflectarray applications [29, 64,
81, 84, 87, 114].

two techniques that are used throughout this work will be described. For more
details, the reader is referred to the publications [J1] and [C2].

In [J1], several techniques to calculate the far-field from reflectarrays are com-
pared and two techniques yielded accurate results; the Floquet harmonics tech-
nique [J1, Technique II], and the continuous spectrum technique [J1, Technique
III]. Both techniques are based on the field equivalence principle [126, p.106].
Equivalent currents are constructed on a surface enclosing the entire reflectarray
and are defined by

JS = n̂×H, MS = −n̂×E, (2.1)

where E and H are the total electric and magnetic fields at the surface and n̂
is the outward unit vector normal to that surface, see Figure 2.9a. The total
field in the entire half space behind the reflectarray is assumed to be zero and
the equivalent currents are computed only in the plane of the array elements as
illustrated in Figure 2.9b.

In the Floquet harmonics technique, the equivalent currents are calculated
using the fundamental Floquet harmonic from the LP-SDMoM formulation. Due
to the periodicity, the equivalent currents for each array element is calculated
only within its own unit-cell, as illustrated in Figure 2.10a. The equivalent
currents for the ith and jth element are shown with solid and dashed lines,
respectively. Thus, the contribution from each array element to the equivalent
currents is restricted to its unit-cell. By repeating this procedure for all array
elements, equivalent currents on the surface, S, covering all elements/unit-cells
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n̂Js,Ms

(a)

n̂Js,Ms

(b)

Figure 2.9 The field equivalence principle for calculating the far-field: (a) equiv-
alent currents computed on a surface enclosing the entire reflectarray, (b) equiv-
alent currents computed only in the plane of the array elements.
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εr
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i j

(b)

Figure 2.10 Calculation of the equivalent currents for (a) the Floquet harmonics
technique and (b) the continuous spectrum technique. The equivalent currents
for the ith and jth element are shown with solid and dashed lines, respectively.

are constructed. For details on the computation of the equivalent currents using
the fundamental Floquet harmonic, see Appendix C.3.3.

There are several disadvantages associated with the Floquet harmonics tech-
nique. First, the substrate and ground plane in reflectarrays are often extended
beyond the elements at the edges, and the physical substrate size is larger than
S, see Figure 2.11. To correct for this, unit-cells with no array elements are
placed at the edges such that the extended substrate area Sext is also covered.
The electric and magnetic fields scattered by these empty unit-cells, which are
readily obtained from the reflection of the incident field, are then used to form
the equivalent currents on Sext. In this way, equivalent currents on the entire
surface Stot = S + Sext are constructed. However, this procedure is impractical.
Second, the equivalent currents are discontinuous at cell boundaries due to the
truncation of the currents at the border of each unit-cell. These discontinuities
can contribute to phase and amplitude errors in the equivalent currents, thus
resulting in an erroneous relation between the electric and magnetic currents.
As a result, an erroneous far-field can be obtained, particularly for the radiation
in the back hemisphere [J1].

The use of the Floquet harmonics technique is not new, and has been applied
in the previous works [42, 113]. However, in these works, only one of the equiv-
alent currents in (2.1) is used together with the image principle, thus limiting
the radiation to only the forward hemisphere. Furthermore, these works do not
account for Sext.
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S

Sext

Figure 2.11 The surface S is the area confined with the dashed lines covering
the unit-cells, and Sext covers the extended substrate area. The total surface area
is Stot = S + Sext.

To circumvent the issues associated with the Floquet harmonics technique,
the continuous spectrum technique was proposed in [J1]. Similar to the Flo-
quet harmonics technique, the equivalent currents are calculated at the plane
of the array elements as given by (2.1). However, the tangential electric field
at the plane of the array elements is determined using a continuous plane wave
spectrum

E(x, y) =
1

4π2

∫∫

k2x+k2y<k
2
0

E(kx, ky)e−j(kxx+kyy)dkxdky, (2.2)

and evaluated over the entire reflectarray surface, not only within each unit-cell.
Herein, k0 is the free-space wave number, and the expressions for the spectral
amplitude E(kx, ky) can be found in [J1]. Once E(kx, ky) is determined, the
magnetic field can be obtained using the plane wave relation

H(x, y) =
1

4π2

∫∫

k2x+k2y<k
2
0

1

η0
k̂ × E(kx, ky) · e−j(kxx+kyy)dkxdky, (2.3)

where k̂ = x̂kx + ŷky ± ẑγ0 describes the direction of propagation, η0 is the

free-space impedance, and γ0 =
√
k2

0 − k2
x − k2

y. Upon substitution in (2.1), the
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equivalent currents are calculated over the entire surface Stot, thus automatically
accounting for Sext. A graphical illustration is shown in Fig. 2.10b, where the
equivalent currents for the ith and jth element are shown again with solid and
dashed lines, respectively. The currents cover the entire Stot, and the contribu-
tion from each array element over Stot is taken into account. The electric and
magnetic fields at the reflectarray surface are related through the continuous
plane wave spectrum and no discontinuities are present at the borders of the
unit-cells.

In [J1] and [C2], the Floquet harmonics and continuous spectrum techniques
were used to calculate the far-field from sample I-II and the results were com-
pared to the measurements. The comparison showed, in the forward hemisphere,
accurate results for both techniques if Sext is taken into account. However, the
continuous spectrum technique was slightly more accurate in predicting the peak
directivity. For the back hemisphere, the Floquet harmonics technique predicted,
for both the co- and cross-polar components, an erroneous beam in the direction
of the main beam’s image. The source of this error is the incorrect relation
between the electric and magnetic equivalent currents in the Floquet harmonics
technique as previously mentioned. This problem is circumvented using the con-
tinuous spectrum technique, and a very good agreement with measurements is
obtained in the back hemisphere using this technique.

Although the continuous spectrum technique is more accurate, it has the
drawback of higher computation time. For moderately sized reflectarrays (<
20λ0) the computation time is similar to that required for the Floquet harmonics
technique, which is in the order of seconds. However, for increasing antenna size,
the number of plane waves needed in the PWE in (2.2) increases accordingly,
thus resulting in a slightly higher computation time in the order of a couple of
minutes.

2.3.4 Infinite Ground Plane

Due to the periodicity assumption in the LP approach, the truncation of the
ground plane is not taken into account in the determination of the currents
on the array elements. Thus, the analysis of the elements at the edges of the
reflectarray is incorrect and this, in principle, contributes to errors.

Sample I-I was designed with the aim to exaggerate exactly these errors. In
Figure 2.12 the radiation from sample I-I is shown. The Potter horn is used as
feed to give a strong edge illumination varying between −7 to −1 dB along the
edges. It is seen that an extremely good agreement between simulations and
measurements is obtained, even with the strong edge illumination. The discrep-
ancies observed around θ = 60◦ are due to the blockage of the feed and/or the
measurement tower. This good agreement indicates that the errors introduced
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Figure 2.12 Simulated radiation pattern from sample I-I with the Potter horn
as feed. The discrepancies around θ = 60◦ in (a) are due to the blockage of the
feed and /or the measurement tower.

by the assumption of infinite ground plane are of small importance for the de-
termination of the currents on the array elements. However, as mentioned in
Section 2.3.3, the finite size of the reflectarray, and thereby also the truncation
of the ground plane, has to be taken into account when calculating the far-field.

2.3.5 Periodicity

Reflectarrays are inherently aperiodic due to the need to compensate for the
differential spatial phase delay from the feed. Thus the periodicity assumption
in the LP-SDMoM can give inaccurate results.

It has been stated by several research groups that the periodicity assumption
is one of the main sources of error in the LP-SDMoM, and is only accurate
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when the variation in patch dimensions is smooth from one cell to the adjacent
cells [2, 38, 101, 104, 127]. However, as already demonstrated, the accuracy of
the LP-SDMoM is extremely good if the aforementioned sources of error are
correctly accounted for. Even for sample I-II, which is designed to exaggerate
this particular source of error, the accuracy is impressive. This points to the
fact that the errors due to the periodicity assumption are of less importance.
Nevertheless, two techniques to reduce these errors have been examined during
this study, the surrounded element approach (SEA) [101], and the extended local
periodicity (ELP) approach [C1].

Both approaches attempt to account for the mutual coupling more realisti-
cally by including the actual neighboring elements in the analysis of each array
element. The SEA is a finite approach where no periodicity is applied, whereas
the ELP is based on periodicity but applied to an extended unit-cell.

Although both techniques have advantages, they do not necessarily produce
more accurate results than the LP-SDMoM, quite the contrary. In addition,
the overall computation time associated with both techniques is very high (>
45 min) and thus not suitable for optimization purposes. Therefore, neither of
the techniques are used in the optimization technique presented in the next
chapter. Even though a great amount of time during the study was devoted
to the investigation of these techniques, details will not be provided in this
chapter. However, they can be found in Appendix E. There, the advantages
and drawbacks of each technique are discussed and representative results are
provided.

2.4 Summary

A survey of existing modeling techniques for the analysis of printed reflectarrays
has been performed. Based on this survey, it was concluded that the LP-SDMoM
was most attractive for optimization purposes and several sources of inaccuracy
in this technique have been identified. To exaggerate some of these sources, two
reflectarray samples have been designed and manufactured, and subsequently
measured at the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility to serve
as reference solutions.

The sources of error that have been treated in this work are the periodicity
assumption, the assumption of infinite ground plane, the representation of the
incident field, the choice of basis functions, and the technique to calculate the
far-field. The three latter sources are particularly important for an accurate
analysis.

The representation of the incident field in the LP-SDMoM must be correct,
thus measured or accurately simulated patterns must be used to compute the
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polarization, amplitude, and phase of the incident plane wave on each array
element.

The choice of basis functions in the LP-SDMoM also has a great impact
on the accuracy and the efficiency of the solution. It was demonstrated that
higher-order hierarchical Legendre basis functions are capable of yielding very
accurate results and at the same time being applicable to arbitrarily shaped
array elements.

Finally, it was shown that the technique to calculate the far-field is very
important with respect to the analysis accuracy. The finite substrate and ground
plane size of the reflectarray must be accounted for, and techniques that neglect
this yield inaccurate results.

It is often believed that the periodicity assumption is the one of the main
sources of error in the LP-SDMoM. However, it was demonstrated that the accu-
racy of the LP-SDMoM is extremely good, even for highly aperiodic reflectarrays,
as long as the aforementioned sources of error are correctly accounted for.



3
Reflectarray Optimization

Based on the techniques for the enhanced analysis accuracy presented in Chap-
ter 2, a generalized direct optimization technique (GDOT) has been implemented
and is presented in this chapter.

This chapter begins with a survey of existing techniques for the design of
printed reflectarrays, followed by a description of the GDOT. Subsequently, seve-
ral reflectarrays designed using the GDOT are described. Finally, two reference
reflectarrays have been measured at the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna
Test Facility with the goal to verify the accuracy of the GDOT and simulations
and measurements are presented.

Most of the results presented in this chapter are presented in [J3,J4], [C3,C4],
and summarized in [C5]. Papers [J3] and [J4] are included in the thesis as Paper
III and Paper IV, respectively, and [C5] is included as Conference Paper II.

3.1 Survey

To obtain a specific far-field pattern with a printed reflectarray, several degrees
of freedom can be used: the size, the shape, the orientation, and the position of
the array elements, as well as the shape of the reflectarray surface. An accurate
and efficient design procedure, capable of including all these parameters, is a
challenging task.

The conventional approach for the design of printed reflectarrays is based on
a phase-only optimization technique (POT) [37,38] involving the following steps:

1) Determine the phase distribution over the reflectarray surface using a
phase-only pattern synthesis such that a specific far-field can be realized,

2) Each array element is designed, element by element, to match the required
phase distribution found in step 1.

Several phase-only pattern synthesis techniques have been reported in the lite-
rature for the determination of the phase distribution in step 1 [37, 43, 128].

23
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Alternatively, commercial software packages for the design of shaped reflectors,
e.g. POS, can be used to obtain the required phase distribution [36,129].

For simple designs e.g. pencil beam reflectarrays, the design part in step 2)
is usually done by means of phase curves [17]. These phase curves relate the
phase of the scattered field to one or two of the geometrical parameters of the
array element when illuminated by a given plane wave. From these curves, the
geometry of the array element can be extracted.

In [130–132], a geometrical optimization strategy is proposed. The purpose
of this approach is to maximize the geometrical similarity between consecutive
array elements in the reflectarray layout. The goal is to comply with the LP as-
sumption and thus improve the prediction accuracy of the antenna performance.
However, this strategy is only enforced at the center frequency and is thus not
suitable for broadband designs since the phase distribution is different over a
given frequency band.

For broadband designs, each array element is optimized to comply with the
phase specifications at the central and extreme frequencies by minimizing a
given error function [37, 38, 40]. However, to find array elements that match
all phase distributions simultaneously is impossible in most cases and the array
elements are determined as a compromise between the different phase distribu-
tions, thus resulting in non-optimal designs. Nevertheless, this approach is the
most common and many advanced reflectarrays have been designed using this
technique [37–40,42,57].

In [41, 129], a more refined approach that utilizes the scattering matrix has
been presented. Herein, the magnitude and phase of coefficients in the scattering
matrix can be tuned by adjusting some of the geometrical parameters of the
array elements. Starting from a design obtained using the POT, the cross-polar
coefficients in the scattering matrix for the array elements can be controlled,
thus offering the possibility of reducing the overall cross-polar radiation.

Although the POT is efficient since the analysis of all array elements at
each iteration is avoided, it suffers the drawback that intermediate optimiza-
tion steps are necessary to fulfill a given phase distribution. This intermediate
step breaks the direct relation between the geometrical parameters and the far-
field performance and can give non-optimal designs. It is therefore expected
that a direct optimization technique where all the array elements are simultane-
ously optimized, can potentially produce better designs. Such techniques have
been presented in [133, 134]. In [133], a small contoured beam reflectarray was
designed, manufactured, and measured. However, significant discrepancies be-
tween simulations and measurements were observed, and it was concluded that
further work is needed to improve the accuracy of the reflectarray analysis. The
work in [134] is an extension of the technique presented in [133] where also the
position of the array elements can be included in the optimization. Since the
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array elements can be located in a strongly distorted grid, a full-wave MoM
including the nearest neighboring elements is used in the optimization. As a
result, the overall synthesis becomes very time consuming.

The techniques in [133,134] can optimize both co- and cross-polar radiation.
Previous works on minimizing the cross-polar radiation from the entire reflectar-
ray has mostly focused on the scattering response of the periodic cell [41,135,136]
or on appropriate arrangement of the array elements [10,119], but not by means
of direct optimization of the cross-polar radiation. Thus, the optimization of the
cross-polar radiation from the entire reflectarray is an important feature. How-
ever, a high analysis accuracy is required to realize the low cross-polar radiation.

3.2 Generalized Direct Optimization Technique

A new generalized direct optimization technique (GDOT) for the design of
printed reflectarrays using arbitrarily shaped array elements with irregular ori-
entation and position is presented in this section. The GDOT is developed by
considering the accuracy and efficiency as the most important parameters.

The LP-SDMoM is used in the GDOT since the technique is very efficient and
has proven to yield very accurate results. The flow chart for the GDOT is shown
in Figure 3.1 and is described in detail in the publications [J3,J4] and [C3–C5].

3.2.1 Optimization Procedure

The far-field objectives are specified in a number of far-field points in the (u, v)-
plane, where u = sin θ cosφ and v = sin θ sinφ. At each optimization iteration,
the maximum difference between realized and specified objectives is minimized.
The optimization variables are the geometrical parameters of the array elements,
e.g. the size, orientation, and position. By optimizing directly on the geome-
trical parameters to fulfill the far-field specifications, the direct relation between
optimization variables and optimization goals is maintained. Both co- and cross-
polar radiation can be optimized for a number of frequencies for multiple polar-
izations, and for different feed illuminations, to obtain a desired bandwidth for
different feeds.

The GDOT uses the same optimization procedure that is used in POS. It uses
a gradient minimax algorithm for non-linear optimization. Since it is a gradient
based method, a good initial point is required to ensure rapid convergence and
to avoid non-optimum local minima.

Depending on the complexity and the requirements of the specified contour,
identical array elements can be used as the initial start. This produces an
initial pattern that resembles the feed pattern and is a good initial start in
certain cases, e.g. multi-frequency designs. Another choice is to use an initial
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Far-field requirements:
- Far-field points
- Co/cross-polar specifications
- Frequency bandwidth
- Polarization

- Feed

Scattering matrix look-up table:
- Geometrical parameters of array
elements
- Dielectric substrate
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- Frequency bandwidth

Optimization of reflectarray:
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Evaluation of optimized reflectarray
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Figure 3.1 Flow chart of the GDOT.

defocused elliptical beam. This approach is used in POS and has proven to
be an effective starting point for the optimization of shaped reflector antennas.
For reflectarrays, an elliptical beam can be accomplished by requiring a proper
phase variation over the reflectarray surface. However, this is problematic for
multi-frequency designs as the phases depend on the frequency. On the other
hand for single frequency designs, an elliptical beam can be a very good starting
point. Alternatively, a reflectarray designed using a POT can be used as initial
start.
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3.2.2 Incident Field

As described in Section 2.3.1, the analysis accuracy can be improved if an accu-
rate feed pattern is obtained by either measurements or an accurate simulation
tool. This is particularly important during the optimization process to obtain
an accurate design that fulfills the requirements. Thus, measured or accurately
simulated feed patterns can be included in the GDOT to ensure that the reflect-
array is optimized for the correct feed illumination.

3.2.3 Basis Functions

For the accurate and efficient computation in the LP-SDMoM, the LegBFs are
used. As described in Section 2.3.2, the LegBFs can be applied to any arbitrar-
ily shaped array elements, and have been demonstrated to yield very accurate
results. The versatility of the LegBFs is a key feature in the GDOT as it enables
the optimization of reflectarrays consisting of arbitrarily shaped array elements.

3.2.4 Far-field Calculations

Regarding the technique to calculate the far-field, the two techniques presented
in Section 2.3.3 have been considered for the GDOT, namely the Floquet har-
monics technique, and the continuous spectrum technique. Although the con-
tinuous spectrum technique is superior in terms of accuracy compared to the
Floquet harmonics technique, it is not suited for optimization purposes, since
it needs higher computation time and storage requirements as will be discussed
in Section 3.2.6. Consequently, the Floquet harmonics technique is used for the
calculation of the far-field during the optimization. However, for the evaluation
of the final optimized reflectarray, the continuous spectrum technique is utilized.

3.2.5 Irregularly Positioned Array Elements

The GDOT can be used for the optimization of reflectarrays with arbitrary
element orientation and position. To utilize the position of the array elements
in the GDOT, an irregular distribution of element positions is obtained through
a mapping from a regular grid to an irregular grid. In this work, the mapping
is obtained by adding a distortion to the regular grid.

Define (α, β) as normalized coordinates in the regular grid such that |α| ≤ 1
and |β| ≤ 1. Then, the new normalized coordinate in the irregular grid is given
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.2 Offset pencil beam reflectarrays with irregularly positioned array
elements. The reflectarrays are designed to radiate a pencil beam towards (a)
the specular direction and (b) the broadside direction.

by (α′, β′) = (α+ fx, β + fy), where

fx(α, β) = (α− 1)(α+ 1)

P∑

p=0

Q∑

q=0

cpqTp(α)Tq(β), (3.1a)

fy(α, β) = (β − 1)(β + 1)

P∑

p=0

Q∑

q=0

dpqTp(α)Tq(β). (3.1b)

Herein, Tp and Tq are the Chebyshev polynomials of order p and q, respectively,
and cpq and dpq are the distortion coefficients, which are the variables used to
optimize the positions of the array elements. The terms in front of the summa-
tions are to ensure that the edges of the reflectarray are kept fixed to avoid any
undesired increase in antenna size introduced by the mapping. Some examples
of irregular reflectarrays are illustrated in Figure 3.2. Here, the mask layouts
for two offset pencil beam reflectarrays with irregularly positioned and oriented
array elements are shown. The weighted polynomials are selected empirically to
ensure a strong but realistic distortion.

Due to the distortion of the grid, the array elements are no longer positioned
in a periodic lattice and the LP-SDMoM can not be directly applied. Thus,
equivalent square unit-cells with the same area as the distorted cells have been
defined to approximate these distorted cells. An example of a distorted cell and
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Figure 3.3 An example of (a) a distorted cell and (b) its equivalent square cell.
Both cells have the area S. The center of the array element is located at the
intersection of the two solid diagonal lines of the distorted cell. The rotation of
the array element, which also can be optimized, is given by the rotation angle ψ.

its equivalent unit-cell is shown in Figure 3.3, and details on the equivalent unit-
cell are given in [J4]. These equivalent square unit-cells, which are of different
sizes, are used in the LP-SDMoM computations. In [C3] and [J4], several irregu-
lar reflectarrays, including those shown in Figure 3.2, have been analyzed using
the LP-SDMoM and compared to reference solutions obtained using a full-wave
MoM1. The comparison showed that the LP-SDMoM is very accurate despite
the strong irregularities. For more details, see [J4].

3.2.6 Scattering Matrix Look-Up Table

Although the LP-SDMoM using LegBFs is computationally efficient with only
a fraction of a second in computation time per array element, it is not efficient
enough for optimization as the analysis must be performed repeatedly. To cir-
cumvent this, the scattering matrices can be calculated in advance and stored
in a look-up table. The use of look-up tables has been successfully applied in
other works [41,131,134,140] and is also used in the GDOT.

In this work, the representation of the scattering matrices in the look-up
table is done by means of local cubic interpolation. For a given frequency and
substrate, the scattering matrices depend on: illumination angles, geometrical
parameters of the array element, and unit-cell dimensions. It was found that a

1The full-wave MoM was developed during the investigation of the surrounded element ap-
proach, see Appendix E. The reflectarray problem is formulated using the mixed-potential form
of the electric field integral equation (EFIE) [137–139] and solved using the MoM algorithm
from the GRASP MoM add-on [94] where the spatial Green’s functions have been included. A
description of the IE formulation and the calculation of the spatial Green’s functions is given
in Appendix F.
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sufficient accuracy can be obtained using relatively few scattering matrix samples
values, for specific values see [J3, J4]. For complex array element geometries
where several geometrical parameters can be adjusted, the size of the look-
up table becomes huge in terms of memory requirements and the process of
calculating the look-up table becomes time consuming. However, once the look-
up table has been calculated, it can be reused in the optimization and needs
only to be recalculated if another substrate or frequency is used.

Using local cubic interpolation, the derivatives with respect to the geome-
trical parameters of the array element can be computed by differentiation of
the local cubic interpolation expression. Thus, the gradients needed during the
optimization can be determined analytically, which is more accurate and faster
than using numerical difference approximations. More details on the look-up
table can be found in [J3,J4].

It was stated in Section 3.2.4 that the Floquet harmonics technique is more
suitable for optimization purposes compared to the continuous spectrum tech-
nique and this will be clarified in the following.

The equivalent currents in the Floquet harmonics technique are determined
through the scattering matrices of the array elements, which are independent
of the position of the array element. The positions are accounted for in the
Floquet harmonics technique by the multiplication of appropriate phase shifts in
the equivalent currents. From the equivalent currents, the radiation in a given
far-field point can be calculated analytically since the equivalent currents are
determined assuming the electric and magnetic field on the unit-cell surface being
related through plane waves. Thus, the scattering matrices can be computed and
tabulated in the look-up table without any a priori knowledge of the far-field
specifications nor of the position of the array elements.

The equivalent currents in the continuous spectrum technique on the other
hand are determined using a PWE, and this involves several complications. The
PWE depends on the size of the reflectarray and the position of the array ele-
ments. In addition, the radiation in a given far-field point can not be calcu-
lated analytically due to the continuous spectrum of plane waves. These issues
combined makes the look-up table for this technique complicated since many
parameters need to be stored.

Nevertheless, a version of the look-up table for the continuous spectrum tech-
nique was implemented, where the co- and cross-polar radiation in the specified
far-field points from each array element has been tabulated as function of il-
lumination angles and geometrical parameters. Although good designs were
obtained, the computation time to calculate the look-up table and the storage
requirements were much higher compared to the case using the Floquet har-
monics technique. In addition, it could not be used for the design of reflectarrays
with irregularly positioned elements as the positions of the array elements are
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fixed a priori. Thus, to optimize the positions, recalculation of the look-up table
at each optimization iteration is required. As a result, the continuous spectrum
technique was considered unsuitable for the GDOT and the Floquet harmonics
technique was selected.

3.2.7 Spline Representation

For large reflectarrays consisting of many array elements, the number of opti-
mization variables becomes excessively high and the optimization becomes slow.

To reduce the number of optimization variables, cubic splines have been
included in the GDOT to represent the sizes of the array elements

s(x, y) =

I∑

i

J∑

j

bijBi(x)Bj(y). (3.2)

Herein, s(x, y) describes the sizes of the array elements at coordinate (x, y), bij
are the spline coefficients, and Bi(x) and Bj(y) are the cubic splines, which
can be defined over several array elements. The spline coefficients bij are the
optimization variables used to determine the sizes of the array elements, and in
this way the number of optimization variables can be reduced.

However, the variation of the dimensions of the array element over the re-
flectarray surface can have discontinuities when the scattered phase is required
to jump after a complete 360◦ cycle, see e.g. Figure 2.1b. Such discontinuities
are hard to represent using splines, and thus, a design obtained using splines is
inferior compared to a design where the array elements are directly optimized
(unless the number of splines and array elements are equal). Without the use of
splines, the optimization time for electrically large reflectarrays is still high com-
pared to POS for the design of shaped reflectors [C5], and techniques to improve
the spline implementation should be investigated. One solution to improve the
spline representation is to implement a periodic mapping between s(x, y) and
the sizes of the array elements such that the discontinuities can be taken into
account.

Nevertheless, the current spline representation can be used to generate a
design that can be used as a starting point for the more rigorous optimization
where the array elements are directly optimized. In this way, the number of
optimization iterations that is needed for the rigorous optimization can be re-
duced.

3.3 Reflectarray Designs

To demonstrate the capabilities of the GDOT, several offset contoured beam
reflectarrays have been designed and presented in [J3,J4] and [C5], and some of
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Figure 3.4 European and southern African coverages seen from the longitude
0◦ geostationary orbital position.

the results are presented in this section. A high-gain European coverage with the
possibility of enforcing sidelobe suppression within a southern African coverage
is considered. The coverages seen from the longitude 0◦ geostationary orbital
position are shown as red polygons in Figure 3.4.

Four reflectarray designs are presented: a single-polarized broadband design,
a dual-polarized broadband design, a circularly polarized design based on the
variable rotation technique (VRT), and an electrically large dual-polarized de-
sign.

3.3.1 Single-Polarized Broadband Design

The purpose of this design is to illustrate the improvements obtained using the
GDOT compared to the POT. To this end, three reflectarrays were designed,
one using the conventional POT (Design A-I), and two using the GDOT. The
reflectarrays were optimized to radiate a high gain beam on the European cove-
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Table 3.1 Performance of single-polarized broadband reflectarray (Design A)

Design A-I Design A-II Design A-III

Frequency
Minimum Minimum Minimum

(GHz)
Directivity Directivity Directivity

(dBi) (dBi) (dBi)

8.5 24.2 24.9 24.9
9.0 25.4 26.5 26.5
9.5 25.5 26.7 26.7
10.0 25.4 26.8 26.8
10.5 25.4 26.6 26.8
11.0 25.4 26.5 26.7
11.5 23.2 23.4 23.3

rage in the frequency range 9−11 GHz for a single polarization, H-polarization2.
Square patches are used as array elements, and a linearly polarized Gaussian
beam with a taper of −15 dB at 30◦ is used as feed.

All three designs consist of 50×50 elements (20×20λ2
0) and the performance

of the reflectarrays is summarized in Table 3.1. The two designs obtained using
the GDOT were synthesized using different starting points: the first (Design
A-II) uses identical patches, whereas the second (Design A-III) uses Design A-I.
The comparison of the three designs clearly shows the advantages of the GDOT,
where more than 1 dB in the minimum directivity is gained compared to the
phase-only design. Furthermore, it demonstrates that a design obtained using
the POT can be useful as the starting point for the GDOT.

A similar comparison was also performed for a dual-polarized reflectarray
design optimized at a single frequency, and it was again shown that the perfor-
mance of the design optimized using the GDOT was superior compared to the
phase-only design. For more details, see [J3].

3.3.2 Dual-Polarized Broadband Design

The goal of this design (Design B) is to maximize the directivity within the
European coverage in the frequency range 9 − 11 GHz for the two orthogonal
polarizations, H- and V-polarization, and at the same time minimize the cross-
polar radiation within the same coverage.

2The reflectarray is assumed to be mounted on a satellite such that H-polarization is defined
to be in the feed offset plane (xz-plane in Figure 2.2), and V-polarization in the orthogonal
plane. This is the same definition as used in Chapter 2.
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L1

L2

w1

Figure 3.5 Square
loop/patch combination
element [83].

For this design the square loop/patch combina-
tion [83] (see Figure 3.5) has been selected due to its
good phase response [J4]. As a starting point for the
optimization, identical elements are used, and a Gaus-
sian beam is used as a feed. The optimized reflectarray
consists of 57×57 elements (20×20λ2

0) and the mask
layout of the design is shown in Figure 3.6.

The minimum directivity and the minimum cross
polarization discrimination (XPD) of the design for
both V- and H-polarizations in the frequency range
8.5 − 11.5 GHz are tabulated in Table 3.2. It is seen
that the minimum directivity within the European
coverage is above 26.4 dBi for both polarizations between 9− 11 GHz and drops
to approximately 25 dBi at 8.5 GHz and 11.5 GHz. This demonstrates that the
reflectarray has been successfully optimized to operate in the specified frequency
range of 20% bandwidth.

In this design, only the length of the outer loop L1 has been optimized, while
the width of the outer loop w and the size of the inner patch L2 were fixed.
More details on this design can be found in [J4].

Figure 3.6 Mask layout of dual-polarized broadband reflectarray (Design B).
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Table 3.2 Performance of dual-polarized broadband reflectarray (Design B)

H-polarization V-polarization

Frequency
Minimum Minimum Minimum Minimum

(GHz)
Directivity XPD Directivity XPD

(dBi) (dB) (dBi) (dB)

8.5 24.7 27.1 24.8 28.1
9.0 26.6 26.7 26.5 26.6
9.5 26.4 26.4 26.4 26.9
10.0 26.6 26.4 26.5 27.6
10.5 26.5 25.0 26.4 27.4
11.0 26.6 24.1 26.4 28.4
11.5 24.9 22.9 25.1 26.3

3.3.3 Circularly Polarized Design

In this design (Design C), which is presented in [J4], a right hand circularly polar-
ized (RHCP) reflectarray radiating a high-gain beam on the European coverage
in the frequency range 9−11 GHz is realized by using the VRT [23]. In the VRT,
identical array elements with different angular rotations are used to achieve a
given far-field beam.

The key for the use of the VRT is to have array elements that can realize
a 180◦ phase difference between two orthogonal polarizations, e.g. V- and H-
polarization [23,141]. In this design, the triple dipole element [82] (see Figure 3.7)
is used and only the rotation angles of the dipoles are optimized.

L

L2

Figure 3.7 Triple
dipole element [82].

The optimized reflectarray consists of 50× 50 ele-
ments (20 × 20λ2

0) and the mask layout is depicted
in Figure 3.8. It is seen in Table 3.3, where the
performance of the design in the frequency range
8.5 − 11.5 GHz is listed, that a minimum directivity
above 26.6 dBi is achieved between 9 − 11 GHz. As
expected, the minimum directivity decreases outside
of the specified frequency range. The minimum XPD
within the frequency range is relatively low with the
best value of 24.7 dB. This is a direct consequence
of the large bandwidth specified in the optimization.
More details can be found in [J4].

It is expected that better performance can be obtained if an array element
with 180◦ phase difference between V- and H-polarization in a wider frequency
range can be found.
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Figure 3.8 Mask layout of circularly polarized reflectarray (Design C).

Table 3.3 Performance of circularly polarized reflectarray (Design C)

Frequency
Minimum Minimum

(GHz)
Directivity XPD

(dBi) (dB)

8.5 25.0 16.4
9.0 26.6 24.7
9.5 26.7 23.0
10.0 26.8 20.7
10.5 26.8 20.5
11.0 26.7 17.3
11.5 25.1 14.8

3.3.4 Electrically Large Design

The reflectarrays presented up until now are all of a moderate size, 20×20λ2
0. To

demonstrate GDOT’s ability to design electrically large reflectarrays, a 50×50λ2
0

design (Design D) has been optimized and presented in [C5]. It is optimized to
radiate a high-gain beam on the European coverage with cross-polar suppression
within the same coverage, and for both V- and H-polarizations. Square patches
are used as array elements. Due to their non-optimal performance for dual po-
larization, the antenna is optimized to operate in a 10% bandwidth, specifically
9.5− 10.5 GHz.
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Figure 3.9 Mask layout of 50× 50λ2
0 reflectarray (Design D).

Initially, a reflectarray optimized using 50 × 50 splines is designed. A mini-
mum directivity of 27.5 dBi was achieved in the specified frequency range for
both polarizations. This design was subsequently used as a starting point for
the final design where the patches were directly optimized. The mask layout of
the final design is shown in Figure 3.9 and the performance is summarized in Ta-
ble 3.4. The minimum directivity and XPD in the specified frequency range for
both polarizations are 28.3 dBi and 26.7 dB, respectively. Outside this frequency
range, the minimum directivity drops several dBs, again showing that the re-
flectarray has been successfully optimized for the given frequency range. Even
though square patches are used as array elements, the design has low cross-polar
radiation and operates for dual polarization for a 10% bandwidth.

The optimization was carried out on an 1.86 GHz 8 core Intel Xeon processor
computer, and the overall optimization time, including the calculation of the
look-up table and the optimization of the spline design, took slightly below 20
hours. As previously mentioned, this is still high compared to POS for the design
of shaped reflectors, and techniques to reduce this are being investigated.

3.4 Reflectarray Measurement Campaign II

To verify the accuracy of the GDOT, a second measurement campaign at the
DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility was planned. The initial
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Table 3.4 Performance of 50× 50λ2
0 reflectarray (Design D)

H-polarization V-polarization

Frequency
Minimum Minimum Minimum Minimum

(GHz)
Directivity XPD Directivity XPD

(dBi) (dB) (dBi) (dB)

9.0 23.4 25.2 22.8 18.8
9.5 28.7 27.0 28.4 26.7
10.0 28.7 27.8 28.3 28.0
10.5 28.5 28.0 28.3 27.5
11.0 23.5 23.1 25.0 27.1

plan was to design two advanced offset contoured beam reflectarray samples,
which could be used to demonstrate the capabilities of the GDOT. However,
the measurements were scheduled at a time where the implementation of the
GDOT was incomplete. At that time, the GDOT was restricted to the op-
timization of reflectarrays consisting of square patches at a single frequency.
Thus, the aforementioned designs (Designs A-D), which were designed after the
second measurement campaign, could not be measured. Instead, two offset con-
toured beam reflectarrays consisting of square patches were manufactured and
measured.

In this section, the reflectarray samples and the measurements of these are
briefly described. A more detailed description of the design of the samples
is given in Appendix A and additional measurement results can be found in
Appendix B.

3.4.1 Reflectarray Samples

For the two samples, it was decided that one should be a reflectarray where
the array elements are positioned in a regular grid, whereas the other should
be a reflectarray where the array elements are positioned in an irregular grid.
Both samples should be optimized to radiate a high-gain beam on the European
coverage with cross-polar suppression within the same coverage, and sidelobe
suppression within a southern African coverage.

Prior to the final designs, a large number of design iterations were performed
from which the two final designs were selected. For dual polarization, it was
observed that the performance of an irregular reflectarray is similar to that of a
regular reflectarray, thus no improvement was gained by using an irregular grid.
However, for a single polarization, the comparison between the regular and irre-
gular designs showed an improvement of 1 dB in the XPD level for the irregular
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.10 The mask layouts of the reflectarrays for measurement campaign
II, (a) sample II-I and (b) sample II-II.

design, indicating that better performance in the cross-polar radiation can be
achieved using an irregular grid. It was thus decided to have a regular reflectar-
ray optimized for dual polarization, and an irregular reflectarray optimized for
a single polarization.

The mask layouts of the two final reflectarray samples are shown in Fi-
gure 3.10. The sample in Figure 3.10a is the regular reflectarray (sample II-I).
It was optimized for both V- and H-polarization and at 10 GHz. The sample in
Figure 3.10b is the irregular design and was optimized with the same goals as
sample II-I, but only for H-polarization (sample II-II).

For both samples, the corrugated horn used in the previous measurement
campaign was used as feed, and its measured pattern was used in the optimiza-
tion of the two reflectarray samples.

Similar to the first measurement campaign, both samples were measured
for both V- and H-polarizations at a series of frequencies between 9.6 GHz and
10.5 GHz.

3.4.2 Simulations Versus Measurements

In this section, comparisons of simulated and measured radiation patterns of the
reflectarray samples are presented. To account for the presence of the support
structures, the scattering from the struts is included in the analysis using the
MoM add-on in GRASP.
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3.4.2.1 Sample II-I

In the initial comparison of the simulated and measured radiation patterns of
sample II-I, it was observed that the co-polar radiation on the southern African
contour was higher than expected. Instead of an expected isolation level above
25 dB for both V- and H-polarization, the measurement showed an isolation level
of only 17 dB. The source of this error was found to be an inadequate number
of basis functions used in the LP-SDMoM to model the electric currents on the
patches during the design process. The analysis did not entirely converge in the
forward hemisphere and this resulted in a non-optimum design.

The number of basis functions was initially selected based on the previous
reflectarray samples from measurement campaign I since the same substrate
was used. However, this number was not sufficient. This is explained by the
strong resonance of the patches. Identical patches of resonant size were used as
the initial starting point for the optimization. Thus, the final design consists
of patches that are all very close to their resonance. As a result, the singular
behavior of the electric currents at the edges of the patches has a strong effect
and additional basis functions are required. By increasing the number of basis
functions, the results shown in Figure 3.11 were obtained.

The agreement between simulations and measurements is very good, where
the high gain curves practically coincide. Also the accuracy for the lower levels
is very good. The performance of the sample for both polarizations at 10 GHz
is summarized in Table 3.5. It is seen that an excellent agreement is obtained
for the peak directivity and minimum directivity within the European coverage.
Also the isolation levels are accurately predicted. Regarding the XPD, the ac-
curacy is slightly lower where discrepancies up to a few dBs are observed. This
is expected since the cross-polar radiation is approximately 30 dB below the
co-polar peak, and phenomena such as scattering from the edges come into play.
The accuracy for the other measured frequencies is also very good, where the
maximum discrepancy in the minimum directivity is ±0.1 dB.

3.4.2.2 Sample II-II

In the design of sample II-II, the same number of basis functions was used as in
sample II-I. However, convergence was reached despite the fact that the initial
starting point for the optimization also consisted of identical patches of resonant
size. However, the resonance issue is not as severe as in sample II-I. This is
explained by the fact that the patches in sample II-II are slightly rotated due
to the irregular grid. The mutual coupling between the patches is less dominant
and the singularities of the electric currents may have a smaller effect.

Simulated and measured radiation patterns of sample II-II are depicted in
Figure 3.12, and the performance is summarized in Table 3.6. An excellent
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Table 3.5 Measured versus simulated data at 10 GHz – Sample II-I

Peak Min. Min. Min.
directivity directivity XPD isolation

(dBi) (dBi) (dB) (dB)

Measurement (H-pol.) 28.3 26.5 27.1 17.5
Simulation (H-pol.) 28.2 26.6 25.0 17.8

Measurement (V-pol.) 27.9 26.5 27.7 18.4
Simulation (V-pol.) 27.9 26.5 25.5 17.2

Table 3.6 Measured versus simulated data at 10 GHz – Sample II-II

Peak Min. Min. Min.
directivity directivity XPD isolation

(dBi) (dBi) (dB) (dB)

Measurement (H-pol.) 29.2 27.3 27.2 24.3
Simulation (H-pol.) 29.2 27.3 27.8 27.2

Measurement (V-pol.) 29.4 27.1 24.5 20.2
Simulation (V-pol.) 29.4 27.1 21.0 20.5

agreement between simulations and measurements is obtained for both polariza-
tions, even though the array elements are positioned in an irregular grid. The
sample was only optimized for H-polarization, hence the lower minimum XPD
and isolation levels in V-polarization. A similar accuracy has been obtained for
the other measured frequencies as well.

These excellent agreements between simulated and measured patterns are
close to those obtained for conventional shaped reflectors and thereby verify the
accuracy of the GDOT.
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Figure 3.11 Simulated (solid lines) and measured (dotted lines) radiation pat-
terns of sample II-I for H-polarization at 10 GHz, (a) co-polar pattern and (b)
cross-polar pattern.
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Figure 3.12 Simulated (solid lines) and measured (dotted lines) radiation pat-
terns of sample II-II for H-polarization at 10 GHz, (a) co-polar pattern and (b)
cross-polar pattern.
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3.5 Summary

In this chapter, an accurate and efficient generalized direct optimization tech-
nique for the design of printed reflectarrays using arbitrarily shaped array ele-
ments with irregular orientation and position is presented. It is based on the LP-
SDMoM and a minimax optimization algorithm. The geometrical parameters
of the array elements, i.e. size, orientation, and position, are directly optimized
to fulfill the far-field requirements, thus maintaining a direct relation between
optimization goals and optimization variables. As a result, better designs can
be obtained compared to the conventional POT.

To ensure high accuracy, efficiency, and flexibility, LegBFs are used in the
LP-SDMoM computations and the Floquet harmonics technique is used to cal-
culate the far-field during the optimization. The Floquet harmonics technique
uses scattering matrices which are calculated in advance, stored in a look-up
table, and accessed during the optimization. Both co- and cross-polar radiation
can be optimized for multiple frequencies, dual polarization, and several feed
illuminations.

To show the capabilities of the GDOT, several offset contoured beam reflect-
arrays forming a high-gain beam on a European coverage have been designed:
a single-polarized broadband design, a dual-polarized broadband design, a cir-
cularly polarized design using the VRT, and an electrically large dual-polarized
design.

Finally, to verify the accuracy of the GDOT, two reference reflectarrays de-
signed using the GDOT have been manufactured and measured at the DTU-ESA
Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility. An excellent agreement between
simulated and measured patterns is obtained.



4
Conclusions

In this study, analysis and optimization methods have been investigated with the
aim to develop an accurate and efficient simulation tool for the design of printed
reflectarrays. The work was divided in two main parts: the investigation of
accurate analysis of printed reflectarrays; and the implementation and validation
of an accurate and efficient design tool.

As the first step in the process, a survey of existing modeling techniques was
presented. The emphasis was on identifying the sources for the lack of accuracy
in current reflectarray modeling. Based on this survey, it was deemed that the
spectral domain method of moments (SDMoM) assuming local periodicity (LP)
is the most attractive technique in terms of the tradeoff between accuracy and
efficiency. Therefore, focus in this work was on this technique. Several sources
of error in the LP-SDMoM were identified and investigated: the representation
of the incident field, the choice of basis functions, the calculation of the far-
field, the periodicity assumption, and the assumption of infinite ground plane.
To serve as reference for the investigations, two offset pencil beam reflectarrays
have been designed and manufactured, and subsequently measured at the DTU-
ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility.

The incident field in LP-SDMoM must be correctly represented to ensure
accurate results. To this end, measured or accurately simulated feed patterns
should be used to calculate the polarization, amplitude, and phase of the incident
plane wave on each array element.

In the LP-SDMoM, the choice of basis functions must be carefully selected to
ensure an accurate and efficient solution. It was shown that higher-order hierar-
chical Legendre basis functions (LegBF) can be applied to arbitrarily shaped
array elements and have better convergence rate compared to first-order basis
functions, e.g. rooftop basis functions. For canonically shaped array elements,
e.g. rectangular patches, entire domain singular basis functions are known to
accurately account for the singularities of the electric current on the patch edges
and for providing very accurate results. It was demonstrated that the LegBFs
are capable of producing results of the same accuracy as those obtained using
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entire domain singular basis functions using less computation time.

It was shown in this work that the technique to calculate the far-field has a
great impact on the analysis accuracy. The finite size of the reflectarray must be
accounted for, and techniques that neglect this yield inaccurate results. Several
techniques have been considered in this work, and two techniques were capable
of yielding accurate results: the Floquet harmonics technique and the continuous
spectrum technique. Both techniques are based on the field equivalence principle
and can calculate the radiation in the entire hemisphere. Whereas the continuous
spectrum technique is more accurate, particularly in the back hemisphere, the
Floquet harmonics technique is more efficient and most suitable for optimization
purposes.

It has been stated by several research groups that the periodic assumption
in the LP-SDMoM can be inaccurate. However, comparisons of simulated and
measured radiation patterns showed that the accuracy of the LP-SDMoM is very
good, even for highly aperiodic reflectarrays, as long as the three aforementioned
sources of error are taken into account. Nevertheless, two techniques to reduce
the possible errors introduced by the periodicity assumption have been exam-
ined, the surrounded element approach (SEA) and the extended local periodicity
(ELP) approach. Both approaches attempt to account for the mutual coupling
more realistically by including the actual neighboring elements in the analysis.
The SEA is a finite approach where no periodicity is applied, whereas the ELP is
based on periodicity but applied to an extended unit-cell. Although both tech-
niques have advantages, they do not necessarily produce more accurate results
than the LP-SDMoM, quite the contrary. Furthermore, the overall computation
time associated with each technique is high, thus unsuitable for optimization
purposes.

Finally, it was shown that the finite size of the ground plane is of little
importance for the calculation of the electric currents on the array elements, but
has to be taken into account when calculating the far-field.

The aforementioned techniques for the enhanced analysis accuracy have been
used to develop a generalized direct optimization technique (GDOT), which can
be used for the optimization and design of printed reflectarrays using arbitrarily
shaped array elements with irregular orientation and position. The GDOT is
based on the LP-SDMoM and a minimax optimization algorithm. Contrary
to the conventional phase-only optimization technique (POT), the geometrical
parameters of the array elements are directly optimized to fulfill the far-field
requirements, thus maintaining a direct relation between optimization goals and
optimization variables. Consequently, improved designs can be obtained. Both
co- and cross-polar radiation can be optimized for multiple frequencies, dual
polarization, and several feed illuminations.

To ensure high accuracy, efficiency, and flexibility, the LegBFs are used to-
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gether with the Floquet harmonics technique in the GDOT. The Floquet har-
monics technique uses scattering matrices, which are calculated in advance,
stored in a look-up table, and accessed during the optimization using local cu-
bic interpolation. This circumvents the calculation of the scattering matrices at
each iteration and greatly reduces the overall optimization time. Furthermore,
measured or accurately simulated feed patterns can be included in the GDOT
to ensure that the reflectarray is optimized for the correct feed illuminations.

For the optimization of the position of the array elements, an irregular distri-
bution of element positions is achieved by adding a distortion to the regular grid.
The distortion used in this work is based on Chebyshev polynomials. Due to the
distortion of the grid, the array elements are positioned in a non-periodic lattice
and the accuracy of the LP-SDMoM had to be investigated. It was demonstrated
by comparisons with full-wave method of moments that the LP-SDMoM is very
accurate, despite the strong irregularities.

To demonstrate the capabilities of the GDOT, several offset contoured beam
reflectarrays have been designed and presented in this thesis. These designs
illustrated that the GDOT is capable of designing reflectarrays with improved
performance compared to those obtained using the conventional POT. Further-
more, they demonstrated that the GDOT can optimize for the size, orienta-
tion, and the position of arbitrarily shaped array elements. Finally, the designs
demonstrated the GDOT’s ability to design electrically large reflectarrays as well
as broadband reflectarrays with low cross-polarization.

For verification of the accuracy of the GDOT, two of the aforementioned con-
toured beam reflectarrays have been manufactured and measured at the DTU-
ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility. An excellent agreement be-
tween simulations and measurements was obtained for both reflectarrays. The
prediction accuracy between simulated and measured patterns is close to those
obtained for conventional shaped reflectors, thus verifying the accuracy of the
GDOT.

It is expected that with the GDOT, advanced reflectarrays with enhanced
performance can be designed, thereby improving the usability of printed reflect-
arrays.

The work presented in this thesis can be extended in many ways. First, only
reflectarrays on a single layer substrate with rectangular rim are presented in
this work. The GDOT should be developed to allow multi-layer configurations
with circular or elliptical rim. Second, for large reflectarrays consisting of many
array elements, the number of optimization variables is exceedingly high and
the optimization becomes slow. To alleviate this problem, cubic splines are
included in the GDOT to represent the sizes of the array elements. However,
the variation of the dimensions of the array elements can have discontinuities
due to the 360◦ phase jump, and these discontinuities are hard to represent using
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splines. Techniques to improve the spline implementation, and thereby reducing
the overall optimization time, are currently being investigated. Finally, the
GDOT could be extended to allow array elements to be located on a curved
surface. This eliminates the differential spatial phase delay from the feed and
increases the bandwidth for large reflectarrays. Although this complicates the
manufacturing of the reflectarrays, it is, however, an attractive technique for
contoured beam applications because a single mold can then be reused for several
shaped beam applications.
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A
Design of the Reflectarray Samples

In this appendix, the choice and design of the reflectarray samples measured in
the two measurement campaigns are presented. The reflectarray samples were
manufactured at the workshop at EMS-DTU and measured at the DTU-ESA
Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility.

A.1 Geometrical and Electrical Parameters

The geometrical parameters of the reflectarrays are shown in Figure A.1. The
dimensions of the reflectarray along x and y are denoted dx and dy, respectively,
df denotes the distance from the aperture center of the feed to the center of
the reflectarray, θi and φi describe the incidence angles from the feed to the
reflectarray center. The number of array elements along x and y are denoted Nx
and Ny, respectively.

Feed horns operating around 10 GHz were available at the DTU-ESA Spheri-
cal Near-Field Antenna Test Facility and the reflectarrays were designed for this
frequency.

Square patches with varying sizes are used as array elements in all the sam-
ples. The dielectric substrate is Rogers 4350 with dielectric constant εr = 3.66,
loss tangent tan δ = 0.0037, and substrate thickness 0.762 mm.1

To avoid any blockage from the support structures or the feed, only offset
configurations have been considered.

1The reflectarray samples for the first measurement campaign were initially designed using
a dielectric constant of εr = 3.48 as was stated in the Rogers Data sheet. However, it was not
before after the measurements were completed that it was discovered that the actual value was
εr = 3.66. As a result, the resonance frequency was shifted from 10 GHz to 9.6 GHz, where the
best performance of the reflectarray samples was observed.
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Figure A.1 Reflectarray geometrical parameters.

A.2 Measurement Campaign I

Two reflectarrays have been designed for the first measurement campaign. The
reflectarrays were designed to exaggerate two of the sources of error as described
in Chapter 2, and to serve as reference solutions for the algorithms developed
during the study.

At the time of the first measurement campaign, no optimization routine was
implemented, thus the reflectarrays were designed by means of phase curves.

A.2.1 Sample I-I

The mask layout of sample I-I is shown in Figure A.2 and aims to exaggerate
the incorrect analysis of the elements at the edges of the reflectarray due to the
assumption of infinite ground plane. To this end, the patch variations must be as
smooth as possible to reduce the errors introduced by the periodicity assumption
when using the local periodicity (LP) approach. To achieve this, the main beam
of this reflectarray is directed towards the specular direction. The incidence
angle from the feed to the center of the reflectarray is θi = 30◦ and φi = 0◦,
hence the reflectarray is synthesized to have its main beam towards θ = −30◦

and φ = 0◦.
To reduce the aperiodicity, the differential spatial phase delay has to be

small. This was achieved by increasing the distance between the feed and the
reflectarray surface. For this sample, the feed is located df = 600 mm from the
reflectarray center. In addition, a low-gain feed is preferred to ensure a high
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Figure A.2 The mask layout of sample I-I. The sample is designed to have
main beam towards θ = −30◦ and φ = 0◦.

edge illumination of the reflectarray. Based on the main beam direction and the
feed’s position, the required phase distribution was determined and the patch
sizes were readily obtained from the phase curve. The geometrical parameters
are summarized in Table A.1.

Table A.1 Geometrical parameters for sample I-I

f [GHz] Nx ×Ny dx/dy [mm] df [mm] θi/φi [◦]

10 30× 30 435/435 600 30/0

A.2.2 Sample I-II

This sample attempts to exaggerate the errors introduced by the periodicity
assumption, thus a strong aperiodicity was created by steering the main beam
towards θ = 35◦ and φ = 135◦. To reduce the errors due to the assumption of
infinite ground plane, the edge illumination should be low. Thus a high gain
feed is preferred and the distance between the feed and the reflectarray should
be small. The feed is located df = 350 mm from the reflectarray center with an
incidence angle of θi = 45◦ and φi = 0◦ towards the center. This results in the
mask layout shown in Figure A.3. The geometrical parameters are summarized
in Table A.2.
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Figure A.3 The mask layout of sample I-II. The sample is designed to have
main beam towards θ = 35◦ and φ = 135◦.

Table A.2 Geometrical parameters for reflectarray sample I-II

f [GHz] Nx ×Ny dx/dy [mm] df [mm] θi/φi [◦]

10 30× 30 435/435 350 45/0

A.2.3 Feed Horns

Two horns were used as feed for the reflectarray samples: a high-gain corrugated
horn (Figure A.4a), and a low-gain Potter horn (Figure A.4b). Each horn was
used on both samples giving a total of 4 different reflectarray configurations to
be measured. At 10 GHz, the corrugated horn has a taper of −17.5 dB at 30◦,
whereas the Potter horn has a taper of −7 dB at 30◦.

A.3 Measurement Campaign II

The purpose of the reflectarray samples in the second measurement campaign
was to verify the accuracy of the generalized direct optimization technique
(GDOT) that is presented in Chapter 3.

At the time of the measurements, the GDOT was restricted to the optimiza-
tion of reflectarrays consisting of square patches at a single frequency. Thus,
multi-frequency designs with advanced element types were not possible for this
measurement campaign.
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(a) (b)

Figure A.4 The two horn antennas used in the measurement campaigns, (a)
the corrugated horn and (b) the Potter horn.

It was decided to design two reflectarray samples, a regular design and an irre-
gular design. To reuse as much as possible from the first measurement campaign,
the support structures from sample I-I were reused. Thus the feed position and
orientation were maintained. The corrugated horn from Figure A.4a was used
as feed and the measured pattern obtained in the first measurement campaign
was used in the optimization of the reflectarray samples.

The two samples were designed to radiate contoured beams. To ensure rea-
sonable results, the dimension of the reflectarrays was increased to 600×600 mm2

corresponding to 20 × 20 square wavelengths at 10 GHz. Square patches were
used as array elements. The geometrical parameters for the two samples are
summarized in Table A.3.

Table A.3 Geometrical parameters for samples II-I and II-II.

f [GHz] Nx ×Ny dx/dy [mm] df [mm] θi/φi [◦] θf/φf [◦]
10 50× 50 600/600 600 30/0 30/0

A.3.1 Choice of Design

For both samples, a European high-gain coverage with cross-polar suppression
within the same coverage and sidelobe suppressions within a southern African
contour was considered. The coverages are shown in Figure A.5 as the red
polygons. Prior to the final designs, a large number of design iterations were
performed and many interesting results were found. Details will not be described,
but the observations can be summarized as follows:
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Figure A.5 European and southern African coverages seen from the longitude
0◦ geostationary orbital position.

1 If only a co-polar beam is optimized for a single polarization, a reflectarray
with irregular grid performs just as well as a reflectarray with a regular
grid2. Thus, nothing is gained by using an irregular design in this case.

2 If cross-polar suppression (within Europe) and sidelobe suppression (within
southern Africa) are included, but still for a single polarization, some per-
formance improvements can be obtained with an irregular grid. The im-
provements are small, but worthwhile to investigate.

3 If cross-polar suppression (within Europe) and sidelobe suppression (within
southern Africa) are included and optimized for two orthogonal polariza-
tions i.e. V- and H-polarization, good results can be obtained with a
regular grid, but no further improvement is gained with an irregular grid.

These conclusions are preliminary and restricted to the particular type of grid
distortions considered in this work. More general grids e.g. polar or elliptical
grids have not been investigated and may lead to different results.

2For more information on reflectarrays with irregular grids, see Section 3.2.5.
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Based on these observations, it was decided that the two samples should be
designed for different specifications.

The first sample (sample II-I) uses a regular grid and was optimized according
to 3). The second sample (sample II-II) was optimized according to 2) and has
an irregular grid.

A.3.2 Sample II-I

The design procedure for sample II-I involved several steps and is briefly de-
scribed in the following.

In the first optimization (Design I), the goal was to achieve maximum co-
polar directivity within the European coverage, and no cross-polar or sidelobe
suppressions were specified in the optimization. The initial starting point for the
optimization consisted of identical patches of resonant size. In this design, the
minimum directivity within the European coverage for both polarizations was
27.4 dBi. The minimum cross polarization discrimination (XPD) was 21.5 dB
and the minimum high/low (Europe/Africa) isolation was 18 dB.

In the second optimization (Design II), cross-polar suppression within the
European coverage was added and Design I was used as the initial starting
point. The minumum XPD was improved to 26 dB. However, this was at the
cost of almost 1 dB reduction in the minimum co-polar directivity, which was
approximately 26.7 dBi. The minimum isolation was unchanged.

Sidelobe suppression within the southern African coverage was finally added
in the optimization and Design II was used as the initial starting point. The
radiation of the final design for H-polarization at 10 GHz is shown in Figure A.6.
The co-polar radiation in the southern African coverage for both polarizations
have been greatly reduced to a minimum isolation above 25 dB, while maintain-
ing the minimum co-polar level on the European coverage at 26.7 dBi. This
improvement was obtained at the cost of the cross-polar radiation where the
minimum XPD was decreased to 25.5 dB. The mask of the final sample is shown
in Figure A.7.

The performance of the different designs are summarized in Table A.4.

Table A.4 Summary of the design iterations for sample II-I

Design I Design II Sample II-I

Min. directivity (dBi) 27.4 26.7 26.7
Min. XPD (dB) 21.5 26.0 25.5
Min. isolation (dB) 18.0 18.0 25.0
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Figure A.6 Simulated radiation patterns of sample II-I for H-polarization at
10 GHz, (a) co-polar pattern and (b) cross-polar pattern.

Figure A.7 Mask layout of sample II-I.
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A.3.3 Sample II-II

Sample II-II was designed with the same goals as sample II-I, but optimized only
for H-polarization. The design process was similar to sample II-I except that the
reflectarray uses an irregular grid. A detailed description of the design process
will not be given. The mask layout of sample II-II is shown in Figure A.8 and
the radiation patterns for H-polarization at 10 GHz are shown in Figure A.9. A
minimum directivity of 27.3 dBi is obtained within the European coverage with
a minimum XPD of 28.3 dB. The isolation level is at 27.6 dB.

Figure A.8 Mask layout of sample II-II.
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Figure A.9 Simulated radiation patterns of sample II-II for H-polarization at
10 GHz, (a) co-polar pattern and (b) cross-polar pattern.



B
Measurement Results

Additional measurement results from the two measurement campaigns at DTU-
ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility are presented in this appendix.

All the simulated results shown in this appendix are obtained using the spec-
tral domain method of moments (SDMoM) assuming local periodicity. Higher-
order hierarchical Legendre basis functions are used in the SDMoM and the far-
field is calculated using the continuous spectrum technique1. In addition, the
scattering from the support structures have been included using the GRASP
MoM add-on.

B.1 Measurement Campaign I

During the design of the reflectarray samples for the first measurement campaign,
the dielectric constant was initially selected to εr = 3.48 as was stated in the
substrate data sheet. However, after the measurements were complete, it was
discovered that the actual value was εr = 3.66. This resulted in a shift in the
resonance frequency from 10 GHz to 9.6 GHz, where the best performance of
the reflectarray samples was observed. Therefore, radiation patterns are shown
for 9.6 GHz in this section, even though the measurements were carried out
in a series of frequencies between 9.6 − 10.5 GHz. The results are shown in
Figures B.1-B.4. The accuracy in the other measured frequencies is very similar
to those shown in this section.

The radiation patterns are shown in a coordinate system defined with its
z-axis directed towards the main beam direction. In Figure B.1a, B.1c, B.2a,
and B.2c, strong discrepancies between simulations and measurements around
θ = 60◦ are observed. These errors are due to the blockage of the feed and/or
the measurement tower. Overall, the agreement between simulations and mea-
surements is very good.

1For more information on the higher-order hierarchical Legendre basis functions and the
continuous spectrum technique, see Chapter 2.
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(c) Sample I-I, Potter horn, H-pol.
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(a) Sample I-I, corrugated horn, V-pol.
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(a) Sample I-II, corrugated horn, H-pol.
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B.2 Measurement Campaign II

In the initial comparison of the simulations and measurements of sample II-I, it
was observed that the measured results were slightly shifted in v = sin θ sinφ
compared to the simulations. The same offset existed in the other measured fre-
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quencies as well, thus indicating that the source could by manufacturing errors.
After thorough numerical investigations, it is found that the offset can be caused
by a slight tilt or shift of the reflectarray plane in the manufactured sample. This
was indeed the case and was confirmed by the workshop. It was discovered that
the reflectarray plane was shifted by 1 mm in the y-direction, and that it also
was tilted by θ = −0.2◦ at φ = 90◦. These manufacturing errors were included
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in the analysis and the simulation showed a result that corresponds very well to
the original measured data.

If the measured data is shifted v = sin θ sinφ = −0.0075, which corresponds
to θ = −0.4◦, the results shown in Figure B.5 are obtained. It is seen that a
very good agreement between simulations and measurements is obtained.

A similar offset was observed for the measured data of sample II-II. By shift-
ing the measured data by u = sin θ cosφ = 0.001 and v = sin θ sinφ = −0.004,
the results shown in Figure B.6 are obtained. Similar to sample II-I, the offset
was frequency independent and was observed in all measured frequencies. It is
expected that a similar manufacturing error is the cause of this offset. However,
this could not be confirmed by the workshop as the reflectarray was already
dismantled at the time.

The accuracy in the other measured frequencies was also very good for both
samples. The co-polar radiations for sample II-I at the extreme frequencies
9.6 GHz and 10.5 GHz are shown in Figure B.7 showing a very good agreement.
The radiation patterns for both samples II-I and II-II for all measured frequencies
show that the maximum deviation between simulations and measurements of the
minimum directivity within the European coverage is within ±0.1 dB.
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C
Spectral Domain MoM for

Periodic Multilayer Configurations

This appendix deals with the derivation of the integral equation formulation
and the spectral domain method of moments (SDMoM) for periodic multilayer
configurations.

C.1 Configuration

Consider a multilayer configuration consisting of S interfaces as shown in Fi-
gure C.1a where the interfaces are located at z = z1, z2, ..., zS . Each layer
is characterized by the constitutive parameters εs and µs and has a width of
ds = zs+1 − zs. At each interface, there is an infinite array of periodically lo-
cated patches. The periodicity is shown in Figure C.1b, where the parallelograms
indicate the periodic unit-cells in the infinite structure seen in the xy-plane. The
quantities dx and dy are the side lengths of the parallelogram and Ω is the angle
between the two sides. In the configuration in Figure C.1a, layer S is extended
to infinity and no ground plane is included. For reflectarrays, layer S is trun-
cated by a perfectly electrically conducting (PEC) ground plane as shown in
Figure C.2.

C.2 Outline of the Formulation

The formulation of the multilayer configuration solution will be outlined in the
following.

Due to the periodicity of the configuration, the electric currents on the
printed elements as well as the electric/magnetic fields can be expressed, using
Floquet’s theorem, by summations of Floquet spatial harmonics. These spatial
harmonics are plane waves, thus if one plane wave solution can be found, the
problem can be solved by summing all the plane wave solutions. The boundary
conditions imply that the tangential electric field is continuous across any inter-
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Figure C.1 (a) Multilayer configuration with periodically located patches at each
interface. (b) An infinite array of periodically located patches. (c) Coordinates
for the incident plane wave.
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Figure C.2 Multilayer configuration with periodically located patches at each
interface with a PEC ground plane located at z = zS+1.

face whereas the tangential magnetic field is continuous over any non-metallic
interface. Since the printed elements are placed at each interface, the tangential
components of the magnetic field will experience a discontinuity due to the in-
duced surface currents on the metallic patches. The unknown surface currents
are the objectives of this formulation. The following steps must be done to
determine these currents:

1. Express the field and current quantities as double summations of Floquet
harmonics.

2. Express the electric field in terms of its tangential components.

3. Determine the magnetic field in terms of the tangential components of the
electric field.

4. Enforce the boundary condition for the magnetic field to relate the un-
known current densities to the tangential components of the electric field.

5. The interfaces at z1 and zS need to be treated separately since these in-
terfaces include a half space.

6. Enforce the boundary condition for the electric field on the metallic patches
to arrive at a formulation where the unknown currents densities can be
expanded by basis functions, which can then be solved by using method
of moments (MoM).
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C.3 SDMoM Formulation

C.3.1 Periodic Multilayer Configuration

From Floquet’s theorem the unknown current density on interface s can be
expressed as summations of spatial harmonics in a Fourier series

Js(ρ, zs) =

∞∑

m,n=−∞
jmnse

−jβmn·ρ, (C.1)

where ρ = x̂x+ ŷy, and jmns is the Fourier coefficient given by

jmns =
1

AU

∫∫

U

Js(ρ, zs)e
jβmn·ρdxdy. (C.2)

Herein, AU = dxdy sin Ω is the area of the unit-cell and βmn is defined as

βmn = x̂βxmn + ŷβymn

= x̂

(
ki
x +

2πm

dx

)
+ ŷ

(
ki
y +

2πn

dy sin Ω
− 2πm

dx
cot Ω

)
, (C.3)

where ki
x and ki

y are given by the incident propagation vector

ki = x̂ki
x + ŷki

y + ẑki
z, (C.4)

as shown in Figure C.1c. Similarly, the electric/magnetic field in layer s can be
expressed using spatial harmonics. However, contrary to Js, the electric/magnetic
fields are also present between the interfaces and both forward and backward
propagating waves exist in each layer. Thus the electric field in layer s is ex-
pressed as summations of forward and backward propagating plane waves

Es(r) =

∞∑

m,n=−∞
E+
mnse

−jk+
mns·rs +

∞∑

m,n=−∞
E−mnse−jk

−
mns·rs

=

∞∑

m,n=−∞

(
E+
mnse

−jγmn
s (z−zs) + E−mnsejγ

mn
s (z−zs)

)
e−jβmn·ρ. (C.5)

Here, k±mns = βmn ± ẑγmns where

γmns =





∣∣∣
√
k2
s − β2

xmn − β2
ymn

∣∣∣ , β2
xmn + β2

ymn ≤ k2
s ,

−j
∣∣∣
√
β2
xmn + β2

ymn − k2
s

∣∣∣ , β2
xmn + β2

ymn > k2
s ,

(C.6)
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with ks = ω
√
εsµs being the wave number in layer s. Likewise, the magnetic

field in layer s can be determined using

Hs(r) =

∞∑

m,n=−∞
H+
mnse

−jk+
mn·rs +

∞∑

m,n=−∞
H−mnse−jk

−
mn·rs

=

∞∑

m,n=−∞

(
H+
mnse

−jγmn
s (z−zs) + H−mnsejγ

mn
s (z−zs)

)
e−jβmn·ρ. (C.7)

The boundary conditions at the patches state that

Js(ρ, zs) = ẑ ×
[
Hs(ρ, zs)−Hs−1(ρ, zs)

]
, s = 1, 2, ..., S. (C.8)

Substituting (C.1) and (C.7) in the above yields

∞∑

m,n=−∞
jmnse

−jβmn·ρ = ẑ ×
[ ∞∑

m,n=−∞

(
H+
mns + H−mns−

H+
mn(s−1)e

−jγmn
s−1ds−1 −H−mn(s−1)e

jγmn
s−1ds−1

)
e−jβmn·ρ

]
. (C.9)

It is now utilized that (C.9) must be fulfilled term-wise

jmns = ẑ ×
(
H+
mns + H−mns −H+

mn(s−1)e
−jγmn

s−1ds−1 −H−mn(s−1)e
jγmn

s−1ds−1

)
.

(C.10)

If a solution of the above can be found, then the uniqueness theorem states that
the solution is unique and is the correct solution.

The spatial harmonics in (C.5) are plane waves. Consequently, the complex
amplitude of each spatial harmonic is orthogonal to the propagating vector of
the plane wave

E±mns · k±mns = 0. (C.11)

This can also be written as

E±mns · k±mns = E±,tmns · βmn ± E±zmnsγmns = 0, (C.12)

where E±,tmns is the tangential components of E±mns, indicated by a superscript t,
and E±zmns is the z-component. It follows from (C.12) that

E±zmns = ∓E±,tmns · βmn
γmns

, (C.13)
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and the complex amplitude of the spatial harmonics can be expressed in terms
of its tangential components

E±mns = E±,tmns ∓ ẑ
E±,tmns · βmn

γmns
. (C.14)

With this in mind, (C.5) can be rewritten as

Es(r) =

∞∑

m,n=−∞

(
E+,t
mnse

−jγmn
s (z−zs) + E−,tmnse

jγmn
s (z−zs)

)
e−jβmn·ρ

+ ẑ

∞∑

m,n=−∞

(
−E+

zmnse
−jγmn

s (z−zs) + E−zmnsejγ
mn
s (z−zs)

)
e−jβmn·ρ

=

∞∑

m,n=−∞
Et
mns(z) e

−jβmn·ρ + ẑ

∞∑

m,n=−∞
Ezmns(z) e

−jβmn·ρ. (C.15)

At interface s (z = zs)

Et
mns(zs) = E+,t

mns + E−,tmns. (C.16)

Since the tangential components of the electrical fields are continuous across the
interfaces, it implies that Et

mn(s+1)(zs+1) = Et
mns(zs+1), hence

Et
mn(s+1)(zs+1) = E+,t

mnse
−jγmn

s ds + E−,tmnse
jγmn

s ds . (C.17)

For convenience

Cmns = Et
mns(zs), (C.18)

denotes the complex amplitude of the total tangential electric field for the
(m,n)’th Floquet harmonic at interface s. It can be shown by combining (C.16)
and (C.17) that

E±,tmns =
±Cmn(s+1) ∓Cmnse±jγ

mn
s ds

−2j sin(γmns ds)
. (C.19)

The electric field in the different layers is now related to Cmns, s = 1, 2, ..., S.
The spatial harmonics of the magnetic fields can be related to the spatial

harmonics of the electric field by

H±mns =
1

ηs
k̂±mns × E±mns, (C.20)
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with ηs =
√
µs/εs being the intrinsic impedance for layer s and k̂±mns = k±mns/ks.

Note that only the tangential components of H±mns are of interest since the z-
components will be cancelled out by the cross product in (C.10). Substituting
(C.14) in (C.20) yields the following relation

H±mns = ± 1

ηsks
ẑ ×

(
γmns E±,tmns + βmn

E±,tmns · βmn
γmns

)
+ ẑH±zmns, (C.21)

= ± 1

ηsksγmns

{
ŷ
[ (
k2
s − β2

ymn

)
E±,xmns + βxmnβymnE±,ymns

]
−

x̂
[ (
k2
s − β2

xmn

)
E±,ymns + βxmnβymnE±,xmns

]}
+ ẑH±zmns.

By applying (C.19), the complex amplitude of the magnetic spatial harmonics
is now expressed in terms of the tangential components of the electric fields
evaluated at the interfaces.

Now that the complex amplitude of the magnetic spatial harmonics are
known, these can be substituted into (C.10) to relate the unknown currents
to the tangential components of the electric fields. This procedure must be di-
vided in four different cases, namely the zs, 1 < s < S interfaces, the z1 interface,
the zS interface without ground plane (FSS configurations) and the zS interface
with ground plane (reflectarray configurations). These will be treated separately
in the following, starting with the most general case, the zs interface.

The intermediate interfaces (z = zs)

This is the general case and one merely has to substitute (C.21) into (C.10).
The z-component in (C.21) is cancelled out by the cross product and only the
x- and y-components remain. Using the relation

ẑ × ẑ × ât = −ât, (C.22)

where ât is a unit vector transversal to ẑ, it can be shown that the electric
current density can be expressed in terms of the tangential components of the
electric fields evaluated at the adjacent interfaces

jmns =

(
2

Ωs
cos(γmns ds)Lmns +

2

Ωs−1
cos(γmns−1ds−1)Lmns−1

)
Cmns

+

( −2

Ωs−1
Lmns−1

)
Cmn(s−1) +

(−2

Ωs
Lmns

)
Cmn(s+1). (C.23)
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Herein, Ωs = −2j sin(γmns ds) and the operator Lmns is defined as

Lmns =
1

ηsks

(
γmns +

|βmn|2
γmns

+
1

γmns
Bmn·

)
,

=
1

ηsksγmns

(
γmns

2 + βmnβmn·
)
,

=
1

ηsksγmns

(
k2
s +Bmn·

)
, (C.24)

where

Bmn =

(
−β2

ymn βxmnβymn
βxmnβymn −β2

xmn

)
. (C.25)

The first interface (z = z1)

For this special case, the layer to the left of the interface is a half space and
(C.9) has to be modified. In the layer to the right side of the interface (layer
1), the magnetic field still consists of summations of forward and backward
propagating waves, thus no changes are needed. However, in the layer to the left
side of the interface (free space), the reflected field (backward propagating field)
is decomposed by spatial harmonics and the forward propagating field consists of
only the incident field. As a result, the boundary condition at the first interface
is

∞∑

m,n=−∞
jmn1e

−jβmn·ρ

= ẑ ×
[ ∞∑

m,n=−∞

(
H+
mn1 + H−mn1 −H−mn0

)
e−jβmn·ρ −H i(z1)

]
,

(C.26)

where H i(z1) = Hie−jk
i·ρ is the incident magnetic field evaluated at the first

interface. The complex amplitude Hi can found from the incident electric field
Ei(z1). The incident magnetic field corresponds to the fundamental Floquet
harmonic, (m,n) = (0, 0),

H i(z1) = H+
000e

−jβ00·ρ. (C.27)

Thus, the treatment of the first interface has to be divided up in two cases,
(m,n) = (0, 0) and (m,n) 6= (0, 0). Consider first the latter case.
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Using the term-wise fulfillment, the boundary condition for the (m,n) 6= (0, 0)
case is

jmn1 = ẑ ×
(
H+
mn1 + H−mn1 −H−mn0

)
. (C.28)

The term ẑ ×
(
H+
mn1 + H−mn1

)
is treated in a similar manner as in the case of

the intermediate interfaces and additional comments on this will not be given.
H−mn0 can be found using (C.21) to yield

H−mn0 =
−1

η0k0
ẑ ×

(
γmn0 E−,tmn0 + βmn

E−,tmn0 · βmn
γmn0

)
+ ẑH−zmn0. (C.29)

Due to the continuity of the tangential components of the electric field, E−,tmn0 =
Cmn1 since only the reflected fields are present. Thus the E−,tmn0 terms in (C.29)
can be replaced by Cmn1. It can be shown by combining all the above that

jmn1 =

(
2

Ω1
cos(γmn1 d1)Lmn1 − Lmn0

)
Cmn1

+

(−2

Ω1
Lmn1

)
Cmn2, (m,n) 6= (0, 0). (C.30)

For the (m,n) = (0, 0) case, the boundary condition is

j001 = ẑ ×
(
H+

001 + H−001 −H+
000 −H−000

)
. (C.31)

H+
000 can be expressed in terms of the tangential components of the incident

electric field by using (C.21)

H+
000 =

1

η0k0
ẑ ×

(
γ00

0 E i,t + β00
E i,t · β00

γ00
0

)
+ ẑH+

z000, (C.32)

where E i,t is the tangential components of the complex amplitude of the incident
electric field, evaluated at z = z1.

H−000 is given by (C.21)

H−000 =
−1

η0k0
ẑ ×

(
γ00

0 E−,t000 + β00
E−,t000 · β00

γ00
0

)
+ ẑH−z000. (C.33)

Contrary to the (m,n) 6= (0, 0) case, E−,t000 6= C001 due to the incident field.
Hence the incident field must be subtracted to give E−,t000 = C001−E i,t. This can
then be substituted into (C.33) yielding

j001 =

(
2

Ω1
cos(γ00

1 d1)L00
1 − L00

0

)
C001 +

(−2

Ω1
L00

1

)
C002 + 2L00

0 E i,t. (C.34)
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The last interface (z = zS) without ground plane

In the layer to the left of the last interface (layer S− 1), the field is decomposed
of forward and backward propagating spatial harmonics. In the layer to the
right of the last interface (layer S), only forward propagating spatial harmonics
are present. Hence the boundary condition at the last interface is

jmnS = ẑ ×
(
H+
mnS −H+

mn(S−1)e
−jγmn

S−1dS−1 −H−mn(S−1)e
jγmn

S−1dS−1

)
. (C.35)

The treatment of this interface is identical to the first interface case where
(m,n) 6= (0, 0). Further explanation will not be given and the final equation
is

jmnS =

(
2

ΩS−1
cos(γmnS−1dS−1)LmnS−1 − LmnS

)
CmnS +

( −2

ΩS−1
LmnS−1

)
Cmn(S−1).

(C.36)

The last interface (z = zS) with ground plane

Due to the presence of the ground plane, the field in the layer to the right of
the last interface (layer S) no longer consists of only forward propagating spatial
harmonics, but also reflected backward propagating waves. Thus the boundary
condition at the last interface is

jmnS = ẑ ×
(
H+
mnS + H−mnS −H+

mn(S−1)e
−jγmn

S−1dS−1 −H−mn(S−1)e
jγmn

S−1dS−1

)
.

(C.37)

H+
mnS and H−mnS are related to E+

mnS and E−mnS , respectively, and the relation
between the latter quantities are easily determined by imposing the boundary
conditions at the PEC ground plane. The complex amplitude of the electric field
in a given layer is related to the complex amplitude of the total tangential electric
field at its adjacent interfaces by (C.19). At the last interface, the relation is

E±,tmnS =
±Cmn(S+1) ∓CmnS e±jγ

mn
S dS

−2j sin(γmnS dS)
. (C.38)

To satisfy the boundary condition at the PEC ground plane, the total tangential
electric field at z = zS+1 has to be zero, hence Cmn(S+1) = 0. Equation (C.21)
is still applicable and the complex amplitude of the magnetic spatial harmonics
can still be expressed using the tangential components of the electric fields. The
procedure to relate the current densities to the tangential components of the
electric fields is exactly the same as for the intermediate interfaces. As a conse-
quence of Cmn(S+1) = 0, the resulting equation is the same as the intermediate
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interfaces (C.23), but without the last term. That is

jmnS =

(
2

ΩS
cos(γmnS dS)LmnS +

2

ΩS−1
cos(γmnS−1dS−1)LmnS−1

)
CmnS

+

( −2

ΩS−1
LmnS−1

)
Cmn(S−1). (C.39)

Summary of Currents

The intermediate interfaces:

jmns =

(
2

Ωs
cos(γmns ds)Lmns +

2

Ωs−1
cos(γmns−1ds−1)Lmns−1

)
Cmns

+

( −2

Ωs−1
Lmns−1

)
Cmn(s−1) +

(−2

Ωs
Lmns

)
Cmn(s+1). (C.40a)

The first interface:

jmn1 =

(
2

Ω1
cos(γmn1 d1)Lmn1 − Lmn0

)
Cmn1

+

(−2

Ω1
Lmn1

)
Cmn2, (m,n) 6= (0, 0), (C.40b)

j001 =

(
2

Ω1
cos(γ00

1 d1)L00
1 − L00

0

)
C001 +

(−2

Ω1
L00

1

)
C002 + 2L00

0 E i,t.

(C.40c)

The last interface without ground plane:

jmnS =

(
2

ΩS−1
cos(γmnS−1dS−1)LmnS−1 − LmnS

)
CmnS +

( −2

ΩS−1
LmnS−1

)
Cmn(S−1).

(C.40d)

The last interface with ground plane:

jmnS =

(
2

ΩS
cos(γmnS dS)LmnS +

2

ΩS−1
cos(γmnS−1dS−1)LmnS−1

)
CmnS

+

( −2

ΩS−1
LmnS−1

)
Cmn(S−1). (C.40e)
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C.3.2 Setting up the MoM Equation

(C.40a)-(C.40d) can be expressed in matrix form as




A1,1 A1,2 · · · A1,2S

A2,1 A2,2 · · · A2,2S

...
...

. . .
...

A2S,1 A2S,2 · · · A2S,2S


 ·




Cmn1

Cmn2

...
CmnS


 =




jmn1

jmn2

...
jmnS




⇔ Amn ·Cmn = jmn, (m,n) 6= (0, 0). (C.41)

To include the (m,n) = (0, 0) term

Amn ·Cmn = jmn − bmn, (C.42)

where

bmn =




2L00
0 E i,t

0
...
0


 , (m,n) = (0, 0) else bmn = 0. (C.43)

The matrix Amn is a regular matrix, thus by multiplying A
−1

mn on both sides of
(C.42) one gets

A
−1

mn · jmn = Cmn +A
−1

mn · bmn. (C.44)

Recall from (C.2) that

jmns =
1

AU

∫∫

U

Js(ρ, zs)e
jβmn·ρdxdy, (C.45)

where Js(ρ, zs) is the quantity to be found. This quantity can be expressed in
terms of a set of basis functions

Js(ρ, zs) =

Ps∑

p=1

cspJ
s
p , (C.46)

where Ps is the number of basis functions used in layer s. Inserting into (C.45)
yields

jmns =
1

AU

Ps∑

p=1

csp

∫∫

U

Jsp e
jβmn·ρdxdy =

Ps∑

p=1

csp j
s
pmn, (C.47)
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where

jspmn =
1

AU

∫∫

U

Jsp e
jβmn·ρdxdy, (C.48)

is the Fourier transform of the basis function Jsp evaluated at a given Floquet
harmonic. Since the vector jmn includes all jmns, jmn can also be expressed in
matrix form as

jmn =




jmn1

jmn2

...
jmnS


 =




c11 j
1
1mn + c12 j

1
2mn + · · ·

c21 j
2
1mn + c22 j

2
2mn + · · ·

...
cS1 j

S
1mn + cS2 j

S
2mn + · · ·




=




j1
1mn · · · j1

P1mn
0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0

0 · · · 0 j2
1mn · · · j2

P2mn
0 · · ·

...
...

. . .
. . .

. . . · · · · · · j3
1mn · · ·

...
...

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
...

...
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

...
0 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · jSPSmn




·




c11
...
c1P1

c21
...
c2P2

c31
...
cSPS




= Jmn · c. (C.49)

Substituting in (C.44) gives

A
−1

mn · Jmn · c = Cmn +A
−1

mn · bmn. (C.50)

To get the correct representation of the tangential field components, e−jβmn·ρ is
multiplied on both sides of (C.50)

A
−1

mn · Jmne−jβmn·ρ · c =
(
Cmn +A

−1

mn · bmn
)
e−jβmn·ρ. (C.51)

∑
mnCmne

−jβmn·ρ describes the total tangential electric field at the interfaces.
On the metallic patches, the total tangential electric field is equal to the product
of the surface impedance and the surface current density

Et
s(ρ, zs) = Zsur Js(ρ, zs), (C.52)

where Zsur is the surface impedance. To ensure an averaged fulfillment of the
impedance boundary condition, a set of appropriate weighting functions ws

q ,
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which are only supported on the patches, is multiplied in (C.51). In Galerkin’s
method, Jsq

∗ is used

∫∫

U

Jsq
∗·

∞∑

m,n=−∞
Cmnse

−jβmn·ρdxdy =

∫∫

U

Jsq
∗ · Zsur

Ps∑

p=1

cspJ
s
p dxdy ⇔

∞∑

m,n=−∞
jsqmn

∗ ·Cmns = Zsur

∞∑

m,n=−∞

Ps∑

p=1

csp j
s
qmn

∗ · jspmn. (C.53)

The asterisk indicates the complex conjugate. The quantity jsqmn is the Fourier
transform of the weighting function Jsq evaluated at a given Floquet harmonic.
Consequently, an appropriate weighting matrix is

Wmn = J
∗
mn, (C.54)

where the asterisk means Hermitian transpose of the matrix Jmn. Substituting
in (C.51) and summing all Floquet harmonics, the equation that needs to be
solved becomes
( ∞∑

m,n=−∞
J
∗
mn ·A

−1

mn · Jmn − Zsur

∞∑

m,n=−∞
J
∗
mn · Jmn

)
· c = J

∗
00 ·A

−1

00 · b00,

(C.55)

where the MoM impedance matrix is

Z =

∞∑

m,n=−∞

(
J
∗
mn ·A

−1

mn · Jmn − Zsur J
∗
mn · Jmn

)
, (C.56)

and the voltage vector is

V = J
∗
00 ·A

−1

00 · b00. (C.57)

For the single layer with ground plane case, A is

A11 =
k2

1 − β2
ymn

j tan(γmn1 d1)η1k1γmn1

− k2
0 − β2

ymn

η0k0γmn0

, (C.58a)

A12 =
βxmnβymn

j tan(γmn1 d1)η1k1γmn1

− βxmnβymn
η0k0γmn0

, (C.58b)

A21 = A12, (C.58c)

A22 =
k2

1 − β2
xmn

j tan(γmn1 d1)η1k1γmn1

− k2
0 − β2

xmn

η0k0γmn0

, (C.58d)
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and the inverse of A corresponds to the dyadic Green’s function reported in
e.g. [90, Eqn.(2)-(4)].

The size of Z is determined by the number of layers and the number of basis
functions. The number of Floquet harmonics needed depends on the choice of
the basis functions and their convergence properties. For a description of the
basis functions used in this work and their Fourier transforms, the reader is
referred to Section 2.3.2 and Appendix D.

C.3.3 Scattering due to Propagating Floquet Harmonics

Two techniques to calculate the far-field from reflectarrays are used in this work,
namely the Floquet harmonics technique and the continuous spectrum tech-
nique.1

To calculate the far-field using the Floquet harmonics technique, the propa-
gating Floquet harmonics are used to determine the equivalent currents within
each unit-cell. These propagating Floquet harmonics can be readily obtained
from the SDMoM formulation.

The total field to the left of layer 1 consists of a single forward propagating
wave (incident field) and infinite back propagating waves (scattered field)

E0(r) = E ie−jk
i·r1 +

∞∑

m,n=−∞
E−mn0 e

jγmn
0 (z−z1)e−jβmn·ρ. (C.59)

The second term is the total scattered field. Using (C.14) this is rewritten as

E0(r) = E ie−jk
i·r1 +

∞∑

m,n=−∞

(
E−,tmn0 + ẑ

E−,tmn0 · βmn
γmn0

)
ejγ

mn
0 (z−z1)e−jβmn·ρ.

(C.60)

From the MoM solution, jmn is determined. This can be substituted into (C.42)
to calculate the complex amplitude of the total tangential electric field at all
interfaces

Cmn = A
−1

mn · (jmn − bmn). (C.61)

The complex amplitude of the total tangential electric field at interface 1 is

Cmn1 = E−,tmn0 + δmn0 E i,t, (C.62)

where the delta is Kronecker’s delta. With Cmn1 known, the complex amplitude
of the tangential component of the back propagating waves E−,tmn0 can be readily
determined and used in (C.60) to find the scattered electric field. The scattered
magnetic field is obtained through (C.20).

1For more information on the calculation of the far-field, see Section 2.3.3.





D
Fourier Transforms of Basis

Functions

In the spectral domain method of moments (SDMoM), the spectral represen-
tation of the basis functions is required rather than their spatial form. In this
appendix, the Fourier transforms of some of the basis functions used in this work
are given.

The basis functions that have been used in this work are rooftop basis func-
tions [106], higher-order hierarchical Legendre basis functions (LegBF) [125], en-
tire domain singular basis functions weighted by sinusoidal functions (E-SinBF)
from [108], and entire domain singular basis functions weighted by Chebyshev
polynomials of first and second kind (E-CheBF) from [124]. The rooftops are the
first-order cases of the LegBFs [125] and are therefore not treated here. In ad-
dition, the Fourier transform of the E-SinBFs are comprehensibly given in [108]
and will therefore also not be treated here.

We define the Fourier transformation as

F{f(x)} = F̃ (k) =

a/2∫

−a/2

f(x) ejkxdx, (D.1)

where a denotes the spatial support of the basis function and k is the spectral
variable.

D.1 Higher-order Hierarchical Legendre Basis Functions

The LegBFs are defined on higher-order curvilinear mesh elements, thus any
curved surface can be modeled very accurately. In the spatial domain, the LegBF
consists of Legendre polynomials of different order and the expressions can be
found in [125]. The spatial support for the LegBFs is always between [−1 : 1],
resulting in a = 2.
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The Fourier transform of the Legendre polynomial of order n, Pn, is given
by

P̃n(k) = 2 jnjn(k), n ∈ N0, (D.2)

where jn(k) is the spherical Bessel function of order n. With (D.2), the Fourier
transforms of the LegBFs can be readily obtained. Recurrence formulas for the
spherical Bessel functions [142] can be used for an efficient implementation of
the LegBFs in the spectral domain.1

D.2 Singular Basis Functions weighted by Chebyshev
Polynomials

Expressions for the Fourier transforms of the E-CheBFs are provided in [124].
However, the expressions are somewhat ambiguous due to their notation. In this
section, the Fourier transforms of the basis functions will be explicitly provided.

Using the E-CheBFs, which are only applicable for rectangular patches of
size a× b, the x- and y-currents are expanded as

Jx(x, y) =

S∑

s=0

R∑

r=0

FUs (x, a)FTr (y, b), (D.3a)

Jy(x, y) =

S∑

s=0

R∑

r=0

FUs (y, b)FTr (x, a), (D.3b)

where

FTn (x, a) = Tn

(
2x

a

)
1√

1−
(

2x
a

)2 , (D.4a)

FUn (x, a) = Un

(
2x

a

)√
1−

(
2x

a

)2

. (D.4b)

Herein, Un(x) and Tn(x) are the Chebyshev polynomials of first and second kind,
respectively, of the order n. The Fourier transforms of (D.4) are given by

F̃Tn (k) =
a

2
jnπJn

(
ka

2

)
, (D.5a)

F̃Un (k) = jnπ
n+ 1

k
Jn+1

(
ka

2

)
, (D.5b)

1Dr. Erik Jørgensen, TICRA, is acknowledged for the implementation of the Fourier
transforms of the LegBFs.
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where Jn(x) is the Bessel function of first kind of the order n. It is seen in
(D.5b) that division by zero occurs if k = 0. Thus, this term has to be treated
separately for small arguments. Using the small argument expansion for the
Bessel function, it can be shown that

Jn+1

(
ka
2

)

k
' 1

(n+ 1)!

(a
4

)(n+1)

kn, k → 0. (D.6)

Thus, for small arguments

F̃U0 (k) =

{
πa/4, n = 0
0, n > 0

k → 0. (D.7)

Similar to the LegBFs, recurrence formulas for the Bessel functions [142] can be
used for the efficient calculation of the higher-order Bessel functions.





E
SEA and ELP

The surrounded element approach (SEA) and extended local periodicity (ELP)
approach are techniques proposed to reduce the errors introduced by the peri-
odicity assumption in the local periodicity (LP) approach. In this appendix, the
advantages and drawbacks of each technique will be discussed and representative
results will be shown.

E.1 Surrounded Element Approach

Figure E.1 Surrounded element ap-
proach: the actual neighboring elements
that surrounds the element under con-
sideration (center element within the
dashed lines) are included in the analy-
sis.

The SEA was introduced in [101] and
is based on a finite approach where
no periodicity is applied. The con-
cept is shown in Figure E.1. For the
analysis of each array element, the ac-
tual neighboring elements that sur-
round the element under considera-
tion are included in the analysis, thus
this approach should account for the
mutual coupling more accurately than
the LP approach. In [101], the ana-
lysis was based on a finite difference
time domain (FDTD) implementation
assuming plane wave incidence, and
many neighboring elements were re-
quired to obtain an improved result.
Even though the reported computa-
tion time were in terms of hours, the technique was considered interesting.
Therefore, an integral equation (IE) formulation of the SEA using spatial Green’s
functions assuming infinite ground plane has been implemented. The reflectarray
problem is formulated using the mixed-potential form of the electric field inte-
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gral equation (EFIE) [137–139, 143] and solved using the method of moments
(MoM) from the GRASP MoM add-on [94] where the spatial Green’s functions
have been included. With an IE formulation, the total computation time may
be reduced compared to a FDTD implementation since it is more suited for open
radiation problems. In addition, the plane wave incidence assumption is avoided,
since the real feed pattern is used in the IE formulation. With the IE, it is also
possible to perform a full-wave MoM of the entire reflectarray. However, due to
the memory consumption, only reflectarrays of moderate sizes (approximately
15× 15λ2

0) can be considered. For a more detailed description of the IE formu-
lation and the calculation of the spatial Green’s functions, the reader is referred
to Appendix F.

To examine the performance of the SEA, the technique was applied on sam-
ples I-I and I-II.1 However, the convergence rate with respect to the number of
neighboring elements was very poor. In Figure E.2 the radiation of sample I-II
calculated using the LP approach and SEA are compared to the measurements.
The Potter horn is used as feed. For the SEA, 120 neighboring elements were
included in the simulations resulting in an overall simulation time of approxi-
mately 20 hours on an 1.86 GHz 8 core Intel Xeon processor computer. For the
LP approach, the computation time was 20 seconds. The results show that the
overall accuracy of both techniques is rather good. It is seen that the cross-polar
level is better predicted using the SEA. However, for the co-polar radiation, the
LP approach is more accurate, despite the large number of included neighboring
elements in the SEA. The measured peak directivity is 29.4 dBi, the SEA pre-
dicts 28.8 dBi whereas the LP approach gives a more accurate value of 29.3 dBi.
Also the sidelobes are better predicted using the LP approach, see Figure E.2c.
The same phenomenon was observed for sample I-I. This observation indicates
that the mutual coupling between the array elements is strong and the effect
of the elements positioned far from the element under consideration can not be
neglected. It also implies that the actual size of the neighboring elements are of
less importance compared to the inclusion of the elements positioned far from
the element under consideration.

Based on a number of simulations, it was observed that the performance of
the SEA was particularly bad for very thin substrates where the Q-factor of
the printed elements is high. It was shown by comparison with full-wave MoM
solutions that the number of included neighboring elements can be reduced for
thicker substrates. In general, the mutual coupling between printed elements
may be due to both space waves and surface waves, however, for thin substrates,
the effects of the surface waves are of less importance [144, 145]. These effects
can be separated by selecting appropriate integration paths for the integrals
involved in the calculation of the spatial Green’s functions [145–147]. It could

1For information on samples I-I and I-II, see Section 2.2 or Appendix A.
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Figure E.2 Simulated radiation pattern from sample I-II with the Potter horn as
feed. The SEA (blue) and LP approach (red) have been used in the simulations.

been interesting to study these effects in more detail to see how they affect the
solution for different substrate thickness and frequency etc. However, this does
not change the fact that the overall computation time associated with the SEA
is extremely high. This is a major limitation for optimization purposes, and due
to this sole reason, the SEA was not investigated further.

E.2 Extended Local Periodicity

The ELP approach was introduced in [C1] and is a combination of the LP ap-
proach and the SEA. Similar to the LP approach, the ELP approach is also
based on periodicity, but the periodicity is applied to an extended unit-cell
which includes the actual 8 neighboring elements that surround the element un-
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Figure E.3 Extended local periodicity: periodicity is applied on an extended unit-
cell which includes the actual 8 neighboring elements that surround the element
under consideration (center element within the dashed lines).

der consideration, see Figure E.3. The spectral domain method of moments is
applied to the extended unit-cell and the unknown currents on the element un-
der consideration is determined. This is repeated for the next element with the
extended unit-cell now including the new element under consideration and its
8 neighbors. The inclusion of the nearest surrounding neighbors increases the
total computation time due to additional basis functions and Floquet harmonics,
but it accounts for the mutual coupling in a more accurate way.

The performance of the ELP approach has been tested on samples I-I and
I-II and compared to the LP approach. It was shown in [C2] for sample I-II,
that a slight improvement was obtained in the prediction of the peak directivity
using the ELP approach at 10 GHz. For sample I-I, nothing was gained by using
the ELP approach.

Although the ELP approach has in some cases shown to have superior ac-
curacy compared to the LP approach, this is obtained at the cost of higher
computation time. While an analysis of a realistic reflectarray takes a couple of
seconds using the LP approach, the ELP approach requires 45-60 minutes. This
increase is significant and makes the ELP approach unaffordable for optimiza-
tion purposes. Several acceleration techniques to reduce the computation time
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Figure E.4 Simulated radiation pattern from sample I-II with the Potter horn as
feed. The ELP (blue) and LP approach (red) have been used in the simulations.

have been proposed in the literature [148–150]. However, these techniques are
unsuitable for arbitrarily shaped elements and were therefore considered outside
the scope for this project.

The main disadvantage of the ELP approach is, however, not the high com-
putation time associated with the technique. Simulations showed that the ELP
approach tends to give inaccurate results when the array elements in the ex-
tended unit-cell are highly resonant. An example is shown in Figure E.4. Here,
the radiation of sample I-II at 9.6 GHz, which is the resonance frequency, is ana-
lyzed using the LP and ELP approaches and compared to the measurements. It
is seen that the prediction of the ELP is faulty, especially for the cross-polar radi-
ation. For a frequency slightly away from the resonance frequency, e.g. 10 GHz,
the spurious radiation disappears and the accuracy of the ELP approach is very
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good as demonstrated in [C2]. The same behavior was observed for sample I-II
with the corrugated horn, and sample I-I for both feeds. A large simulation cam-
paign was carried out to identify and understand the source of this error. Details
will not be given but the main observations are summarized in the following for
brevity

• The errors occur only in the presence of a dielectric substrate when the
elements in the extended unit-cell are highly resonant. Away from the
resonance (by changing the frequency or the dielectric constant), the er-
rors disappear. This is also the case if additional losses are added to the
substrate.

• The errors are particularly large for the cross-polar radiation.

• An excessive number of basis functions and Floquet harmonics have been
used in the ELP approach to guarantee that convergence was reached.
However, this did not improve the results.

• A plane wave has been used to illuminate the reflectarray samples to inves-
tigate the influence of the incident field. The ELP approach still produced
faulty results.

• Reflectarrays with different feed positions have been tested to see the in-
fluence of the incidence angle. However, the ELP approach still produced
erroneous results.

• When unit-cell sizes are above 0.5λ0, which is often the case for the ELP
approach, additional propagating Floquet harmonics exist. To investigate
the effect of these additional propagating Floquet harmonics, several ref-
lectarrays with unit-cells of size d = 0.15λ0 have be designed. This gives
an extended unit-cell size of d = 0.45λ0. For these cases, only the funda-
mental Floquet harmonic is a propagating wave. However, also in these
cases, the ELP approach gives faulty results at the resonance frequency.

• To verify the implementation of the ELP approach, instead of including
the actual neighboring elements, identical patches were used in the ex-
tended unit-cell, thus imitating the LP approach. Results identical to that
obtained using LP were obtained.

• In continuation of the test case, where identical patches were used in the
extended unit-cell, the size of one of the nine patches were slightly changed.
This resulted in a big change in the response of the array elements, indi-
cating that the problem is very sensitive and susceptible to changes. This
was confirmed by simulations in HFSS.
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Based on these observations, it is still unclear why the ELP approach produces
erroneous results at the resonance frequency.

At a certain point, it was decided that the time devoted to investigating the
ELP approach was too high. It was already concluded that the computation
time associated with the technique was high and therefore not suitable for opti-
mization purposes. Therefore, even though the source of this error has not been
identified, the investigation was brought to an end, and the ELP approach was
not investigated further.





F
Integral Equation Formulation for

Grounded Dielectric Slab

This appendix deals with the integral equation (IE) formulation and the calcu-
lation of the spatial Green’s functions for a grounded dielectric slab.

F.1 Integral Equation Formulation

The field radiated by electric surface currents and charges can be described by
the vector potential A and the scalar potential Φ. These are defined as

A(r) = µ0

∫

S

G(r, r′) · Js(r′)dS′, (F.1a)

Φ(r) =
1

ε0

∫

S

GΦ(r, r′)ρs(r
′)dS′, (F.1b)

where Js(r) and ρs(r) are the surface current density and surface charge den-
sity, respectively, µ0 and ε0 are the free-space permeability and permittivity,
respectively, G(r, r′) is the spatial dyadic Green’s function for the vector poten-
tial, and GΦ is the spatial scalar Green’s function for the scalar potential. The
scattered electric field due to the sources Js(r) and ρs(r) are then expressed as

Es(r) = −jωA(r)−∇Φ(r). (F.2)

The reflectarray problem is formulated using the mixed-potential form of the
electric field integral equation (EFIE) [137–139,143]

n̂×Ei(r) = n̂×
(
jωµ0

∫

S

G(r, r′) · Js(r′)dS′

+
1

ε0
∇
∫

S

GΦ(r, r′)ρs(r
′)dS′

)
, r ∈ S. (F.3)
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Herein, Ei(r) is the incident field and n̂ is the outward unit vector normal to
the surface S. Since only single layer configurations have been considered in this
work, G and GΦ for a grounded dielectric slab is required. The configuration is
shown in Figure F.1. For reflectarray configurations, only the tangential com-
ponents of the dyadic G is of interest since the electric currents will always be
oriented in the xy-plane. The expressions for the Green’s functions can be de-
rived in closed form in the spectral domain, but in the spatial domain, one needs
to evaluate Sommerfeld integrals which are improper integrals [137, 138, 151].
The spatial Green’s functions are integrated in GRASP, and the EFIE is solved
using the method of moments (MoM) from the GRASP MoM add-on [94]. In
the following, the spatial Green’s functions will be briefly described.

z

z = 0 z = −h

ε0, µ0

M1

ε0εr, µ0µr

M2

Figure F.1 A grounded dielectric slab.

F.2 Vector and Scalar Potential Green’s Functions

The goal is to determine the vector and scalar potentials generated by a Hertzian
dipole in the presence of the dielectric and ground plane. Consider an x-directed
Hertzian dipole located at the origin of the configuration shown in Figure F.1.
The expression for such a dipole is given by

J = x̂I0δ(x)δ(y), (F.4)

and this can be expanded in a plane wave spectrum [152]

J = x̂I0
1

4π2

∞∫∫

−∞

e−j(kxx+kyy)dkxdky. (F.5)

The vector and scalar potentials can be derived by considering the Fresnel reflec-
tion and transmission coefficients for each plane wave. The derivation is rather
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lengthy and only the final result is shown here. The vector potential is given by1

A =
µ0I0k

j8π

∫ ∞

0

{[
x̂
(
J0(ksρ)− J2(ksρ) cos 2φ

)
+ ŷ
(
− J2(ksρ) sin 2φ

)]
(1 +RTM)

−
[
− x̂
(
J0(ksρ) + J2(ksρ) cos 2φ

)
+ ŷ
(
− J2(ksρ) sin 2φ

)]
(1 +RTE)

}

s√
1− s2

e−jk
√

1−s2zds. (F.6)

and the scalar potential

Φ =
1

ε0

%0k

j4π

∫ ∞

0

J0(ksρ)(1 +RTM)
s√

1− s2
e−jk

√
1−s2zds. (F.7)

Herein, k is the free-space wave number, ρ, φ, z are the observation points in
polar coordinates, Jν is the Bessel function of first kind and order ν, and the
reflection coefficients can be expressed in terms of the integration variable s as

RTM =

1
εr

√
εr − s2 −

√
1− s2 −

(
1
εr

√
εr − s2 +

√
1− s2

)
e−2jkh

√
εr−s2

1
εr

√
εr − s2 +

√
1− s2 −

(
1
εr

√
εr − s2 −

√
1− s2

)
e−2jkh

√
εr−s2

,

(F.8a)

RTE =

√
1− s2 −

√
εr − s2 −

(√
1− s2 +

√
εr − s2

)
e−2jkh

√
εr−s2

√
1− s2 +

√
εr − s2 −

(√
1− s2 −

√
εr − s2

)
e−2jkh

√
εr−s2

. (F.8b)

For sources located at (ρ′, z′), ρ and z in (F.6) and (F.7) are replaced by |ρ− ρ′|
and |z − z′|, respectively.

The equations (F.6) and (F.7) are essentially computed by considering 4
integrals

I1 = −jk
∫

SIP

J0(ksρ)
s√

1− s2
e−jk

√
1−s2z ds, (F.9a)

I2 = −jk
∫

SIP

J2(ksρ)
s√

1− s2
e−jk

√
1−s2z ds, (F.9b)

I
TM/TE
3 = −jk

∫

SIP

J0(ksρ)
s√

1− s2
e−jk

√
1−s2zRTM/TE ds, (F.9c)

I
TM/TE
4 = −jk

∫

SIP

J2(ksρ)
s√

1− s2
e−jk

√
1−s2zRTM/TE ds, (F.9d)

1Dr. Stig B. Søresensen, TICRA, is acknowledged for his contributions to this section.
Among other things, he provided the derivation of the expressions for the vector and scalar
potentials (F.6)-(F.8).
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where RTM/TE denotes the TM or TE reflection coefficient in (F.8) and SIP the
Sommerfeld integration path. Equations (F.6) and (F.7) then reduce to

A =
µ0I0
8π

{
x̂
[
2I1 + ITM

3 + ITE
3 + cos 2φ

(
ITE
4 − ITM

4

)]

+ ŷ
[
sin 2φ

(
ITE
4 − ITM

4

)]}
, (F.10a)

Φ =
1

ε0

%0

4π

(
I1 + ITM

3

)
. (F.10b)

For a y-directed Hertzian dipole, the vector potential can be obtained by an
appropriate coordinate transformation of (F.10a). By comparison with (F.1), it
is identified that the tangential components of the dyadic G are

Gxx =
1

4π

(
I1 +

ITM
3 + ITE

3 + cos 2φ
(
ITE
4 − ITM

4

)

2

)
, (F.11a)

Gyy =
1

4π

(
I1 +

ITM
3 + ITE

3 + cos 2φ
(
ITM
4 − ITE

4

)

2

)
, (F.11b)

Gxy = Gyx =
1

4π

(
sin 2φ

(
ITE
4 − ITM

4

)

2

)
, (F.11c)

and that the scalar Green’s function is

GΦ =
1

4π

(
I1 + ITM

3

)
. (F.12)

F.3 Computation of the Vector and Scalar Potential
Green’s Functions

In this section, the computation of G and GΦ is described.
Integral I1 is given by the Sommerfeld identity [152]

−jk
∫

SIP

J0(ksρ)
s√

1− s2
e−jk

√
1−s2z ds =

e−jkr

r
, (F.13)

where r =
√
ρ2 + z2. A similar expression can be derived for I2 using recurrence

formulas for the Bessel functions2

−jk
∫

SIP

J2(ksρ)
s√

1− s2
e−jk

√
1−s2z ds = −e

−jkr

r
+

2j

kρ2

(
e−jkr − e−jzk

)
.

(F.14)

2Dr. Niels C. Albertsen, TICRA, is acknowledged for providing the derivation of (F.14).
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Analytical expressions for integrals I
TM/TE
3 and I

TM/TE
4 are not readily obtained

and computing these numerically can be time consuming, thus special treatment
of the equations is required in order to accelerate the computational time. One
solution is to use the discrete complex image method (DCIM) [146,147,153–155].

F.3.1 Discrete Complex Image Method

Suppose the reflection coefficient can be written in terms of a sum of complex
exponentials of the kind

RTM/TE =

M∑

m

cm e
βmk
√

1−s2 , (F.15)

then upon substitution in (F.9c) the integral I
TM/TE
3 becomes

I
TM/TE
3 = −jk

∫

SIP

J0(ksρ)
s√

1− s2
e−jk

√
1−s2z

M∑

m

cm e
βmk
√

1−s2 ds,

= −jk
M∑

m

cm

∫

SIP

J0(ksρ)
s√

1− s2
e−jk

√
1−s2z+βmk

√
1−s2 ds,

= −jk
M∑

m

cm

∫

SIP

J0(ksρ)
s√

1− s2
e−jk

√
1−s2z̃m ds,

=

M∑

m

cm
e−jk
√
ρ2+z̃2m

√
ρ2 + z̃2

m

, (F.16)

where z̃m = z + jβm. To approximate the reflection coefficients in the form
(F.15), the generalized pencil-of-function (GPOF) method [156] is used. The
GPOF method takes a number of uniform samples of the function f(x) that is
to be expanded, and approximate it in the form

f(x) '
M∑

m

ame
bmx. (F.17)

This does not satisfy the form in (F.15), thus a deformed path on the s plane is
defined as a mapping of a real variable t onto the complex k

√
1− s2 plane [155]

√
1− s2 = 1− t

T0
− jt, 0 ≤ t ≤ T0. (F.18)

For each value of t, the corresponding s value is computed and the reflection
coefficient is sampled at that value. The function is then approximated using
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the GPOF method in terms of t which returns

RTM/TE =

M∑

m

c′m e
β′mt. (F.19)

By comparison between (F.15) and (F.19), it can be shown that

cm = c′me
β′m

T0
1+jT0 , (F.20a)

βm = β′m
T0

k(1 + jT0)
. (F.20b)

The same procedure can be applied for integral I
TM/TE
4 using the identity for

I2 in (F.14). To summarize, the integrals are

I1 =
e−jkr

r
, (F.21a)

I2 = −e
−jkr

r
+

2j

kρ2

(
e−jkr − e−jkz

)
, (F.21b)

I
TM/TE
3 =

M∑

m

cm
e−jk
√
ρ2+z̃2m

√
ρ2 + z̃2

m

, (F.21c)

I
TM/TE
4 =

M∑

m

cm

[
−e
−jk
√
ρ2+z̃2m

√
ρ2 + z̃2

m

+
2j

kρ2

(
e−jk
√
ρ2+z̃2m − e−jkz̃m

)]
. (F.21d)

F.3.2 Asymptotic Behavior of RTM

Looking at the asymptotic behavior of the reflection coefficients, it is seen that

lim
s→∞

RTM = −εr − 1

εr + 1
, (F.22a)

lim
s→∞

RTE = 0. (F.22b)

The convergence of the GPOF procedure can be enhanced by subtracting the
asymptotic value of RTM

I ′3 = ITM
3 − lim

s→∞
ITM
3 =

∫

SIP

J0(ksρ)
−jks√
1− s2

e−jk
√

1−s2z
(
RTM +

εr − 1

εr + 1

)
ds,

(F.23a)

I ′4 = ITM
4 − lim

s→∞
ITM
4 =

∫

SIP

J2(ksρ)
−jks√
1− s2

e−jk
√

1−s2z
(
RTM +

εr − 1

εr + 1

)
ds.

(F.23b)
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The term RTM + εr−1
εr+1 is then expanded using GPOF and used in (F.21) to

approximate I ′3 and I ′4. To obtain ITM
3 and ITM

4 the asymptotic values must be
added again. The asymptotic values are

lim
s→∞

ITM
3 = −εr − 1

εr + 1
I1, (F.24a)

lim
s→∞

ITM
4 = −εr − 1

εr + 1
I2. (F.24b)

F.3.3 Validation of the DCIM

A routine using the DCIM to determine the spatial Green’s functions has been
implemented. A GPOF algorithm was available at TICRA and was used directly
in the DCIM implementation.

To facilitate a reference solution for the implementation of the DCIM, a
numerical integration of G and GΦ has been implemented. The integrals are
precomputed for a number of ρ values and stored in a look-up table, which
is accessed when filling the MoM matrix by means of local cubic interpolation.
Although numerical integration is required, the look-up table led to a particularly
efficient solution with a computation time that is comparable to that of the
DCIM.

The comparison between the two solutions showed that the DCIM is rather
unstable and the approximated Green’s functions using DCIM did not agree with
the numerical integration solution for small values of ρ, and the accuracy was
highly dependent on the choice of T0. Thus, to use the DCIM to obtain accurate
results, several iterations must be performed and compared to the reference
solution to determine the optimal value of T0. Solutions to this issue has been
proposed, e.g. [155], but was not pursued as it was out of the scope of the project.
As a result, the numerical integration in conjunction with the look-up table has
been used to calculate G and GΦ in this work.

F.4 Other Formulations of the Spatial Green’s Functions

It is known that the vector and scalar potentials for layered media are not
unique [157] and to satisfy the boundary conditions at the interfaces of the
layered media, two components of the vector potential (and its corresponding
scalar potential) are needed [137]. In the formulation described above, the x and
y components are used. Traditionally, the z component is selected in addition
to the x component, e.g. [146, 151]. For validation purposes, the expressions
in [146, Eqn.(1)-(5)] have been implemented and compared to results obtained
using the expressions presented in this appendix. Identical results were obtained
thus verifying the derivation of G and GΦ.
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Abstract—The accuracy of various techniques for calculating the
radiation from printed reflectarrays is examined, and an improved
technique based on the equivalent currents approach is proposed.
The equivalent currents are found from a continuous plane wave
spectrum calculated by use of the spectral dyadic Green’s func-
tion. This ensures a correct relation between the equivalent elec-
tric and magnetic currents and thus allows an accurate calcula-
tion of the radiation over the entire far-field sphere. A comparison
to DTU-ESA Facility measurements of a reference offset reflec-
tarray designed and manufactured specifically for this purpose is
presented to demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed technique.

Index Terms—Accurate antenna analysis, antenna radiation
pattern, dyadic Green’s function (DGF), equivalent currents,
method of moments (MoM), reflectarray.

I. INTRODUCTION

P RINTED reflectarrays provide a way for realizing
low-cost, high-gain antennas for satellite applications and

have been the subject of increasing research interest [1], [2].
In the analysis of printed reflectarrays, the main focus has
been on the accurate determination of the currents on the array
elements [3]–[5], while the calculation of the radiation pattern
has received less attention. However, the latter is equally im-
portant, and for space applications where the accuracy demands
are high, an accurate prediction of the radiation pattern is
required and should not be neglected. Some of the few reported
techniques in the literature include approximate formulas based
on array element summations [6]–[8], stationary phase approx-
imation of the spatial dyadic Green’s function (DGF) [9], and
the field equivalence principle [5], [10]–[12]. The objective of
this letter is to compare different techniques for calculating the
radiation from printed reflectarrays and to propose and validate
an improved method.
The commonly adopted method for determining the currents

is based on the spectral domain method of moments (SDMoM).
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It assumes local periodicity such that the individual array ele-
ment is embedded in an infinite array consisting of identical el-
ements [7]. This method is also used to determine the unknown
currents on the array elements in this letter.
This letter is organized as follows. Section II discusses the

different techniques for radiation pattern calculation. The refer-
ence antenna is described in Section III. In Section IV, simula-
tions are compared to the measured data, and conclusions are
given in Section V.
The time factor is assumed and suppressed throughout

the letter.

II. TECHNIQUES FOR CALCULATION OF RADIATION

Three techniques to calculate the radiation from printed re-
flectarrays will be considered in this letter, and they will be de-
scribed in this section.

A. Technique I: Stationary Phase Evaluation of DGF

A simple technique to determine the radiation from printed
reflectarrays is the direct calculation from the currents on the
array elements using a spatial DGF assuming an infinite ground
plane [9]. The spatial DGF is found through its spectral counter-
part and expressed in terms of infinite integrals. The numerical
evaluation of these integrals is computationally expensive [13].
However, for far-field radiation pattern calculations, the sta-
tionary phase approximation can be used [9].
The drawback of this technique is that the DGF assumes infi-

nite substrate and ground plane, thus the finite substrate size is
not taken into account and the radiation in the backward hemi-
sphere cannot be determined.

B. Technique II: Equivalent Currents From Floquet Spectrum

This technique utilizes the equivalent currents ap-
proach [14, p. 106]. Equivalent currents are constructed
on a surface enclosing the entire reflectarray. The currents are
defined by

(1)

where and are the total electric and magnetic fields at the
surface and is the outward unit vector normal to the surface.
Usually, the total field in the entire half-space behind the re-
flectarray is assumed to be zero, and the equivalent currents are
computed only in the plane of the array elements. By placing
a perfect electric or magnetic conductor behind this planar sur-
face, the electric or magnetic current, respectively, is short-cir-
cuited. The image principle is then employed to double the mag-
netic or electric current [10], [11]. On the other hand, if both
electric and magnetic currents are used, the radiation over the

1536-1225/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Calculation of the equivalent currents for (a) technique II and (b) tech-
nique III. The equivalent currents for the th and th element are shown with
solid and dashed lines, respectively.

Fig. 2. Reflectarray designed with a pencil beam directed toward
and in the shown coordinate system and measured at the DTU-ESA
Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility. The surface is the area confined
within the dashed lines covering the unit cells, and covers the extended
substrate area.

entire far-field sphere can be calculated. In this case, the equiv-
alent currents on the back side and at the edges of the reflectarray
are assumed to be zero [5].
The equivalent currents are determined through the Floquet

space harmonics from the SDMoM formulation. Due to the pe-
riodicity, the equivalent currents for each array element are cal-
culated only within its own unit cell, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a).
The equivalent currents for the th and th element are shown
with solid and dashed lines, respectively. Thus, the contribution
from each array element to the equivalent current is confined to
its unit cell. By repeating this procedure for all array elements,
equivalent currents on the surface, , covering all elements/unit
cells are constructed. For practical reasons, the substrate and
ground plane in reflectarrays are often extended at the edges,
and the physical substrate size is then larger than . To cor-
rect for this, unit cells with no array elements are placed at the
edges such that the extended substrate area is also covered;
see Fig. 2. In this way, equivalent currents on the entire surface

are constructed.
It is sufficient to approximate the equivalent currents on each

unit cell using the fundamental Floquet space harmonic. This
is valid since the distance between the array elements is usu-
ally selected to avoid grating lobes, and all higher-order Flo-
quet space harmonics are thus evanescent waves that do not
contribute to the far-field radiation. As a result, the equivalent
currents are calculated assuming the electric and magnetic field
on the unit-cell surface being related through the plane wave

relation. In addition, discontinuities in the equivalent currents
are created due to the truncation of the currents at the border
of each unit cell. These issues may result in erroneous radiation
patterns, as will be shown in Section IV.

C. Technique III: Equivalent Currents From Continuous
Spectrum

We propose a novel technique combining techniques I and
II. This technique is based on the equivalent currents approach,
but these equivalent currents are calculated using a continuous
spectrum formulation.
Like in techniques I and II, the currents on the array ele-

ments are calculated under the local periodicity assumption. The
equivalent currents are constructed on a surface enclosing the
entire reflectarray as given by (1). The total field on the back
side and at the edges of the reflectarray are assumed to be zero.
The tangential electric field at the plane of the array elements

can be expanded in a spectrum of plane waves [15]

(2)

where the spectral amplitude is

(3)

Herein, is the Fourier transformation of the electric
current on the array elements, and is given by

(4)

In the above, is the free-space impedance, the free-space

wavenumber, and . The quantity

is the spectral amplitude of the plane wave expan-
sion of the incident electric field. The dyad is the
multilayer Green’s function in the spectral domain. For the
specific case of a single dielectric layer backed with an infinite
ground plane, the terms in the spectral DGF can be found
in [16, eqs. (2)–(4)].
The numerical computation of (2) is cumbersome, but since

only propagating waves contribute to the far-field radiation, the
evanescent waves can be excluded in the integration to yield

(5)
Consequently, the need of pole residue calculation or other cum-
bersomemethods [17] can be avoided. The spectral integrals can
be done in polar variables and performed efficiently using stan-
dard integration rules. Once is determined, the mag-
netic field can be readily obtained using the plane wave relation

(6)
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TABLE I
REFERENCE REFLECTARRAY DATA

where describes the direction of prop-
agation. Upon substitution in (1), the equivalent currents are
calculated over the entire surface , thus automatically ac-
counting for the area . A graphical illustration is shown in
Fig. 1(b), where the equivalent currents for the th and th ele-
ment are again shown with solid and dashed lines, respectively.
The currents cover the entire , and the contribution from
each array element over the entire surface is taken into account.
Contrary to technique II, the electric andmagnetic field at the re-
flectarray surface are related through the continuous plane wave
spectrum and not through the plane wave relation of the funda-
mental Floquet space harmonic.
An overhead associated with the numerical evaluation of

(5)–(6) does not significantly increase the overall computation
time. For the reflectarray to be described in Section III, the
computation times for techniques I–III using a 2.8-GHz Intel
processor laptop are 25, 28, and 30 s, respectively.

III. REFERENCE ANTENNA

The reflectarray antenna first reported in [5] is used as a refer-
ence, and its geometrical parameters are summarized in Table I.
The antenna is designed to exaggerate the lack of periodicity by
having a pencil beam toward and in the coor-
dinate system shown in Fig. 2. The feed is an -polarized Potter
horn with a 3-dB beamwidth of 40 , yielding an edge illumi-
nation varying from approximately 20 to 5 dB. The reflec-
tarray and its support structures are manufactured at the Tech-
nical University of Denmark (DTU), Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark,
and measured at the DTU-ESA-Spherical Near-Field Antenna
Test Facility [18]. For the peak directivity, the measurements
have a uncertainty of 0.07 dB. The measured gain of the
reflectarray is 28.74 dB. In addition to the reflectarray measure-
ments, the Potter horn is also measured, and the measured data
are used in the SDMoM calculations.

IV. SIMULATIONS VERSUS MEASUREMENTS

The radiation patterns at 9.6 GHz obtained by measurements
and simulations using techniques I–III are shown in Fig. 3. To
account for the presence of the support structures, the scattering
from the struts is included in the analysis using theMoM add-on
in GRASP [19]. For techniques II and III, both electric and
magnetic currents are used. Results using only electric or mag-
netic currents are not shown since they yield patterns similar
to those obtained using both currents but limited to the forward
hemisphere.
All three techniques are capable of determining the main

beam direction and beamwidth with good accuracy. However,

Fig. 3. Simulated and measured radiation patterns of the copolar component at
. Both electric and magnetic currents are used in techniques II and III.

technique I is very inaccurate in predicting the sidelobes since
the finite substrate size is not accounted for. Techniques II
and III, on the other hand, account for the finite substrate
size and therefore yield patterns that are in good agreement
with the measurements. The peak directivity is measured to

dB. Techniques I and II yield dBi
and dBi, respectively, whereas technique III gives
an improved value of dBi.
To illustrate the accuracy in the back hemisphere, the radia-

tion in the entire sphere is shown in Fig. 4. The agreement with
the measurement is good for both techniques II and III. How-
ever, it is seen that in the direction of the main beam’s image
around and , technique II gives an er-
roneous beam, both for the copolar and the cross-polar com-
ponent. Usually, the equivalent electric and magnetic currents
each give strong contributions in the direction of the image, but
in sum they cancel each other. Thus, such an erroneous beam
should not exist if the currents are correctly related. There are
several error sources that can introduce such an incorrect rela-
tion as described in the following.
In technique II, the equivalent currents are calculated under

the approximation that the electric and magnetic fields in each
unit cell are related by the plane wave relation. This approxi-
mation is inaccurate for configurations where the reflectarray
is located close to the feed. Thus, errors are introduced in the
equivalent currents, resulting in an incorrect relation between
them. In addition, the total equivalent currents are composed
of truncated currents, and jumps in phase and amplitude can
occur at the borders of the unit cells. This can give phase and
amplitude errors, especially for aperiodic reflectarrays, thus
further deteriorating the relation between the equivalent cur-
rents. These sources of error give an incorrect relation between
the equivalent currents, thus causing the erroneous beam. For
reflectarrays made of slowly varying-sized elements and with
large feed distances, the errors diminish, and no erroneous
beams are created.
This problem is circumvented in technique III. No disconti-

nuities are created in the equivalent currents, and the electric and
magnetic currents are correctly related through the continuous
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Fig. 4. Simulated and measured radiation patterns of the (a) copolar and (b) cross-polar components at .

plane wave spectrum. Hence, the sum of the two gives an ac-
curate pattern in the entire far-field sphere. The remaining dis-
crepancies seen in Figs. 3 and 4 are mainly attributed to the local
periodicity approximation in the SDMoM analysis [5].

V. CONCLUSION

Several techniques to calculate the radiation from printed
reflectarrays have been compared, and an improved technique
based on the equivalent currents approach has been proposed.
The equivalent currents are determined from a continuous plane
wave spectrum computed using the spectral dyadic Green’s
function. This ensures the correct relation between the equiv-
alent electric and magnetic currents and enables an accurate
calculation of the radiation over the entire sphere. An offset
reflectarray has been manufactured and measured to serve as
reference. Comparisons of simulated and measured radiation
patterns show that the choice of the technique to calculate
the radiation is very important with respect to the analysis
accuracy. The finite substrate and ground plane size of the
reflectarray must be accounted for, and techniques that neglect
this yield inaccurate radiation patterns. The comparisons also
show that the proposed technique improves the accuracy of
calculating the radiation from printed reflectarrays.
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Abstract—It is demonstrated that nonsingular higher-order
hierarchical Legendre basis functions are capable of accounting
for the singularities of the electric currents at the edges of the
reflectarray elements, thus yielding good convergence properties
and very accurate results. In addition, the number of Floquet
harmonics needed in the spectral domain method of moments
is reduced by using higher-order hierarchical Legendre basis
functions as compared to singular basis functions. At the same
time, higher-order hierarchical Legendre basis functions can be
applied to any arbitrarily shaped array elements, thus providing
the flexibility required in the analysis of printed reflectarrays. A
comparison to DTU-ESA Facility measurements of a reference
offset reflectarray shows that higher-order hierarchical Legendre
basis functions produce results of the same accuracy as those
obtained using singular basis functions.

Index Terms—Accurate antenna analysis, basis functions,
Floquet harmonics, method of moments (MoM), reflectarray.

I. INTRODUCTION

P RINTED reflectarrays are becoming viable alternatives to
reflector antennas, and they are the subject of increasing

research interest [1]. In the analysis and design of reflectar-
rays, the commonly adopted technique for the calculation of
the electric currents on the printed array elements is based on
the Local Periodicity approach, where each array element is an-
alyzed assuming that it is located in an infinite array of iden-
tical elements [2]. The periodic problem is usually formulated
in terms of an integral equation and solved by the spectral do-
main method of moments (SDMoM) [3]. The Green’s function
in the integral equation consists of a double summation of Flo-
quet harmonics.
To ensure an accurate yet efficient analysis, suitable basis

functions must be selected to minimize the number of basis
functions and Floquet harmonics . For canonically
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shaped array elements, e.g., rectangular patches, entire domain
basis functions with the correct edge conditions, reproducing the
singular behavior of the electric currents at the edges, are known
for providing fast convergence in the SDMoM with respect to
[4], [5]. However, due to their singular behavior, the Fourier

spectrum is wide, which increases . For arbitrarily shaped el-
ements, the common choices are first-order basis functions, e.g.,
Rao–Wilton–Glisson (RWG) [6] or rooftop [7] basis functions.
However, is high for these cases.
The objective of this letter is to present the use of nonsingular

higher-order hierarchical Legendre basis functions as described
in [8] in the analysis of printed reflectarrays. The higher-order
hierarchical Legendre basis functions can be applied to any ar-
bitrarily shaped elements and, at the same time, maintain a good
compromise between and .
The Fourier transforms of all the basis functions used in this

letter are closed-form expressions.

II. HIGHER-ORDER HIERARCHICAL LEGENDRE
BASIS FUNCTIONS

The higher-order hierarchical Legendre basis functions
(LegBF) [8] are subdomain nonsingular basis functions. For
array elements where the shape can be described using a single
mesh element, e.g., rectangular patches, the LegBF can be
defined on the entire patch, thus becoming entire domain basis
functions.
The LegBF do not possess the singularity behaviors on the

edges of the array elements. However, they have—contrary to
first-order basis functions, e.g., rooftop basis functions—good
convergence properties. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, where
the relative error of the magnitude of the reflection coefficient
of a square patch in a periodic environment is displayed.
The reflection coefficient for a normally incident plane wave
is calculated at 9.6 GHz and displayed as a function of the
total on the patch. Five different basis functions are em-
ployed: rooftops, subdomain LegBF (S-LegBF), entire-domain
LegBF (E-LegBF), the entire-domain singular basis functions
weighted by sinusoidal functions (E-SinBF) from [9], and the
entire-domain singular basis functions weighted by Chebyshev
polynomials of first and second kind (E-CheBF) from [4].
For the S-LegBF, the square patch is divided into 2 2 mesh
elements. The substrate dielectric constant and thickness are

and mm, respectively, and the loss
tangent is . The dimension of the unit cell is

mm , and the square patch is at resonance

1536-1225/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Relative error of the magnitude of the reflection coefficient of a square
patch in a periodic environment as a function of the number of basis func-
tions .

with a side length of 7.65 mm. As a reference, 512 E-CheBF
are used.
It is seen that a relative error below 0.1% is achieved by using

32 E-SinBF and only 18 E-CheBF. For the same accuracy,
180 E-LegBF and 480 S-LegBF are required. For the rooftops,
a relative error below 0.1% cannot be obtained due to the high
-factor of the patch. The same convergence issues exist for

conventional nonsingular entire-domain basis function, e.g.,
trigonometric basis functions [9]. As expected, required for
the LegBF is higher compared to the singular basis functions.
However, it demonstrates their superior convergence capabili-
ties compared to the first-order basis functions.
Usually, the double summation of the Floquet harmonics is

truncated according to [3]

(1)

where are the indices for the Floquet harmonics. The main
contribution in this summation originates from the combina-
tions of the lower-order Floquet harmonics, thus an appropriate
choice for is , yielding a total number of Flo-
quet harmonics of . This choice of cor-
responds to summing the Floquet harmonics within a rhombus
instead of a square when . To ensure convergent re-
sults in Fig. 1, the number of Floquet harmonics used in the
SDMoM calculations has been overestimated. For E-SinBF and
E-CheBF, approximately 24 000 Floquet harmonics are used,
whereas approximately 3300 are used for the rooftops and the
LegBF.
Although the convergence rate of the LegBF with respect to
is lower compared to the singular basis functions, the con-

vergence rate with respect to is better. Let us define the spa-
tial support of the basis function as and the spectral variable as
, then for a fixed , the Fourier spectrum of the LegBF decays
as , whereas it decays as for the singular basis
functions. As a result, the Fourier spectrum is narrower for the
LegBF, thus decreasing .
Using the same test case as for Fig. 1, the relative error of

the magnitude of the reflection coefficient as function of is
displayed in Fig. 2. A relative error below 0.1% is desired, thus
18 E-CheBF, 32 E-SinBF, 180 E-LegBF, and 480 S-LegBF are
used. It is seen that the required accuracy is obtained using

Fig. 2. Relative error of the magnitude of the reflection coefficient of a
square patch in a periodic environment as a function of the number of Floquet
harmonics .

Fig. 3. (a)–(f) Different element shapes used for reflectarray applications.

approximately 1300 and 2000 Floquet harmonics for E-LegBF
and S-LegBF, respectively, whereas over 5000 Floquet har-
monics are needed for E-SinBF and E-CheBF.
There exist several acceleration techniques for the efficient

computation of (1), e.g., the application of Kummer’s transfor-
mation [10]–[12], and the two-dimensional fast Fourier trans-
form (2-D FFT) technique [3]. In Kummer’s transformation,
an asymptotic part is subtracted from the Floquet summation,
resulting in a fast converging summation, and the summation
of the asymptotic part is treated separately in an efficient way.
However, the treatment of the asymptotic part depends on the
choice of basis function and the element shape, thus making the
technique unsuitable for arbitrarily shaped elements. The 2-D
FFT technique is another efficient way of computing the double
summation of (1), but it is restricted to basis functions that are
defined in a uniform rectangular mesh, thus not applicable for
arbitrarily shaped elements. This is a limitation for the analysis
of arbitrary reflectarrays, as different element shapes are used
for different applications.
The choice of element shape is heavily dictated by require-

ments such as bandwidth and polarization, and much research
has been carried out to investigate the performance of different
element shapes [13]–[18]; see Fig. 3. Suitable entire-domain
basis functions can be defined only for some of the element
shapes, e.g., the concentric circular loops [Fig. 3(d)]. Rooftops
and RWG basis functions can be used on arbitrary-shaped el-
ements, but at the cost of high . The LegBF are defined on
higher-order curvilinear mesh elements [8], hence any curved
boundary can be modeled very accurately. Thus, the LegBF can
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Fig. 4. Phase of the reflection coefficient of concentric square loops in a peri-
odic environment as function of the outer loop length . The inner loop length
is ; the widths of the loops are mm.

be applied to any of those element shapes and with a good effi-
ciency. As an example, the phase of the reflection coefficient of
the concentric square loop [Fig. 3(a)] in a periodic environment
is shown in Fig. 4. The reflection coefficient for a normally in-
cident plane wave is calculated at 9.6 GHz using rooftops and
S-LegBF, and the phase is displayed as function of the outer
loop length . The inner loop length is , and the
widths of the loops are mm. The setup is the same
as in Figs. 1 and 2, but the substrate thickness is increased to

mm. This is to ensure convergence of the rooftops by
reducing the -factor of the printed element. The phase curve is
obtained using a total of 80 rooftops, whereas only 28 S-LegBF
are required for the same accuracy. For both cases, .
A similar reduction in has been observed for other element
shapes.
We have observed in the analysis of various reflectarrays that

convergence using LegBF is achieved when the largest Floquet
harmonic, , satisfies the criterium , where is
the average spatial support of the basis functions. Consequently
the Floquet harmonic summation can be truncated at approxi-
mately .
The LegBF’s ability to model arbitrary-shaped elements to-

gether with their good convergence properties make the LegBF
well suited for general codes and is an appropriate choice for
the analysis of arbitrary reflectarrays.

III. VALIDATION BY MEASUREMENTS

A. Reference Antenna

To demonstrate the capabilities of the LegBF, a 900-element
reflectarray with a pencil beam toward and in
the coordinate system shown in Fig. 5 has been designed. It con-
sists of square patches, and its geometrical parameters are sum-
marized in Table I. The feed is a linearly polarized corrugated
horn with a taper of 17.5 dB at 30 at 9.6 GHz, yielding an
illumination along the edges varying from approximately 12
to 5 dB. The reflectarray and its support structures have been
manufactured at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU),
Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark, and measured at the DTU-ESA Spher-
ical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility [19]; see Fig. 5. For the
peak directivity, the measurements have a uncertainty of
0.07 dB. In addition to the reflectarray measurements, the cor-
rugated horn has also been measured, and the measured data are

Fig. 5. Reflectarray designed with a pencil beam directed toward
and in the shown coordinate system and measured at the DTU-ESA
Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility.

TABLE I
REFERENCE REFLECTARRAY DATA

used in the SDMoM calculations for accurate representation of
the incident field.

B. Simulations Versus Measurements

For the calculation of the radiation pattern, the continuous
spectrum technique from [20, Technique III] is employed. This
technique is based on the field equivalence principle and allows
the finite extent of the reflectarray to be included. To account
for the presence of the support structures, the scattering from
the struts is included in the analysis using the MoM add-on in
GRASP [21].
The radiation pattern obtained using the E-CheBF and

E-LegBF is compared to the measurement results and shown in
Fig. 6. The patterns calculated using the two types of basis func-
tions are almost identical. The agreement between the simulated
and measured patterns is very good, even for the cross-polar
radiation. The discrepancies observed around are due
to the blockage by the feed and/or the measurement tower.
The analysis of the reference antenna has also been carried

out using rooftops, E-sinBF, and S-LegBF, and the performance
is summarized in Table II. Due to the thin substrate, and thus
highly resonant patches, convergence was not obtained using
rooftops, hence the results for the rooftops are omitted in
Table II.
This comparison shows that the LegBF is capable of pro-

ducing results of the same accuracy as those obtained using en-
tire-domain singular basis functions, and for this specific case,
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Fig. 6. Simulated and measured co- and cross-polar radiation patterns at
.

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF SINGULAR AND HIGHER-ORDER HIERARCHICAL LEGENDRE

BASIS FUNCTIONS

with less computation time, provided no acceleration techniques
are used in the SDMoM. For thicker substrates, where a total of
only two to eight entire-domain singular basis functions are suf-
ficient for the accurate characterization of the array elements,
approximately 24–40 E-LegBF are required, and the computa-
tion times for the two cases are practically identical.

IV. CONCLUSION

The use of higher-order hierarchical Legendre basis func-
tions for the analysis of printed reflectarrays has been presented.
The higher-order hierarchical Legendre basis functions can be
applied to arbitrarily shaped array elements and have better
convergence rate compared to first-order basis functions, e.g.,
rooftop basis functions. For elements that can be described
using a single mesh element, the higher-order hierarchical Le-
gendre basis functions can be defined on the entire patch, thus
becoming entire-domain basis functions. For these cases, where
singular basis functions are known for accurately accounting
for the singularities of the electric current on the patch edges,
it is demonstrated that the higher-order hierarchical Legendre
basis functions are capable of producing results of the same
accuracy as those obtained using singular basis functions. In
addition, higher-order hierarchical Legendre basis functions re-
quire less Floquet harmonics than singular basis functions, thus
a good compromise between the number of Floquet harmonics
and unknowns can be obtained using higher-order hierarchical
Legendre basis functions.
An offset reflectarray has been designed, manufactured, and

measured to serve as a reference. The agreement with measure-
ments is extremely good, thus demonstrating the capabilities of
the higher-order hierarchical Legendre basis functions.
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Abstract—An accurate and efficient direct optimization tech-
nique for the design of contoured beam reflectarrays is presented.
It is based on the spectral domain method of moments assuming
local periodicity and minimax optimization. Contrary to the
conventional phase-only optimization techniques, the geometrical
parameters of the array elements are directly optimized to fulfill
the contoured beam requirements, thus maintaining a direct
relation between optimization goals and optimization variables,
and hence resulting in more optimal designs. Both co- and cross-
polar radiation patterns of the reflectarray can be optimized
for multiple frequencies, polarizations, and feed illuminations.
Several contoured beam reflectarrays, that radiate a high-gain
beam on a European coverage, have been designed and compared
to similar designs obtained using the phase-only optimization
technique. The comparisons show that the designs obtained using
the proposed direct optimization technique are superior in perfor-
mance, both for multi-frequency and dual-polarization designs.
A reflectarray breadboard has been manufactured and measured
at the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility to
validate the proposed technique. An excellent agreement of the
simulated and measured patterns is obtained.

Index Terms—Contoured beam, reflectarray, accurate antenna
analysis, pattern synthesis, optimization, satellite antenna

I. INTRODUCTION

PRINTED reflectarrays provide a way for realizing low-
cost, high-gain antennas for space applications and are

the subject of increasing research interest [1]–[3]. For satel-
lite broadcasting and telecommunication applications, where
highly shaped contoured beams are required to illuminate
specific geographical areas, the design requirements are ex-
tremely stringent and an accurate yet efficient design procedure
is essential to meet the requirements. The shaped reflector
antenna is a mature technology, both in terms of manufacturing
and simulation tools, and is therefore used in many space
missions to fulfill the coverage, cross-polarization, and isola-
tion specifications. However, it suffers from large volume and
mass, as well as high cost of the manufacturing, in particular
the mold, which depends on the antenna requirements and can
therefore not be reused for other missions. Printed reflectarrays
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consist of a flat surface, they are light, and for a specific
coverage only the array elements are varied, thus many of the
recurring costs associated with shaped reflector antennas can
be eliminated. Printed reflectarrays have been used for shaped
beam applications with promising results [4]–[11].

To cover the required geographical areas, the electrical size
of contoured beam reflectarrays is very large, similar to shaped
reflectors, and an accurate yet efficient design procedure is
therefore a challenging task. Contoured beam reflectarray
design is often done using a phase-only optimization technique
(POT) [5], [6] which involves two steps: first, a phase-
only pattern synthesis is performed to determine the phase
distribution on the reflectarray surface [5], [12]; and second,
the array elements are optimized, element by element, to match
the phase distribution by using an analysis routine based on
the spectral domain method of moments (SDMoM) [13], [14]
assuming local periodicity (LP) [15], [16].

Although the POT is efficient, a direct optimization tech-
nique, where all the array elements are simultaneously opti-
mized, can potentially produce more optimal designs. Such
a technique was presented in [17]–[19] and is based on the
intersection approach from [20]. In [17], a small contoured
beam reflectarray was designed, fabricated, and measured.
However, significant discrepancies between simulations and
measurements were observed, and it was concluded that fur-
ther work is needed to improve the accuracy of the reflectarray
analysis. The work in [18], [19] is an extension of the
technique presented in [17] where also the position of the array
elements can be included in the optimization. Since the array
elements can be located in a strongly distorted grid, a full-wave
method of moments (MoM) is used in the optimization. As a
result, the overall synthesis becomes very time consuming.

In this work, we present a new direct optimization tech-
nique. It is efficient and has an accuracy comparable to the
techniques used for the design of conventional shaped reflector
antennas. It is based on a minimax optimization algorithm and
the SDMoM assuming LP. To ensure an accurate, flexible, and
efficient design procedure, several aspects in the analysis are
taken into account. First, an accurate technique to calculate
the far-field must be used [21], [22]. Second, higher-order
hierarchical Legendre basis functions as described in [23]
are applied in the SDMoM. It is demonstrated in [24] that
these basis functions yield results of the same accuracy as
those obtained using singular basis functions, and they are
furthermore applicable to arbitrarily shaped array elements.
Finally, the incident field on each reflectarray element must be
accurately represented in the SDMoM computations [25], thus,
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measured near-field feed patterns are used in the calculations.
The analysis accuracy has been established by comparison
with measurements of reference reflectarrays.

To demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed direct
optimization technique, several contoured beam reflectarrays
that radiate a high-gain beam on a European coverage have
been designed. They have been compared to similar designs
obtained using the POT, and the comparisons show that the
reflectarrays designed with the new direct optimization tech-
nique are superior in performance. A reflectarray breadboard
has been manufactured at the Technical University of Denmark
(DTU) and measured at the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field
Antenna Test Facility [26]. An excellent agreement between
simulations and measurements is obtained, thus validating the
direct optimization technique.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the direct optimization technique. The reflectarray designs
are described in Section III. In Section IV, simulations are
compared to the measured data, and conclusions are given in
Section V.

All the computations reported in this work are carried out
on a 2.8 GHz dual-core Intel processor laptop computer.

The time factor ejωt is assumed and suppressed throughout
the paper.

II. DIRECT OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE

The direct optimization technique (DOT) uses the same
optimization procedure that is used in the TICRA software
package POS [27], which is the de facto standard software
tool for the design of shaped reflector antennas. It uses a
gradient minimax algorithm for non-linear optimization. Since
it is gradient based, a good initial point is required to ensure
rapid convergence and to avoid non-optimum local minima.

A. Optimization Procedure

The contoured beam requirements are specified in a number
of far-field points in the u-v plane where u = sin θ cosφ and
v = sin θ sinφ. The object function F (x), which consists of
a set of residuals fi(x), is minimized during the optimization
according to

minimize F (x) = max{f1(x), f2(x), ...fNs
(x)}, (1)

where x is a vector containing the optimization variables, and
Nx and Ns are the number of optimization variables and far-
field specifications, respectively. Each residual has the form

fi(x) = wi
(
Ds,i −Di(x)

)
, i = 1, 2, ..., Ns. (2)

Herein, Ds,i and Di(x) are the specified and realized directiv-
ity, respectively, in dBi for a specified polarization component,
and wi is a weight factor. The optimization variables are the
geometrical parameters of the array element, e.g. side length,
position, and orientation of a square patch. By optimizing the
variables, the residuals are minimized and a reflectarray that
best possible fulfills the coverage specifications is obtained. In
this way, a direct relation between the geometrical parameters
and the far-field is maintained.

The minimization of the residuals can be done simultane-
ously for a number of frequencies, for multiple polarizations,
and for different feed illuminations, to obtain a desired band-
width. Both co- and cross-polar radiation can be optimized,
hence enabling the possibility of including cross-polar and
sidelobe suppression in the optimization. The optimization
of the cross-polar radiation from the entire reflectarray is
an important feature as previous works on minimizing the
cross-polar radiation have mostly focused on looking at the
scattering response of the periodic cell [10], [28], [29] or
on appropriate arrangement of the array elements [30], [31],
but not by means of direct optimization of the cross-polar
radiation. The optimization of the cross-polar radiation is
possible in the techniques presented in [18], [19], but the
results for the cross-polar radiation has not been reported.

In this paper, we restrict us to square patches located in
a regular grid such that only the side lengths of the patches
are used as optimization variables. Upper and lower bounds
for the patches sizes are specified in the optimization. The
SDMoM algorithm used in the DOT is based on [32], which is
applicable for multilayer dielectric substrate configurations. In
this work, only single layer configurations are considered, but
the DOT can be readily applied to multilayer configurations.

B. Far-field Calculation

In [21], several techniques to calculate the radiation from
printed reflectarrays are compared. Two techniques yielded
accurate results; a Floquet harmonics technique [21, technique
II], and a continuous spectrum technique [21, technique III].
Both techniques are based on the field equivalence principle
[33, p. 106]. Comparison with measurements shows that an
enhanced accuracy is obtained using the continuous spectrum
technique, mainly in the back hemisphere. Although this
technique is more accurate, it is not suited for optimization
purposes, since it requires higher computation time and stor-
age. Consequently, the Floquet harmonics technique has been
selected for the calculation of the far-field during the opti-
mization. However, for the evaluation of the final optimized
reflectarray, the far-field is calculated using the continuous
spectrum technique. For completeness, the Floquet harmonics
technique is is described in detail in the following.

Equivalent currents are calculated in the plane of the array
elements and assumed to be zero on the back side and at the
edges of the reflectarray. The electric and magnetic equivalent
currents of array element n are defined by

JnS = n̂×Hn, (3a)
Mn

S = −n̂×En, (3b)

where En,Hn are the total electric and magnetic fields on
the top surface of the n’th unit-cell, and n̂ is the outward
normal unit vector to that surface. The electric and magnetic
fields En,Hn are computed by the fundamental Floquet plane
wave harmonic of the SDMoM formulation [21].

In the SDMoM computations, each array element is as-
sumed to be illuminated by a locally plane wave. To obtain an
accurate representation of the incident field, a spherical wave
expansion of measured or accurately simulated feed patterns is
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used to compute the polarization, amplitude, and phase of the
incident plane wave on each array element. The total tangential
electric field on the unit-cell surface is given by

En
t = En

s,t + En
i,t = (Sn + I)En

i,t, (4)

where En
s,t is the tangential components of the scattered plane

wave of array element n, En
i,t is the tangential components

of the incident plane wave on array element n, I is the
identity matrix, and Sn the scattering coefficient matrix which
is calculated using the fundamental Floquet harmonic. The
magnetic field Hn can be readily obtained using the plane
wave relation.

The reflectarray far-field can be computed as a sum of the
contributions of each array element

Efar =

Ne∑

n=1

En
far, (5)

where Ne is the number of array elements. Since En,Hn are
plane waves, the integral involved in calculating the far-field
contribution from array element n can be evaluted analytically
for rectangular cells as

En
far(r̂) =

jk20
4π

[
((JnS · r̂)r̂ − JnS ) η0 + r̂ ×Mn

S

]
ejk0r̂·rn

· sinc

(
(k0u− βnx )ux

2

)
sinc

(
(k0v − βny )uy

2

)
. (6)

Herein, k0 is the free-space wavenumber, η0 the free-space
impedance, r̂ the unit vector towards the observation point,
ux, uy the x and y dimensions of the unit-cell, βnx , β

n
y the x

and y components of the propagation vector of the fundamen-
tal Floquet harmonic for array element n, rn the position of
array element n, and sinc(x) = sinx/x.

C. Choice of Basis Functions

To ensure an accurate yet efficient calculation of Sn,
suitable basis functions must be selected to reduce the number
of basis functions and Floquet harmonics. For canonically
shaped array elements e.g. rectangular patches, entire domain
basis functions with the correct edge conditions are known
to provide fast convergence in the SDMoM with respect to
the number of basis functions [34]–[36]. However, due to
their singular behavior, the Fourier spectrum is wide, which
increases the number of Floquet harmonics. For arbitrarily
shaped elements, the common choices are first-order basis
functions, e.g. Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) [37] or rooftop [38]
basis functions. However, the number of basis functions is high
for these cases.

In this work, higher-order hierarchical Legendre basis func-
tions as described in [23] are applied in the SDMoM. It was
demonstrated in [24] that these basis functions are capable of
giving results of the same accuracy as those obtained using
entire domain singular basis functions. Furthermore, higher-
order hierarchical Legendre basis functions can be applied to
arbitrarily shaped array elements with improved performance
compared to first-order basis functions. The flexibility of the
higher-order hierarchical Legendre basis functions enables

the optimization of reflectarrays consisting of non-canonical
element shapes, e.g. those reported in [39]–[41], which is
important in the analysis of printed reflectarrays.

D. Scattering Matrix Look-Up Table

Although the SDMoM combined with LP and higher-
order hierarchical Legendre basis functions is computationally
efficient with only a fraction of a second in computation time
per array element, it is not fast enough for optimization where
the analysis must be performed repeatedly. Furthermore, the
optimization requires derivatives with respect to the optimiza-
tion variables, which will further increase the computation
time if these derivatives have to be computed numerically by
finite difference approximations.

To circumvent the calculation of scattering matrices of all
array elements at each iteration, the scattering matrices can
be calculated in advance and stored in a look-up table which
is accessed during the optimization. This approach has been
successfully used in other works [10], [18], [19], [42] and
is also used here in the DOT. The scattering matrix is a
function of many parameters, e.g. illumination angles (θi, φi),
geometry of the array element, unit-cell dimensions, dielectric
substrate properties, and frequency. It is thus important to find
an economic way to store and interpolate these data to obtain
a look-up table that is small and fast to compute.

The representation of the scattering matrices can be done
in various ways, e.g. splines. However, due to the resonance
properties of printed elements, the scattering matrix has a
strong variation at resonance, hence splines are unsuited. The
representation of the scattering matrices by means of local
cubic interpolation [43, Chap. 25] on the other hand is efficient
and stable. We have found that a sufficient accuracy can be
obtained using relatively few scattering matrix sample values.
For a center fed 20 × 20 square wavelengths reflectarray
consisting of square patches and a focal distance to diameter
ratio (f/D) of one, approximately Nel = 60 patch sizes and
Nθ = 12 sample values in θi are adequate. The variation of
the scattering coefficients in φi can be represented by a finite
Fourier series expansion

S(θi, φi) =

Nm∑

s=−Nm

cs(θ
i) ejsφ

i

. (7)

The Fourier coefficients cs can be computed exactly by [44,
Appen. A4]

cs =
∆φ

2π

2Nm+1∑

l=1

S(θi, φil) e
−jsφi

l , (8)

where ∆φ = 2π/(2Nm + 1) and φil = ∆φ (l − 1). We have
found that Nm = 2 is sufficient, resulting in a total of only
Nφ = 5 sample values in φi. Thus for a given frequency,
substrate, and unit-cell size, the total number of scattering ma-
trix samples needed in the look-up table to obtain an accurate
interpolation is Ntotal = NθNφNel = 12 · 5 · 60 = 3600.
Each scattering matrix sample contains four 16 byte complex
numbers, thus resulting in a look-up table of a total size of only
225 kB per frequency. The computation time to calculate the
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look-up table for one frequency is approximately two minutes.
For reflectarrays with other dimensions or feed positions, Nθ
and Nφ may differ, but Nel remains the same.

For array elements with several adjustable parameters, the
total number of scattering matrices samples per frequency
increases rapidly as it becomes Ntotal = NθNφN

1
elN

2
el...N

Nl

el ,
where Nl is the number of adjustable parameters. This in-
creases the computation time and the storage requirements of
the look-up table significantly. For example, an array element
with three adjustable parameters which are optimized for 3
frequencies gives Ntotal = 13 ·106, yielding a storage require-
ment of approximately 2 GB. However, once the look-up table
has been calculated, it can be reused in the optimization and
needs only to be recalculated if another substrate, frequency,
or unit-cell size is used.

Using local cubic interpolation, the derivatives with respect
to the geometrical parameters of the array element can be
computed by differentiation of the local cubic polynomial.
Thus, the gradients needed during the optimization can be
determined analytically, which is more accurate and faster than
numerical difference approximations.

E. Phase-Only Optimization Technique

In order to avoid the optimization being trapped in a local
minimum, a good starting point is required. Depending on
the complexity and the requirements of the specified contour,
identical array elements can be used as the starting point. This
produces an initial pattern that resembles the feed pattern and
is a good initial start in certain cases, e.g. multi-frequency
designs. Another choice is to use an initial defocused elliptical
beam obtained by a proper phase variation over the reflectarray
surface. However, this is problematic for multi-frequency
designs as the phases depend on the frequency. On the other
hand, for single frequency designs an elliptical beam can be
a very good starting point.

Alternatively, a reflectarray designed using the POT can be
used as the starting point. The POT is simple and fast and
is commonly used method for the design of contoured beam
reflectarrays [5], [6], [10], [11]. First, a phase-only pattern
synthesis is performed to determine the phase distribution
required on the reflectarray surface, and hereafter the array
elements are determined, element by element, to match the
phase distribution. Although the technique is simple and has
proven to be useful, it suffers from the disadvantage that
intermediate optimization steps are necessary to fulfill a given
phase distribution. This intermediate step breaks the direct
relation between the geometrical parameters and the far-field
performance and can give non-optimal designs. A brief outline
of our POT implementation is given in the following.

To obtain the phase distribution on the reflectarray surface,
an approach similar to that described in [12] is used. For dual-
polarized multi-frequency designs, several phase distributions
are obtained, one for each polarization and frequency. The ar-
ray elements are subsequently optimized, element by element,
to comply with these phase distributions by minimizing the
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Fig. 1. European and southern African coverages seen from the longitude
0◦ geostationary orbital position.

TABLE I
REFLECTARRAY DATA

Center frequency 10GHz
Frequency range 9− 11GHz
Number of elements 50×50
Reflectarray dimensions 600mm× 600mm
Relative permittivity εr = 3.66
Substrate thickness d = 1.524mm
Loss tangent tan δ = 0.0037
Feed distance to center of array df = 0.6m
Feed offset angle θi = 30◦, φi = 0◦

error function

en =
L∑

l=1

Cl|ψln,r − ψln,c|. (9)

Herein, L is the number of phase distributions, ψln,r and
ψln,c the required and computed phase-shift, respectively, of
array element n, and Cl weighting coefficients, which can be
different for each phase distribution. The selection of Cl is
usually done empirically to obtain the best performance of
the optimized design.

To find array elements that match all phase distributions
simultaneously is in most cases not possible. Consequently, the
array elements are determined as a compromise between the
different phase distributions, resulting in non-optimal designs.

III. REFLECTARRAY DESIGN

To demonstrate the capabilities of the DOT and its ad-
vantages against POT, we consider several offset contoured
beam reflectarrays that radiate a high-gain beam on a European
coverage with the possibility of having sidelobe suppression
within a southern African contour. The coverages are shown
in Fig. 1 as red polygons. The reflectarray parameters are
summarized in Table I with respect to the coordinate system
shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Reflectarray geometrical parameters in (a) the xy-plane and (b) the
xz-plane.
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Fig. 3. Simulated co-polar radiation patterns of Design A-II at 10GHz.

Square patches are used in these designs. Although these
array elements may not provide the most optimal designs,
they are sufficient for the comparison of the different design
techniques.

Two reflectarray designs are considered; a multi-frequency
single-polarized reflectarray design, and a single frequency
dual-polarized reflectarrray design. The design process for the
two cases are described in the following sections.

A. Multi-Frequency Single-polarized Reflectarray

The goal of this design is to maximize the directivity within
the European coverage in the frequency range 9−11 GHz for
a single feed polarization. A linearly polarized Gaussian beam
with a taper of −15 dB at 30◦ is used as feed.

Two reflectarrays were designed, one using the POT, and
one using the DOT. A scattering matrix look-up table for
frequencies f = 9, 10, 11 GHz has been calculated using a
total computation time of approximately five minutes and a
storage requirement of 1.1 MB.

For the POT design (Design A-I), phase distributions at
the center and the extreme frequencies were obtained and
subsequently used in the minimization of (9) with l = 1, 2, 3
corresponding to fl = 9, 10, 11 GHz, respectively. The opti-
mization process was repeated several times, alternating Cl to
obtain the optimal performance within the frequency range.
The best design showed a minimum directivity within the
coverage of 25.4 dBi in the entire frequency range.

For the DOT design (Design A-II), identical patches was
used as the starting point for the optimization. The reflectarray

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF MULTI-FREQUENCY REFLECTARRAY DESIGNS

Design A-I Design A-II

Frequency
POT: DOT:

(GHz)
Minimum Minimum
Directivity Directivity
(dBi) (dBi)

8.5 24.2 24.9
9.0 25.4 26.5
9.5 25.5 26.7

10.0 25.4 26.8
10.5 25.4 26.6
11.0 25.4 26.5
11.5 23.2 23.4

was optimized at the center and extreme frequencies simulta-
neously. The radiation pattern of Design A-II at 10 GHz is
shown in Fig. 3 where a minimum directivity of 26.8 dBi is
achieved.

In Table II, the performance of the two designs are sum-
marized. A comparison clearly shows the advantages of the
DOT, where more than 1 dB in the minimum directivity is
gained compared to the phase-only design. Also, the phase-
only design is highly dependent on the value of Cl, which
have to be obtained empirically. This is circumvented in the
DOT.

For Design A-I, the computation time was approximately
20 minutes for a fixed set of Cl. The optimization time for
Design A-II was approximately 30 minutes.

It should be noted that the phase of the scattered field for a
periodic array of square patches is known to be very sensitive
to frequency variations near the resonance, thus resulting in
a narrow bandwidth [16], [41]. Nonetheless, Design A-II has
been optimized to have a minimum directivity of 26.5 dBi in a
frequency bandwidth of 20% . It is expected that better results
can be achieved by using more broadband array elements e.g.
the ones proposed in [39] or multilayer configurations as in
[5], [16].

B. Single Frequency Dual-polarized Reflectarray

In this example, we consider a high-gain beam on the
European coverage with cross-polar suppression within the
same coverage, and sidelobe suppression within the southern
African contour. The reflectarray is optimized for two orthog-
onal linear polarizations, H- and V-polarization1, and only at
10 GHz. For this design, a corrugated horn, whose measured
radiation pattern is available, is used as a feed. Again, two
reflectarrays were designed, one using the POT, and one using
the DOT.

For the POT design (Design B-I), two phase distributions
were determined, one for each polarization. In [11], rectan-
gular patches were used and the optimization for the two
orthogonal polarizations was accomplished by adjusting the
two orthogonal dimensions of the rectangular patches. In our
designs, square patches are used and only one dimension can
be varied. Thus, the optimization for the two polarizations

1The reflectarray is assumed to be mounted on a satellite such that H-
polarization is defined to be in the feed offset plane (xz-plane in Fig. 2b),
and V-polarization in the orthogonal plane.
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Fig. 4. Simulated (a) co-polar and (b) cross-polar radiation pattern of Design B-II for H-polarization at 10GHz.

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE OF DUAL-POLARIZED REFLECTARRAY DESIGNS AT

10GHz

Design B-I Design B-II
POT: DOT

H-pol. V-pol. H-pol. V-pol.
Min. directivity (dBi) 26.6 26.5 26.7 26.5
Min. XPD (dB) 26.5 26.7 28.6 27.0
Min. isolation (dB) 20.3 24.3 26.7 27.9

is done simultaneously by minimizing (9) with l = 1, 2
corresponding to H- and V-polarization, respectively. The Cl
were selected to be identical in this case.

The far-field showed a minimum directivity within the
coverage of 26.5 dBi and a minimum cross polarization dis-
crimination (XPD) around 26.5 dB for both polarizations. For
the co-polar radiation on the southern African coverage, the
minimum isolation (Europe/Africa) for H- and V-polarization
is 20.3 dB and 24.3 dB, respectively.

For the DOT design, an elliptical beam was used as the
starting point for the optimization. The radiation pattern of this
optimized design (Design B-II) for H-polarization at 10 GHz
is shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that a minimum directivity
of 26.7 dBi is obtained. The minimum XPD and isolation
levels are at 28.6 dB and 26.8 dB, respectively. For the V-
polarization, the design has a very similar performance.

The performance of the designs is compared in Table III.
The comparison shows that a better design is achieved using
the DOT than with the POT. However, the improvements
are not as significant as for the case of the multi-frequency
design. This is explained by the fact that the phase distributions
required for the two polarizations used in the POT are rather
similar. Thus the minimization of the error function does not
possesses the same complexity as it does for a multi-frequency

Fig. 5. Reflectarray breadboard in the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field
Antenna Test Facility.

design.
The overall optimization time for Design B-I was around

15 minutes, whereas the overall optimization time, including
the calculation of the look-up table, for Design B-II was
approximately 40 minutes.

It is a known fact that the response of a periodic array
of square patches is different under oblique incidence [45].
As a result, the response for each orthogonal polarization is
slightly different and the dimensions of the square patches are
determined as a compromise between the two polarizations.
It is expected that an enhanced performance can be achieved
using rectangular patches.

IV. VALIDATION BY MEASUREMENTS

To validate the DOT, a reflectarray breadboard has been
manufactured at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU)
and measured at the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna
Test Facility [26], see Fig. 5. The breadboard is based on an
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Fig. 6. Simulated (solid lines) and measured (dotted lines) radiation patterns of the manufactured breadboard for both H- and V-polarizations at 10GHz.

earlier version of Design B-II, where the performance of the
reflectarray is not optimal. Nevertheless, it is sufficient to serve
as reference to verify the accuracy of the proposed technique.
The dielectric substrate is Rogers RO4350B with a substrate
thickness of d = 0.762 mm. The breadboard was measured
at a series of frequencies from 9.6 GHz to 10.5 GHz. For the
peak directivity, the measurements have a 1σ uncertainty of
0.05 dB.

To account for the presence of the support structures, the
scattering from the struts is included in the simulations using
the MoM add-on in GRASP [46].

The simulated and measured radiation patterns at 10 GHz
for V- and H-polarization are shown in Fig. 6. The agreement
between simulations and measurements is extremely good for
both polarizations. It is seen that the high-gain contours curves
practically coincide.

The performance of the breadboard for both polarizations is
summarized in Table IV. It is seen that an excellent agreement
is obtained for the peak directivity and minimum directivity
within the European coverage. Also the isolation levels are in
good agreement.

Regarding the XPD levels, discrepancies up to approxi-
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TABLE IV
MEASURED VERSUS SIMULATED DATA AT 10GHz

Peak Min. Min. Min.
directivity directivity XPD isolation

(dBi) (dBi) (dB) (dB)
Measurement (H-pol.) 28.3 26.5 27.1 17.5
Simulation (H-pol.) 28.2 26.6 25.0 17.8
Measurement (V-pol.) 27.9 26.5 27.7 18.4
Simulation (V-pol.) 27.9 26.5 25.5 17.2

mately 2 dB are observed. This is expected since the cross-
polar level is approximately 30 dB below the co-polar peak,
and factors e.g. scattering from the edges come into play.

In Fig. 7, the simulated and measured minimum directivity
for both polarizations are shown for the measured frequencies.
The breadboard was only optimized at 10 GHz, hence the de-
crease in the minimum directivity in the frequency range. The
maximum deviation between simulations and measurements is
within ±0.1 dB, thus demonstrating the good agreement be-
tween simulated and measured patterns in the other measured
frequencies.

These excellent agreements between simulated and mea-
sured patterns are close to those obtained for conventional
shaped reflectors and thereby verify the direct optimization
technique presented in this paper.

V. CONCLUSIONS

An accurate and efficient direct optimization technique for
the design of contoured beam reflectarrays is presented. It is
based on the spectral domain method of moments (SDMoM)
with local periodicity and a minimax optimization algorithm.
Contrary to the conventional phase-only optimization tech-
niques, the geometrical parameters of the array elements are
directly optimized to fulfill the contoured beam requirements,
thus maintaining a direct relation between optimization goals
and optimization variables. As a result, more optimal designs
can be obtained. To ensure high accuracy, efficiency, and
flexibility, higher-order hierarchical Legendre basis functions
are used together with a fast yet accurate far-field calcula-
tion technique. The higher-order hierarchical Legendre basis
functions can give results of the same accuracy as those
obtained using entire domain singular basis functions, and are
applicable to any arbitrarily shaped array elements. The far-
field calculation technique uses scattering matrices which are
calculated in advance, stored in a look-up table, and accessed
during the optimization. This circumvents the calculation of
the SDMoM at each iteration and greatly reduces the overall
optimization time. Both co- and cross-polar radiation can be
optimized for multiple frequencies, polarizations, and feed
illuminations.

To demonstrate the capabilities of the direct optimization
technique, several contoured beam reflectarrays that radiate a
high-gain beam on a European coverage have been designed,
and compared to similar designs obtained using a phase-only
optimization technique. The comparison shows that the direct
optimized designs are superior in performance, both for multi-
frequency and dual-polarization designs. Particularly for multi-
frequency designs where more than 1 dB in the minimum
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Fig. 7. Measured versus simulated minimum directivity for both polarizations
for the measured frequencies.

co-polar directivity within the coverage can be gained. To
validate the results, a reflectarray breadboard has been manu-
factured and measured at the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field
Antenna Test Facility. An excellent agreement is obtained for
the simulated and measured patterns, where the maximum
deviation in the minimum directivity between simulations and
measurements is within ±0.1 dB.
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Abstract—A generalized direct optimization technique (GDOT)
for the design of printed reflectarrays using arbitrarily shaped
elements with irregular orientation and position is presented. The
GDOT is based on the spectral domain method of moments (SD-
MoM) assuming local periodicity (LP) and a minimax optimiza-
tion algorithm. The accuracy of the LP-SDMoM for the design
of reflectarrays with irregularly positioned and oriented array
elements has been verified by comparisons with full wave method
of moments. Three contoured beam reflectarrays, forming a
high-gain beam on a European coverage, have been designed: a
broadband design, a circularly polarized design using the variable
rotation technique, and a design with irregularly positioned array
elements. The latter has been manufactured and measured at
the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility. An
excellent agreement between simulated and measured patterns
have been obtained, showing accuracies that are comparable to
those obtained for conventional shaped reflectors.

Index Terms—Contoured beam, reflectarray, accurate antenna
analysis, optimization, irregular reflectarrays, satellite antenna

I. INTRODUCTION

FOR satellite broadcasting and telecommunication appli-
cations, the most often used antenna is the shaped re-

flector antenna. Although this antenna is based on a mature
technology, both in terms of manufacturing and simulation
tools, it suffers from having large volume and mass, as well
as manufacturing cost. In particular the mold depends on the
specific antenna requirements and can not be reused for other
missions. Printed reflectarrays, on the other hand, consist of
a flat surface, they are light, easy and cheap to manufacture,
and can be packed more compactly, saving volume during the
launch phase. In addition, for a specific coverage, only the
array elements are modified, thus significant recurring costs
associated with shaped reflector antennas are avoided. Using
printed reflectarrays, low cost, high-gain antennas for space
applications can be realized and they have therefore been the
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subject of increasing research and development activities [1]–
[4].

To obtain a specific far-field pattern with a printed re-
flectarray, several degrees of freedom can be used, e.g. the
size [5]–[7], the shape [8]–[12], the orientation [13]–[15], and
the position [16], [17] of the array elements. An accurate
and efficient design procedure, capable of including all these
parameters, is a challenging task. Recently, the European
Space Agency (ESA) has promoted activities to improve and
extend the analysis and synthesis procedures for reflectarrays
including all the degrees of freedom [18]–[20].

The conventional approach for the design of contoured/multi
beam reflectarrays uses a phase-only optimization technique
(POT) [21], [22], involving two steps (for pencil beam reflec-
tarrays, the first step is skipped); first, a phase-only synthesis
determines the phase distribution on the reflectarray surface;
second, the array elements are adjusted, element by element,
to comply with the synthesized phase distribution. Several
contoured beam reflectarrays have been designed using this
technique [21]–[24]. The POT is efficient since the analysis
of all array elements at each iteration is avoided. However, a
direct optimization technique, where all the array elements are
simultaneously optimized, tends to produce improved designs.
Such a direct technique was presented in [19], where several
contoured beam reflectarrays were designed and compared
to similar designs obtained using the POT. The comparisons
showed that the designs obtained using the direct optimiza-
tion technique are superior in performance, both for multi-
frequency and dual-polarization designs.

The direct optimization technique reported in [19] is meant
for reflectarrays where the array elements are located in a
regular grid. Furthermore, only the size of square patches was
used as a degree of freedom. It is believed that reflectarrays
with even better performance may be designed if additional
degrees of freedom, e.g. the position and orientation of the
array elements, are included in the optimization. Such a
technique was presented in [17], [25]. Therein, the array
elements were located in a strongly irregular grid and the
analysis of each array element was performed using a full-
wave method of moments (MoM) that included the nearest
neighboring elements. Thus, the overall synthesis was very
time consuming.

In this work, we generalize the direct optimization technique
of [19] to include several degrees of freedom. These are the
position and orientation as well as size and shape parameters of
printed reflectarray elements. The generalized direct optimiza-
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tion technique (GDOT) is based on the spectral domain method
of moments (SDMoM) assuming local periodicity (LP) [6],
[7]. The accuracy of the LP-SDMoM for reflectarrays with
regularly positioned elements is extremely good. The use of
this technique for the design and analysis of reflectarrays with
irregularly positioned and oriented array elements is new, and
thus the accuracy of the LP-SDMoM for such reflectarrays
has to be established. We show in this work that the LP-
SDMoM is sufficiently accurate and can be used to analyze
and optimize reflectarrays based on arbitrarily shaped elements
with irregular position and orientation.

Three contoured beam reflectarrays forming a high-gain
beam on a European coverage have been designed to illustrate
the capabilities of the GDOT: a broadband dual linearly polar-
ized design, a circularly polarized design based on the variable
rotation technique [13], and a linearly polarized design with
irregularly positioned array elements. The latter has been
manufactured at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU)
and measured at the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna
Test Facility [26]. The agreement between simulations and
measurements is very good, thus verifying the accuracy of the
GDOT.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
GDOT. The reflectarray designs are described in Section III.
In Section IV, simulations are compared to the measurements,
and conclusions are given in Section V.

II. GENERALIZED DIRECT OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE

In this section, the analysis and optimization methods used
in the direct optimization technique are reviewed and gener-
alized to include the position as well as the orientation of
arbitrarily shaped and sized array elements into the optimiza-
tion.

A. Analysis and Optimization Methods

The GDOT is based on a minimax algorithm, which is a
gradient based method for non-linear minimax optimization.
It is the optimization used in the TICRA software packages
POS [27] and CHAMP [28].

The far-field objectives for the reflectarray are specified in
a number of far-field points in the (u, v)-plane where u =
sin θ cosφ, v = sin θ sinφ, and (θ, φ) the polar and azimuthal
angles. At each optimization iteration, the maximum difference
between realized and specified objectives is minimized. The
optimization variables are the geometrical parameters of the
array elements, e.g. the size, orientation, and position of the
array element. Both co- and cross-polar radiation patterns can
be optimized for multiple frequencies, polarizations, and feed
illuminations.

For the far-field calculations, two techniques are considered,
the Floquet harmonics technique [29, Technique II], and the
continuous spectrum technique [29, Technique III]. Whereas
the continuous spectrum technique is slightly more accurate,
the Floquet harmonics technique is more efficient. Thus, the
Floquet harmonics technique is used to calculate the far-
field during the optimization, whereas the continuous spectrum
technique is used to evaluate the final optimized reflectarray.

The Floquet harmonics technique is based on the field
equivalence principle [30, p. 106] and uses the scattering
matrices to calculate the equivalent currents. The scattering
matrix S for a single array element is defined as

Es = S ·Ei , (1)

and is calculated from the fundamental Floquet harmonic
through the LP-SDMoM formulation. Herein, Es and Ei are
the scattered and incident plane wave, respectively. To ensure
an accurate and efficient calculation of the scattering matrices,
higher-order hierarchical Legendre basis functions [31] are
used to model the electric currents on the array elements.
For canonically shaped array elements e.g. rectangular patches,
singular entire domain basis functions with the correct edge
conditions, reproducing the singularities of the electric current
at the edges of the array elements, have proven to yield
accurate results [32]. It is shown in [33] that the higher-
order hierarchical Legendre basis functions can be applied to
any arbitrarily shaped array elements, and are at the same
time capable of yielding results of the same accuracy as
those obtained using singular basis functions. The versatility
of the higher-order hierarchical Legendre basis functions is
a key feature in the GDOT as it enables the optimization
of reflectarrays consisting of non-canonical element shapes,
e.g. concentric square/ring loops, phoenix elements, and many
others [8]–[12]. In this work, we consider several element
shapes, namely square patches, concentric square loops, square
loop/patch combination, and triple dipoles.

To avoid the calculation of the scattering matrices of all
array elements at each optimization iteration, the scattering
matrices can be calculated in advance and stored in a look-up
table [17], [23], which is accessed during the optimization by
means of local cubic interpolation [34, Chap. 25]. For a given
frequency, dielectric substrate, and unit-cell size, the scattering
matrix depends on the illumination angles and the geometry
of the array element. For the cases we have considered, a
sufficient accuracy can be obtained by using approximately
Nel = 60 element sizes and Nθ = 12 sample values in
the incident polar angle θi. The variation of the scattering
coefficients in the incident azimuthal angle φi is 2π-periodic
and can thus be represented by a finite Fourier series expansion

S(θi, φi) =

Nm∑

s=−Nm

cs(θ
i) ejsφ

i

, (2)

where [35, App. A4]

cs =
∆φ

2π

2Nm+1∑

p=1

S(θi, φip) e
−jsφi

p . (3)

Herein, ∆φ = 2π/(2Nm + 1) and φip = ∆φ (p − 1). We
have observed, for the reflectarrays presented in this paper,
that Nm = 2 is adequate, yielding a total of only Nφ = 5
sample values in φi. Thus for a given frequency, substrate, and
unit-cell size, the total number of scattering matrix samples
needed in the look-up table to obtain an accurate interpolation
is Ntotal = NθNφNel = 12 · 5 · 60 = 3600. This can be
computed within a couple of minutes on a standard laptop
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computer. The look-up table can be reused and needs only
to be recalculated if other substrates, frequencies, or unit-cell
sizes are used.

B. Irregularly Orientated Array Elements

In order to exploit the orientation of the array elements in
the GDOT, the look-up table has to be extended to include
also the rotation angle ψ of the array element, see Fig. 1.

The rotation angle ψ is 2π-periodic and hence the variation
of the scattering matrices in ψ can be represented by a finite
Fourier series expansion. Thus, the equation in (2) is replaced
by

S(θi, φi, ψ) =

Nm∑

s=−Nm

Nn∑

r=−Nn

csr(θ
i) ejsφ

i

ejrψ. (4)

In this way, the variations in both ψ and φi are accounted for.
The Fourier coefficients csr are given by

csr =
∆φ∆ψ

4π2

2Nm+1∑

p=1

2Nn+1∑

q=1

S(θi, φip, ψq) e
−jsφi

pe−jrψq , (5)

where ∆ψ = 2π/(2Nn + 1) and ψq = ∆ψ (q − 1). The
value of Nn depends on the shape and size of the array
element. For the elements presented in this work, Nn = 5,
giving a total Nψ = 11 sample values, is sufficient for an
accurate representation of the variation in ψ. The total number
of scattering matrix samples needed in the look-up table is
now Ntotal = NθNφNelNψ = 12 · 5 · 60 · 11 = 39600
per frequency. The derivatives with respect to ψ, which are
required in the optimization, are readily obtained analytically
by differentiation of (4).

C. Irregularly Positioned Array Elements

In order to utilize the position of the array elements in
the GDOT, an irregular distribution of element positions is
obtained through a mapping from a regular to an irregular grid.
In this work, the mapping is obtained by adding a distortion
to the regular grid.

Let us define (α, β) as normalized coordinates in the regular
grid such that |α| ≤ 1 and |β| ≤ 1. Then, the new normalized
coordinates in the irregular grid are given by (α′, β′) = (α+
fx, β + fy), where the distortion functions are

fx(α, β) = (α− 1)(α+ 1)
P∑

p=0

Q∑

q=0

cpqTp(α)Tq(β), (6a)

fy(α, β) = (β − 1)(β + 1)
P∑

p=0

Q∑

q=0

dpqTp(α)Tq(β). (6b)

Herein, Ti is the Chebyshev polynomial of order i, and cpq and
dpq are the distortion coefficients. In contrast to [17], where the
edges of the reflectarray are not constrained, the terms in front
of the summations ensure that the edges of the reflectarray
are kept fixed to avoid any undesired increase in antenna size
introduced by the mapping.

The degree of the distortion is determined by the values of
cpq and dpq and the polynomial order i. To avoid distortions

x

y

x′
y′

ψ

Fig. 1. A rotated square patch in a unit-cell, where the rotation angle is
denoted by ψ.
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Fig. 2. An example of (a) a distorted cell and (b) its equivalent square
cell. Both cells have the area S. The center of the patch is located at the
intersection of the two solid diagonal lines of the distorted cell. The rotation
of the patch is given by the rotation angle ψ with respect to the coordinate
system of the regular grid.

with overlapping array elements, upper and lower bounds are
specified for cpq and dpq , and the polynomial order should not
exceed 4. Only a few, 2 to 6, distortion coefficients are needed
to achieve strong irregularities, as shown in Section II-E. The
distortion coefficients cpq and dpq are the variables used to
optimize the positions of the array elements. In this way, the
optimization of the individual array element position, which
can be rather complicated, is avoided.

Unlike the other optimization variables, the derivatives with
respect to cpq and dpq can not be determined analytically since
a change in cpq or dpq affects all array elements. As a result,
the derivatives are computed numerically by finite difference
approximations at the cost of higher computation time.

D. Analysis of the Distorted Cell

Due to the grid distortion, the array elements are positioned
in a non-periodic lattice and the LP-SDMoM can not be
directly applied. Therefore, an equivalent unit-cell has to be
defined to approximate locally each distorted cell. The center
of the array element within the distorted cell is positioned
at the center of the distorted cell, which is defined as the
intersection of the two diagonal lines of the distorted cell,
see Fig. 2a. Let us now define an equivalent square cell with
the same area as the distorted cell. The equivalent cell has
the same center as the distorted cell and is oriented in parallel
with the bisector lines of the two diagonal lines of the distorted
cell. This is illustrated in Fig. 2b, where the bisector lines are
shown by dashed lines. The equivalent cell is used in the LP-
SDMoM to calculate the scattering matrices.

The analysis procedure for reflectarrays with irregularly
positioned elements is now the same as for those with regularly
positioned elements, except that the unit-cells of the array ele-
ments are of different sizes. As a result, the look-up table has
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TABLE I
PENCIL BEAM REFLECTARRAY DATA

Center frequency 10GHz
Reflectarray dimensions 405mm× 405mm
Number of elements 30× 30
Relative permittivity εr = 3.66
Loss tangent tan δ = 0.0037
Substrate thickness h = 1.524mm
Feed distance to center of array df = 0.6m
Feed offset angle θi = 30◦, φi = 0◦

to be further extended to include also samples of different sized
unit-cells. The number of unit-cell samples needed depends
on the degree of the grid distortion. For the results presented
in this paper, Ncell = 50 samples are sufficient, yielding a
look-up table that requires Ntotal = NθNφNelNψNcell =
12 · 5 · 60 · 11 · 50 = 1980000 scattering matrix calculations
per frequency. The computation time on a standard laptop is
several hours, which is a significant increase compared to the
regular array case. It is, however, still acceptable since the
look-up table only needs to be calculated once prior to the
optimization.

E. Analysis Accuracy

The use of the LP-SDMoM for the design and analysis
of reflectarrays with irregularly positioned and oriented array
elements is new, and thus the accuracy of the technique for
such reflectarrays has to be established.

To this end, two offset pencil beam reflectarrays with
different distortions have been designed, the first design with
the beam towards the specular direction and the second with
the beam towards the broadside direction. The distorted grids
are kept fixed and only the size and orientation of the array
elements are optimized. The values of cpq and dpq are selected
empirically to ensure a strong but realistic distortion. The
feed is a linear polarized Gaussian beam with a taper of
−15 dB at 30◦. The geometrical parameters are summarized in
Table I with respect to the coordinate system shown in Fig. 3.
The mask layouts of the optimized reflectarrays are shown in

dx

dy y

z

x

φi

θi
df

Fig. 3. Reflectarray geometrical parameters.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Pencil beam reflectarrays with irregularly positioned and oriented
array elements. The reflectarrays are designed to radiate a pencil beam towards
(a) the specular direction and (b) the broadside direction.

Fig. 4. The number of distortion coefficients for the specular
and broadside cases are 2 and 6, respectively.

A full wave MoM is used as reference. For the calculation
of the currents on the array elements, the MoM relies on the
spatial dyadic Green’s function for a grounded dielectric slab
[36], thus assuming infinite substrate and ground plane.

The radiation patterns for the two reflectarrays calculated
using LP-SDMoM and MoM are shown in Fig. 5. The
continuous spectrum technique is used to calculate the far-
field in both methods, thus accounting for the finite size of
the reflectarrays [29]. A very good agreement between the
two methods is observed. For the specular case, the predicted
peak directivity using both methods is 30.7 dBi, whereas for
the broadside case, LP-SDMoM and MoM yield 31.1 dBi and
31.0 dBi, respectively. Also the cross-polar radiation levels are
extremely close; the deviations are around 1−3 dB at −40 dB
below the co-polar peak. The good accuracy of the LP-
SDMoM, despite the strong irregularities, can be attributed to
the systematic manner in which the grids are distorted by (6).
Several irregular designs have been optimized and analyzed
using both LP-SDMoM and MoM, and it was observed that
the accuracy of LP-SDMoM is generally good in all cases.

This shows that the LP-SDMoM is accurate and can be
used to analyze and optimize reflectarrays with irregularly
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the radiation pattern at φ = 0 calculated using LP-
SDMoM and MoM for (a) the specular radiation case and (b) the broadside
radiation case.

positioned and oriented array elements.

III. REFLECTARRAY DESIGN

In this section, we design several offset contoured beam
reflectarrays with the aim to demonstrate the capabilities of the
GDOT. We consider a high-gain European coverage with the
possibility of enforcing sidelobe suppression within a southern
African coverage. The coverages seen from the longitude 0◦

geostationary orbital position are shown as red polygons in
Fig. 6.

Three reflectarrays are designed: a dual linearly polarized
broadband design, a circularly polarized design based on
the variable rotation technique [13], and a linearly polarized
design with irregularly positioned array elements. The reflec-
tarray parameters are the same as those listed in Table I,
except that the dimensions of the designs are 600×600 mm2,
corresponding to approximately 20 × 20λ20, with λ0 being
the free space wavelength, at the center frequency 10 GHz.
In addition, the substrate thickness is different for the three
designs.

Although some measures are done during the design process
to ensure a good antenna performance, e.g. by selecting
appropriate array elements, the purpose of these designs is
not to obtain the best possible reflectarray but to illustrate the
capabilities of the GDOT to yield an optimum design within
a given set of parameters.
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Fig. 6. European and southern African coverages seen from the longitude
0◦ geostationary orbital position.

A. Broadband Design

The goal of this design (Design A) is to maximize the
directivity within the European coverage in the frequency
range 9 − 11 GHz for two linear polarizations, V- and H-
polarization, and at the same time minimize the cross-polar
radiation within the same coverage. H-polarization is in the
offset plane (xz-plane in Fig. 3) and V-polarization in the
orthogonal plane.

The bandwidth of printed reflectarrays is controlled by
two main factors: the bandwidth of the array element, and
the bandwidth limitation introduced by the differential phase
delay [37]. While the differential phase delay is the limiting
factor for reflectarrays of large electrical sizes (> 50λ0) and
small focal distance to diameter (F/D) ratios, the bandwidth
of the array elements is the dominating factor for smaller
reflectarrays [37].

For broadband performances, the variation of the phase
of the scattering coefficient as function of the geometrical
parameters should be slow and almost parallel at different
frequencies [1], [7], [9], [12]. The concentric square loops have
been demonstrated to have good phase responses that provides
a good bandwidth [8], [9]. They have several parameters
that can be adjusted to control the phase of the scattering
coefficient: the lengths and widths of the outer and inner loops.
In Fig. 7, the phase of the scattering coefficient of concentric
square loops in a periodic environment for different widths
of the inner loop w2 is shown. The phase is calculated at
10 GHz under normal plane wave incidence and displayed as
a function of the length of the outer loop L1. The substrate
thickness is h = 3.048 mm and the size of the square unit-
cell is d = 10.5 mm. Based on a number of simulations, the
width of the outer loop is w1 = 0.075L1 and the length of
the inner loop is L2 = 0.75L1. This is to ensure a slow
phase response versus L1 and at the same time maintain a
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phase variation over 360◦, which is required for the design
of reflectarrays. It is seen in Fig. 7 that the slope of the
phase curve decreases for increasing L1 when w2 is wide. The
case where w2 = 0.5L2 is equivalent to the case where the
inner loop is replaced by a square patch. Here, the reflection
phase varies slowly as function of L1. The phase response as
function of L1 for different frequencies between 9−11 GHz is
shown in Fig. 8. It is seen that the phase curves versus L1 are
close to being parallel at the different frequencies. A similar
result has been observed in [38]. Due to these properties, this
square loop/patch combination is used in Design A. In the
optimization, w1 and L2 are fixed according to Fig. 8 and
only L1 is optimized. A scattering matrix look-up table for
frequencies f = 9, 10, 11 GHz has been calculated for this
design.

As a starting point of the optimization, identical elements
are used. A Gaussian beam with a taper of −15 dB at 30◦ is
used as a feed. The optimized reflectarray consists of 57 ×

Fig. 9. The mask layout of Design A.
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Fig. 10. Simulated radiation patterns of Design A for H-polarization at
10GHz, (a) co-polar pattern and (b) cross-polar pattern.

57 elements and the mask layout of the design is shown in
Fig. 9. The radiation pattern at 10 GHz for H-polarization is
shown in Fig. 10, and it shows that a minimum directivity of
26.6 dBi is obtained within the European coverage and that
the cross-polar radiation has been successfully suppressed to
below 1 dBi within the same coverage.

The performance of the design is summarized in Table II.
It is seen that the minimum directivity is above 26.4 dBi
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF DUAL-POLARIZED BROADBAND REFLECTARRAY

DESIGN

H-polarization V-polarization

Frequency Minimum Minimum Minimum Minimum

(GHz) Directivity XPD Directivity XPD
(dBi) (dB) (dBi) (dB)

8.5 24.7 27.1 24.8 28.1
9.0 26.6 26.7 26.5 26.6
9.5 26.4 26.4 26.4 26.9
10.0 26.6 26.4 26.5 27.6
10.5 26.5 25.0 26.4 27.4
11.0 26.6 24.1 26.4 28.4
11.5 24.9 22.9 25.1 26.3

for both polarizations between 9 − 11 GHz and drops to
approximately 25 dBi at 8.5 GHz and 11.5 GHz, which are
outside of the desired frequency range. This shows that the
reflectarray has been successfully optimized to operate in the
specified frequency range of 20% bandwidth.

In this design, only L1 has been optimized, while w1 and
L2 were fixed. It is expected that better performances can
be obtained if w1 and L2 are also included as optimization
variables. However, this would be at the cost of higher
computation time and scattering matrix look-up table size.
Furthermore, it is also believed that better designs can be
obtained by using a rectangular loop/patch combination as
array elements.

B. Circularly Polarized Design

In this design (Design B), a right hand circularly polarized
(RHCP) reflectarray that radiates a high-gain beam on the Eu-
ropean coverage in the frequency range 9−11 GHz is realized
by utilizing the variable rotation technique (VRT) [13], [14].
The VRT uses identical array elements with different angular
rotations to achieve a given far-field beam. Suppose an array
element is illuminated by a circularly polarized incident wave,
then by rotating the array element by angle ψ (Fig. 1), the
phase of the scattered field of the array element is shifted
by 2ψ. Thus, by adjusting the rotation angles of all array
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Fig. 11. The phase difference between V- and H-polarization as function of
the center dipole length L. The lengths of the two parallel dipoles are both
L2 = 0.65L. The widths of the dipoles are w = 0.1L.

Fig. 12. The mask layout of Design B.

elements, a given phase distribution can be realized to radiate
a specified far-field beam [13].

It is shown in [13], and explicitly stated in [39], that the
phase of the scattering coefficient for two orthogonal linear
polarizations, e.g. V- and H-polarization, has to be different
by 180◦, so that the scattered field has the same sense of
circular polarization as the incident wave with a phase shift
of ±2ψ depending on the polarization of the incident wave.
Thus, by selecting an array element that can realize the 180◦

phase difference is the key for the use of the VRT. For
broadband performances, the 180◦ phase difference between
the orthogonal polarizations has to be realized in a wide
frequency range.

In this design, we use the triple dipole element [40] as the
array element. In Fig. 11, the phase difference between V-
and H-polarization of the triple dipole element is shown for
different frequencies as function of the center dipole length
L. The length of the two parallel dipoles is L2 = 0.65L,
and the width of each dipole is w = 0.1L. The substrate
thickness is h = 3.5 mm and the unit-cell size d = 12 mm.
The phase is calculated for a normally incident plane wave and
shown for f = 9, 10, 11 GHz. Based on the phase difference,
a dipole length of L = 8.5 mm has been selected for the
optimization, so that a phase difference of 180◦ between V-
and H-polarization is achieved at 10 GHz. At 9 GHz and
11 GHz, the phase difference changes to approximately 155◦

and 197◦, respectively. The specified bandwidth of 20% is
rather large and the triple dipole element does not provide
the necessary phase difference of 180◦ in the entire frequency
range. However, it has significantly better performance com-
pared to more simple elements e.g. single dipoles.

In this design, only the rotation angles of the triple dipoles
are optimized. No cross-polar suppression has been specified
for the optimization of this design. As the starting point of the
optimization, all the dipoles are oriented with ψ = 0. A RHCP
Gaussian beam with a taper of −15 dB at 30◦ is used as feed.
The optimized reflectarray consists of 50×50 elements and the
mask layout is shown in Fig. 12. It is seen in Table III, where
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TABLE III
PERFORMANCE OF CIRCULARLY POLARIZED REFLECTARRAY DESIGN

20% design 10% design

Frequency Minimum Minimum Minimum Minimum

(GHz) Directivity XPD Directivity XPD
(dBi) (dB) (dBi) (dB)

8.5 25.0 16.4 22.6 15.2
9.0 26.6 24.7 25.3 24.1
9.5 26.7 23.0 26.6 24.0
10.0 26.8 20.7 26.7 24.1
10.5 26.8 20.5 26.7 27.0
11.0 26.7 17.3 25.3 21.5
11.5 25.1 14.8 23.9 12.2

the performance of the design (20% design) in the frequency
range 8.5 − 11.5 GHz is listed, that a minimum directivity
within the European coverage above 26.6 dBi is achieved in
the frequency range 9 − 11 GHz. The minimum directivity
decreases outside the specified frequency range, as expected.

The minimum XPD within the frequency range is relatively
low with the best value of 24.7 dB at 9 GHz. In the attempt
to reduce the cross-polar radiation, a design with cross-polar
suppression has also been optimized. However, approximately
2 dB in the minimum directivity was lost, and the cross-
polar radiation was only suppressed to a minimum XPD of
approximately 20 dB in the desired frequency range. This
is a direct consequence of the large bandwidth specified
in the optimization. A similar design including cross-polar
suppression for a bandwidth of 10% (9.5 − 10.5 GHz) was
also optimized and the performance is listed in Table III (10%
design). A minimum directivity of 26.6 dBi in the specified
frequency range is maintained, but the minimum XPD has
been improved to 24.0 dB. This shows that the VRT is rather
sensitive with respect to the required 180◦ phase difference,
particularly regarding the cross-polar radiation.

It is expected that better performance can be achieved if
an array element with 180◦ phase difference between V- and
H-polarization in a wider frequency range can be found.

C. Irregularly Positioned Design
In this design (Design C), we consider a reflectarray with

irregularly positioned array elements. The reflectarray radiate
a high-gain beam within the European coverage with cross-
polar suppression within the same coverage and sidelobe sup-
pression within the southern African contour. The reflectarray
consists of 50 × 50 array elements and is optimized for H-
polarization and only at 10 GHz. The substrate thickness is
h = 0.762 mm. A corrugated horn with a taper of −17.5 dB
at 30◦ at 10 GHz is used as feed. The feed has been measured
at the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Test Facility, and this
feed pattern is used in the optimization. Square patches are
used as array elements and the patch sizes are the optimization
parameters. In addition to the patch sizes, 10 grid distortion
coefficients are included in the optimization.

The mask layout of the optimized reflectarray is shown in
Fig. 13. Simulations show a minimum directivity of 27.3 dBi
within the European coverage and a minimum isolation level
of 27.2 dB. In addition, the cross-polar radiation has been
suppressed to below 0 dBi, yielding a minimum XPD of
27.8 dB.

Design C has been compared to a similar reflectarray with
regularly positioned elements that has been optimized for
the same goals as Design C. The comparison showed an
improvement of 1 dB in the XPD level for Design C, indicating
that a better performance in the cross-polar radiation can be
obtained by using an irregular array instead of a regular one.
However, this improvement is small and is obtained for a
single polarization design. Reflectarrays with irregularly and
regularly positioned elements optimized for both V- and H-
polarizations have also been designed and compared with the
aim to investigate the performance for dual-polarization appli-
cations. Good results for both polarizations can be obtained
with a regular array, while with the grid distortions and square
patches used in this work, no further improvement is gained
by using an irregular array.

The distortions used in this work are based on Chebyshev
polynomials of different orders. These polynomials do not
depend nor imitate any of the physical behaviors of the
reflectarray and are thus purely mathematical. In order to
fully exploit the potential of the irregularity of the element
positions, other types of distortions that utilizes the physics of
the antenna should to be investigated. A circular or elliptical
grid distortion that for instance follows the feed illumination
taper over the reflectarray surface could be an example. Such
a distortion can be realized by using Zernike polynomials and
can be readily included in the GDOT. This is subject to future
work.

IV. VALIDATION BY MEASUREMENTS

To verify the accuracy of the GDOT, Design C has been
manufactured at DTU and measured at the DTU-ESA Spher-
ical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility. The reflectarray bread-
board was measured at a series of frequencies from 9.6
GHz to 10.5 GHz in both V- and H-polarizations. For the
peak directivity, the measurements have a 1σ uncertainty of
0.05 dB.

Fig. 13. The mask layout of Design C.
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Fig. 14. Simulated (solid lines) and measured (dotted lines) radiation patterns of the manufactured reflectarray breadboard for H- and V-polarization at
10GHz.

To account for the presence of the support structures, the
scattering from the struts is included in the analysis using the
MoM add-on in GRASP [41].

In Fig. 14, the simulated (solid lines) and measured (dotted
lines) radiation patterns for H- and V-polarizations at 10 GHz
are shown. As expected, the reflectarray has a low co-polar
radiation within the southern African coverage and a low
cross-polar radiation within the European coverage in H-
polarization. A comparison of the solid and dotted lines shows
an excellent agreement between simulations and measure-
ments. The performance of the breadboard is summarized

in Table IV, and it is seen that the peak directivity and
minimum directivity within the European coverage are very
well predicted, even though the breadboard is based on an
irregular grid. Even the cross-polar radiation levels, which
are approximately 30 dB below the co-polar peak are accu-
rately predicted. The breadboard was only optimized for H-
polarization, hence the lower minimum XPD and isolations
levels in V-polarization. The accuracy in the other measured
frequencies is also very good, where the maximum discrep-
ancy in the minimum directivity within the European coverage
is 0.1 dB.
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TABLE IV
MEASURED VERSUS SIMULATED DATA AT 10GHz

Peak Min. Min. Min.
directivity directivity XPD isolation

(dBi) (dBi) (dB) (dB)
Measurement (H) 29.2 27.3 27.2 24.3
Simulation (H) 29.2 27.3 27.8 27.2
Measurement (V) 29.4 27.1 24.5 20.2
Simulation (V) 29.4 27.1 21.0 20.5

These excellent agreements between simulations and mea-
surements clearly verifies the accuracy of the GDOT.

V. CONCLUSION

An accurate and efficient generalized direct optimization
technique (GDOT) for the design of printed reflectarrays using
arbitrary element shape with irregular orientation and position
is presented. It is based on the spectral domain method of
moments (SDMoM) assuming local periodicity (LP) and a
minimax optimization algorithm. The geometrical parameters
of the array elements, i.e. size, orientation, and position, are
directly optimized to fulfill the far-field requirements. The
optimization uses scattering matrices which are calculated in
advance, stored in a look-up table, and accessed during the
optimization by a local cubic interpolation. Both co- and cross-
polar radiation can be optimized for multiple frequencies,
polarizations, and feed illuminations. The design procedure
has been described and the accuracy of the LP-SDMoM for the
design of reflectarrays with irregularly positioned and oriented
array elements has been verified by comparisons with full
wave method of moments solutions. It is shown that the LP-
SDMoM is accurate.

To show the capabilities of the GDOT, three offset contoured
beam reflectarrays forming a high-gain beam on a European
coverage have been designed: a linearly polarized broadband
design; a circularly polarized design using the variable rotation
technique; and a linearly polarized design with irregularly
positioned array elements. The latter has been manufactured at
the Technical University of Denmark (DTU) and measured at
the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility. An
excellent agreement between simulated and measured patterns
is obtained, thus verifying the accuracy of the GDOT.
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Investigations on Accurate Analysis of Microstrip
Reflectarrays

Min Zhou, Stig B. Sørensen, Oleksiy S. Kim, Sergey Pivnenko, and Giovanni Toso

Abstract—An investigation on accurate analysis of microstrip
reflectarrays is presented. Sources of error in reflectarray analysis
are examined and solutions to these issues are proposed. The
focus is on two sources of error, namely the determination
of the equivalent currents to calculate the radiation pattern,
and the inaccurate mutual coupling between array elements
due to the lack of periodicity. To serve as reference, two
offset reflectarray antennas have been designed, manufactured
and measured at the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna
Test Facility. Comparisons of simulated and measured data are
presented to verify and demonstrate the improved results using
the proposed solutions.

Index Terms—Microstrip reflectarrays, accurate antenna anal-
ysis, method of moments (MoM), antenna radiation pattern, horn
antennas, measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ICROSTRIP reflectarrays are becoming viable alterna-
tives to reflector antennas for satellite applications and

have been the subject of increasing research interest [1]–[4].
To obtain high-gain performance for satellite applications, the
electric size of reflectarrays is usually very large, and therefore
an efficient and accurate analysis is a challenging task. The
commonly adopted analysis method is based on the spectral
domain Method of Moments (SDMoM) assuming local peri-
odicity (LP), that is, an individual array element is embedded
in an infinite array of identical elements [5]. This approach
has been demonstrated to be efficient for reflectarrays made of
varying-sized patches, and many advanced reflectarrays have
been designed using this technique [3]. However, reflectarrays
are aperiodic by nature and the local periodicity assumption
gives rise to discrepancies between simulated and measured
radiation patterns. Efficient full-wave simulation techniques
have been applied on entire reflectarrays for accurate determi-
nation of the currents on the array elements [6]–[9]. However,
discrepancies between simulations and measurements can still
be observed, and the increase in computation time makes the
methods unaffordable for optimization processes. For space
applications, where the accuracy demands are high, an effi-
cient and accurate analysis method is important to precisely
determine the radiation properties of reflectarrays, and it is
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essential for optimization purposes. The objective of this work
is to understand the sources of error in reflectarray analysis
and to propose solutions to these.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
some of the sources of error in reflectarray analysis. The
benchmark antennas are described in Section III. In Sec-
tion IV, simulations are compared with measurements, and
conclusions are given in Section V.

II. SOURCES OF ERROR

In reflectarray analysis, several factors can give rise to
errors, e.g. the representation of the incident field, the choice
of basis functions, the technique used to calculate the radiation
patterns, the lack of periodicity, the truncation of the ground
plane, scattering from the support structures etc. All these
factors should be accounted for correctly in order to obtain
an accurate analysis.

A. Representation of the Incident Field

In the SDMoM computations, each array element is as-
sumed to be illuminated by a locally plane wave. The pattern
of the feed is usually approximated by a far field model using
a cosq(θ) function or a Gaussian beam [1, Sec. 3.8], and is
used to compute the polarization of the incident plane wave on
each array element. This approximation is usually inaccurate
due to the idealized feed pattern. The analysis accuracy can
be improved by using the real pattern of the feed obtained by
either measurements [10] or commercially available simulation
tools e.g. CHAMP [11]. However, the assumption of plane
wave incidence in the SDMoM is only valid if the reflectarray
surface is located sufficiently far away from the feed. Alterna-
tively, a plane wave expansion of the feed radiation over the
reflectarray surface can be computed. The SDMoM analysis is
then performed for each plane wave and subsequently added to
yield the final result. In this approach, the representation of the
incident field is exact, however at the cost of computation time.
For the reflectarray antennas to be described in Section III, it
was found that the assumption of plane wave incidence is a
sufficient representation of the incident field.

B. Choice of Basis Functions

The choice of basis functions in the SDMoM computa-
tions is important. Roof-tops and entire domain trigonometric
basis functions are popular choices. However, for resonant
microstrip array elements, the convergence of the SDMoM so-
lution becomes poor and in certain cases convergence is never
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achieved using these basis functions. Consequently, singular
basis functions with correct edge conditions are required for
accurate characterization of the array elements [12]. However,
singular basis functions require additional Floquet modes to
achieve convergence, thus increasing the total computation
time. In this paper, higher order hierarchical Legendre basis
functions as described in [13] are used. These basis functions
can be applied to any non-canonical element types, and at the
same time yield results that are identical to those obtained with
singular basis functions using less computation time [14].

C. Aperiodicity

Reflectarrays are inherently aperiodic due to the need to
compensate for the spatial phase delay from the feed. Thus the
periodicity assumption in the LP approach can give inaccurate
results.

One way to reduce these errors is to use the ”Surrounded
Element Approach” (SEA) proposed in [15]. The analysis
in SEA is based on a finite approach where no periodicity
is applied. It includes the actual neighboring elements that
surrounds the element under consideration, thus accounting
for the mutual coupling more accurately. In [15], the analysis
was based on a FDTD implementation assuming plane wave
incidence, and many neighboring elements were required to
obtain an improved result. Even though the reported compu-
tation time were in terms of hours, we find this technique
interesting and promising. Therefore, an integral equation (IE)
formulation using a spatial dyadic Green’s function (DGF)
[16] is currently being implemented. Using an IE formulation,
the plane wave incidence assumption is avoided and the total
computation time may be reduced. Preliminary results indicate
that the SEA is especially accurate in predicting the radiation
pattern of the cross-polarization component.

Another approach, which is a combination of the LP ap-
proach and the SEA, is introduced in [14], the ”Extended Local
Periodicity” (ELP) approach. Similar to the LP approach, the
ELP approach is also based on periodicity, but the periodicity
is applied on an extended unit cell which includes the ac-
tual 8 neighboring elements that surround the element under
consideration. SDMoM is applied to the extended unit cell
and the unknown currents on the element under consideration
is determined. This is repeated for the next element with
the extended unit cell now including the new element under
consideration and its 8 neighbors. The inclusion of the nearest
surrounding neighbors increases the total computation time,
since the number of basis functions is larger and additional
Floquet modes are required. While an analysis of a realistic
reflectarray takes a couple of seconds using the LP approach,
the ELP approach requires 40-60 minutes. This increase is
significant and must be decreased if the approach is to be
used for optimization purposes. Acceleration techniques on
this matter can be found in the literature [17], [18] and are
currently being investigated.

Recently, there have been interests in completely aperi-
odic reflectarrays that aim to exploit all available degrees
of freedom of the array elements e.g. element positions and
orientations [19], [20]. The array elements are located in

irregular grids and the periodic assumption in the LP approach
is inaccurate. It is expected that the SEA and the ELP approach
are better candidates for analysis of such reflectarrays.

D. Truncation Effects

Due to the periodicity assumption in the LP and ELP
approaches, the truncation of the ground plane is not taken
into account in the determination of the currents on the array
elements. Nor is it accounted for in the IE formulations since
the spatial DGF assumes infinite ground plane. An efficient
and accurate solution to this issue should be investigated.

E. Radiation Pattern Calculations

In the literature on accurate analysis of reflectarrays, the
main focus has been on the determination of the currents on
the array elements, and the technique used to calculate the
radiation pattern has received less attention. However, the latter
is equally important.

The conventional technique, which will be referred to as
technique I, to calculate the radiation pattern is to invoke the
field equivalence principle to calculate equivalent electric and
magnetic surface currents in the plane of the array elements
[21], [22]. The equivalent electric and magnetic currents are
defined as

JS =
∑

i

Ji =
∑

i

ẑ ×Hi, (1)

MS =
∑

i

Mi = −
∑

i

ẑ ×Ei, (2)

where index i runs over all array elements. The electric and
magnetic fields, Ei and Hi, respectively, are approximated
using the fundamental Floquet mode from the discrete spec-
trum in the SDMoM simulations. By integrating the equivalent
currents, the far field radiation pattern can be determined.
There are several disadvantages with this technique. Firstly,
the ground plane in reflectarrays is often extended at the edges
for practical reasons [22], [23]. The extended ground plane
contributes to the far field radiation and is not accounted
for in this technique. This can be circumvented by placing
unit cells with no elements at the edges to cover the area of
the extended ground plane. However, this procedure is rather
impractical and not suitable for commercial codes. Secondly,
equivalent currents are discontinuous at cell boundaries. These
discontinuities can contribute to phase and amplitude errors in
the equivalent currents, thus resulting in an erroneous relation
between the equivalent electric and magnetic currents. As a
result, the radiation in the back hemisphere can be wrong [24].

To avoid the issues associated with technique I, a novel
technique as described in [24] can be used. This technique
will be referred to as technique II and it also utilizes the field
equivalence principle. Instead of calculating the equivalent
currents using the discrete spectrum from the SDMoM simu-
lations, a continuous spectrum is employed. In this technique,
the extended ground plane is automatically accounted for.
Additionally, no discontinuities are created in the equivalent
currents, and the equivalent electric and magnetic currents
are correctly related through the continuous spectrum, thus
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(a) Antenna I (b) Antenna II

Fig. 1. Reflectarray mask for the antenna I and II.

enabling an accurate calculation of the radiation pattern on
the entire far field sphere.

III. BENCHMARK ANTENNAS

To serve as benchmark cases, two offset microstrip re-
flectarray antennas were designed. The designs are focused
on the aforementioned sources of error and are intended to
exaggerate these sources such that they can be separated. The
radiation patterns of the antennas were measured at the DTU-
ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility [25] and serve
as reference solutions.

The reflectarray in Fig. 1a is designed to exaggerate the
truncation effects. To do so, a strong edge illumination is
required and the aperiodicity effects must be reduced. To this
end, a smooth patch variation is obtained by reducing the
spatial phase delay by placing the feed far from the reflectarray
surface, and by directing a pencil beam towards the specular
direction.

The reflectarray in Fig. 1b is designed to exaggerate the
aperiodicity in reflectarrays by having a pencil beam towards
θ = 35◦ and φ = 135◦ in the coordinate system in Fig. 2.
To ensure that the truncation effects are negligible, the feed is
located close to the reflectarray surface such that a low edge
illumination can be achieved with a high gain feed.

For both antennas, the substrate is Rogers RO4350B with
a relative permittivity of εr = 3.66 and a loss tangent of
tanδ = 0.0037. The ground plane and substrate for both
antennas are slightly extended at the edges as seen in Fig. 1.
The geometrical parameters of the reflectarrays are shown in
Fig. 2 and summarized in Table I.

Two horn antennas were used as feed, a corrugated horn
(Fig. 3a), and a Potter horn (Fig. 3b). Each horn was used
on both antennas giving a total of 4 different reflectarray
configurations. The corrugated horn has at 10GHz a taper
of −17.5 dB at 30◦ whereas the Potter horn has a taper of
−7 dB at 30◦.

The reflectarrays and their support structures were man-
ufactured at the Technical University of Denmark. For the

x

z

dfθi

dx

(a)

x

y

φi

dx

dy

(b)

Fig. 2. Geometrical parameters of the reflectarray (a) the xz-plane (b) the
xy-plane.

TABLE I
BENCHMARK ANTENNA DATA

Frequency 10GHz
Number of elements 30×30
Reflectarray dimensions 435mm× 435mm
Substrate thickness 0.762mm
Relative permittivity (εr) 3.66
Loss tangent (tan δ) 0.0037
Antenna I
Feed distance: df = 0.6m
Feed orientation: θi = 30◦, φi = 0◦

Main beam direction: θ = −30◦, φ = 0◦

Antenna II
Feed distance: df = 0.35m
Feed orientation: θi = 45◦, φi = 0◦

Main beam direction: θ = 35◦, φ = 135◦

measurements, see Fig. 4, the estimated 1σ uncertainty for
the peak directivity is 0.07 dB. In addition to the reflectarray
measurements, the feed horns were also measured and the
measured data was used to represent the incident field on the
reflectarray surface in the analysis.

These reflectarray antennas and their associated radiation
patterns constitute a scientific contribution in itself, since the
results currently available in the literature are not completely
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. The two horn antennas used in the benchmark cases, (a) the corrugated
horn, (b) the Potter horn.

(a) Antenna I with the corrugated horn

(b) Antenna II with the Potter horn

Fig. 4. Benchmark antennas at the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna
Test Facility.

specified in terms of geometrical parameters or feed radiation
pattern, or the accuracy of the measurements. In addition, the
available results are for complex full-size reflectarrays where
many sources of errors are present at the same time and cannot
be distinguished.

IV. SIMULATIONS VS. MEASUREMENTS

Radiation patterns obtained at 10GHz by measurements
and simulations are presented in this section. To account for
the presence of the support structures, the scattering from
the struts is included in the analysis using the MoM add-
on in GRASP [26]. All radiation patterns are depicted in a
coordinate system defined with the z-axis directed towards
the main beam direction.

A. Radiation Pattern Calculations

To demonstrate the accuracy of the aforementioned tech-
niques to calculate the radiation pattern, technique I and II are
used to compute the radiation patterns for antennas I and II,
and compared with measurements in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. For
these results, the currents on the array elements are determined
using the LP approach. To illustrate the effect of the extended
substrate, this contribution is not included in technique I.

The far field co-polar radiation patterns for antenna I are
shown in Fig. 5. The Potter horn is used in this case to give
a strong edge illumination, −7 to −1 dB. It is seen that the
improvement using technique II is clear, especially in Fig. 5b
where the simulated and measured pattern practically coincide.
The discrepancies observed in Fig. 5a around θ = 45◦ are due
to the blockage of the measurement tower.

The far field co-polar radiation patterns for antenna II are
depicted in Fig. 6. A low edge illumination of approximately
−25 to −12 dB is achieved in this case using the corrugated
horn as feed. Even in this case where the edges are weakly
illuminated, the enhancement of the analysis accuracy is
apparent. The side lobes are much better predicted using
technique II compared to technique I. The discrepancies are
mainly attributed to the strong aperiodicity.

The improvements in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 using technique
II are due to the inclusion of the extended ground plane.
It is shown in [24] that a similar accuracy in the forward
hemisphere can be achieved with technique I if empty unit
cells are placed at the edges to cover the area extended by the
substrate. Since very good agreements can be achieved when
the aperiodicity effects are minimized, it can be concluded that
the error introduced by the truncation of the ground plane is of
small importance for the determination of the currents on the
array elements, but has to be accounted for in the calculation
of the far field radiation pattern.

With respect to the radiation in the back hemisphere,
technique I can yield wrong results as shown in Fig. 7. In
this figure, the results from Fig. 6b are shown also in the back
hemisphere. It is seen that in the direction of the main beam’s
image around θ = 145◦, an erroneous beam is predicted by
technique I. This is caused by the incorrect relation between
the equivalent electric and magnetic currents in technique I as
previously mentioned. This issue is avoided using technique
II since the equivalent currents are correctly related to each
other, thus yielding good results in the entire far field sphere.

B. Aperiodicity

To illustrate the aperiodicity effects, results for antenna II
computed using the LP and ELP approaches are compared
with the measurements and shown in Fig. 8. Technique II is
used to calculate the radiation patterns, and the Potter horn is
used as feed yielding an edge illumination of approximately
−20 to −5 dB.

It is seen that the overall accuracy over the entire far
field sphere is good, also for the LP case. This is due to
the technique used to calculate the radiation pattern and
the inclusion of the radiation from the support structures.
However, it is observed that the ELP approach is generally
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Fig. 5. Comparison of radiation pattern calculated using technique I and II with measurements for antenna I.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of radiation pattern calculated using technique I and II with measurements for antenna II.
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Fig. 7. The results from Fig. 6b shown also in the back hemisphere.

more accurate e.g. −90 < θ < −40 in Fig. 8b. To see
the improvements more clearly, a close up of the radiation
pattern from Fig. 8a is depicted in Fig. 9. It is apparent
that the accuracy is enhanced using the ELP approach. The
peak directivity is measured to Dmeas = 26.1 dBi. The LP
approach predicts Dmeas = 26.8 dBi whereas ELP yields an
improved value of Dmeas = 25.9 dBi. For the far field cross-
polar radiation patterns, the results obtained using the LP and
ELP approaches are rather similar and improvements were not
observed.

V. CONCLUSIONS

An investigation on accurate analysis of microstrip reflectar-
rays has been carried out and is presented in this paper. Several
sources of error in reflectarray analysis have been examined,
e.g. the representation of the incident field, the choice of basis
functions, aperiodicity, and truncation effects, as well as the
technique used to calculate the radiation pattern. To serve
as benchmark cases, two offset reflectarray antennas have
been designed, manufactured and measured at the DTU-ESA
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Fig. 8. Comparison of simulations using LP and ELP, and measurements for antenna II. The Potter horn is used as feed.
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Fig. 9. Close up of the comparison shown in Fig. 8a.

Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility. The two designs
aim to exaggerate the errors introduced by the truncation of
the ground plane, and the lack of periodicity, respectively.
Comparisons of simulated and measured radiation patterns
show that the errors introduced by the truncation of the ground
plane are of small importance for the determination of the
currents on the array elements and can thus be neglected. The
errors introduced by the aperiodicity on the other hand can be
significant and the conventional local periodicity assumption
can be inaccurate. To circumvent this, the extended local
periodicity approach can be utilized. In addition, the compar-
isons shown that the choice of the technique to calculate the
radiation pattern is very important with respect to the analysis
accuracy. The finite substrate and ground plane size of the
reflectarray must be taken into account and techniques that
neglect this give inaccurate results.

The results presented in this paper show that accurate
analysis of reflectarrays can be achieved if the sources of error
are treated correctly. However, several challenges remain and
are presently being investigated.
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An Accurate and Efficient Design Tool for Large
Contoured Beam Reflectarrays

Min Zhou, Stig B. Sørensen, Erik Jørgensen, Peter Meincke, Oleksiy S. Kim, Olav Breinbjerg, and Giovanni Toso

Abstract—An accurate and efficient tool for the design of con-
toured beam reflectarrays is presented. It is based on the Spectral
Domain Method of Moments, the Local Periodicity approach, and
a minimax optimization algorithm. Contrary to the conventional
phase-only optimization techniques, the geometrical parameters
of the array elements are directly optimized to fulfill the far-
field requirements. The design tool can be used to optimize
reflectarrays based on a regular grid as well as an irregular
grid. Both co- and cross-polar radiation can be optimized for
multiple frequencies, polarizations, and feed illuminations. Two
offset contoured beam reflectarrays that radiate a high-gain beam
on an European coverage have been designed, manufactured, and
measured at the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test
Facility. An excellent agreement is obtained for the simulated and
measured patterns. To show the design tool’s ability to optimize
electrically large reflectarrays, a 50 × 50 square wavelengths
contoured beam reflectarray has been designed.

Index Terms—Printed reflectarrays, accurate antenna analysis,
method of moments (MoM), measurements, contoured beam,
optimization, satellite antennas

I. INTRODUCTION

PRINTED reflectarrays provide a way for realizing low-
cost, high-gain antennas for space applications and are

the subject of increasing research interest [1]–[3]. For satellite
broadcasting and telecommunication applications, the most
often used antenna is the shaped reflector antenna. Although
the shaped reflector antenna is a mature technology, both in
terms of manufacturing and simulation tools, they suffer from
large volume and mass, as well as high cost of manufacturing.
Printed reflectarrays on the other hand consist of a flat surface,
they are light, easy and cheap to manufacture, and can be
packed more compactly, saving volume for the launch.

To obtain a certain antenna performance, several degrees of
freedom in printed reflectarrays can be utilized, e.g. the size
[4], the shape [5]–[7], the orientation [8], and the position
[9], [10] of the array elements, as well as the shape of the
reflecting surface [11] of the reflectarray. An accurate and
efficient design procedure that is capable of including all these
parameters is a challenging task.

The conventional approach for the design of contoured beam
reflectarrays is using a phase-only optimization technique
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(POT) [12], [13]. Initially, a phase-only synthesis is performed
to determine the phase distribution on the reflectarray surface.
The array elements are subsequently optimized, element by
element, to match the required phase distribution. Several
contoured beam reflectarrays have been designed using this
technique [13]–[15].

Although the POT is efficient, since the analysis of all array
elements at each iteration is avoided, a direct optimization
technique, where all the array elements are simultaneously op-
timized, may produce more optimal designs. Such approaches
are presented in [16], [17]. In [16], a small contoured beam
reflectarray was designed and measured. However, significant
discrepancies between simulations and measurements were
observed, and it was concluded that further work is needed
to improve the accuracy of the analysis. In [17], a direct
optimization technique where also the position of the array
elements can be included in the optimization is presented.
The array elements are located in a strongly distorted grid
and a full-wave Method of Moments (MoM) is used in the
optimization. This involves a high computational burden.

In this work, we present a new direct optimization tech-
nique, which is both efficient and accurate. It is based on the
Spectral Domain Method of Moments (SDMoM) assuming
Local Periodicity (LP) and a minimax optimization algorithm.
The direct optimization technique can be used for the design
of reflectarrays based on a regular grid as well as for reflec-
tarrays based on an irregular grid. To verify the accuracy of
the direct optimization technique, two offset contoured beam
reflectarrays that radiate a high-gain beam on an European
coverage have been designed, manufactured, and measured
at the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility
[18]. An excellent agreement is obtained between simulations
and measurements, thus validating the direct optimization
technique and the LP approach.

Some of the results presented in this paper have been
published elsewhere [19], [20], but are included to give a
complete overview of the direct optimization technique.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the direct optimization technique. The reflectarray samples
are described in Section III where also the simulations are
compared to the measured data. In Section IV, the design of
a 50 × 50 square wavelengths contoured beam reflectarray is
presented, and conclusions and on-going work are given in
Section V.

II. DIRECT OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE

The direct optimization technique (DOT) is based on a
gradient-based method for non-linear minimax optimization.
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The far-field requirements are specified in a number of far-
field stations in the u-v plane where u = sin θ cosφ and
v = sin θ sinφ. At each iteration, the maximum difference
between realized and specified objectives are minimized. The
optimization variables are the geometrical parameters of the
array elements, e.g. the size and position of the array element.
Both co- and cross-polar radiation can be optimized for
multiple frequencies, polarizations, and feed illuminations.

To calculate the far-field during the optimization, the Flo-
quet harmonics technique [21, Technique II] is used. It is
based on the field equivalence principle and uses the scattering
matrices determined from the fundamental Floquet harmonics
through the SDMoM formulation. To evaluate the final op-
timized reflectarray, the more accurate continuous spectrum
technique [21, Technique III] is used.

To ensure an accurate and yet efficient calculation of the
scattering matrices, higher-order hierarchical Legendre basis
functions as described in [22] are used to represent the electric
currents on the array elements. These basis functions can be
applied to any arbitrarily shaped array elements, and have been
demonstrated to yield very accurate results [23]. The versatility
of the higher-order hierarchical Legendre basis functions is an
important feature in the DOT as it enables the optimization of
reflectarrays consisting of non-canonical element shapes, e.g.
those reported in [5]–[7].

To utilize the position of the array elements in the DOT, an
irregular distribution of element positions is obtained through
a mapping from a regular to an irregular grid. Constraints
on the mapping must be enforced to ensure the area of the
reflectarray surface is efficiently utilized. In [17], the edges of
the reflectarray are not constrained. In our case, the edges are
kept fixed to avoid any undesired increase in the antenna size.

The mapping used in this work is acquired by adding
a distortion to the regular grid. Let us define (α, β) as
normalized coordinates in the regular grid such |α| ≤ 1 and
|β| ≤ 1. The new normalized coordinates in the irregular grid
is then given by (α′, β′) = (α+ fx, β + fy), where

fx(α, β) = (α− 1)(α+ 1)
P∑

p=0

Q∑

q=0

cpqTp(α)Tq(β), (1a)

fy(α, β) = (β − 1)(β + 1)

P∑

p=0

Q∑

q=0

dpqTp(α)Tq(β). (1b)

Herein, Ti is the Chebyshev polynomial of order i, and cpq
and dpq are the distortion coefficients. The factors in front of
the summations are boundary conditions that ensure the edges
of the reflectarray are kept fixed.

The degree of the distortion is governed by the values of
cpq and dpq and the order i. To avoid strong distortions, where
array elements overlap, bounds are specified for the values of
cpq and dpq , and the maximum order of the Chebyshev poly-
nomials should not exceed 4. To achieve strong irregularities,
only 2-6 distortion coefficients are needed [19]. The distortion
coefficients cpq and dpq are included as optimization variables
to optimize the positions of the array elements.

Due to the grid distortion, the array elements are now
positioned in a non-periodic lattice and the LP approach can no

S

(a)

S

(b)

Fig. 1. An example of (a) a distorted cell and (b) its equivalent square cell.

longer be applied. Therefore, a new unit-cell must be defined
to approximate locally these non-periodic cells. Lets us define
the center of the distorted cell as the intersection of the two
diagonal lines of the distorted cell. The array element is rotated
to orient in parallel of the bisector lines of the two diagonal
lines of the distorted cell, and located at the center of the
distorted cell. This is illustrated in Fig. 1a, where the diagonal
and bisector lines are shown as the solid and dashed lines,
respectively. Now, we define an equivalent square cell with
the same area as the distorted cell. The equivalent cell has
the same center as the distorted cell and is oriented parallel
to the bisector lines in the distorted cell. This is shown in
Fig. 1b. The equivalent cell is used in the LP computations to
calculate the scattering matrices. It was shown in [19] that the
accuracy of the LP approach for the analysis reflectarrays with
irregularly positioned array elements is very good, even for
the cross-polar radiation. Consequently, the LP approach can
be used to analyze and optimize reflectarrays with regularly
positioned as well as irregularly positioned array elements.

To circumvent the calculation of the scattering matrices of
all array elements at each optimization iteration, the scattering
matrices are calculated in advance and stored in a look-up
table, which is accessed during the optimization. For a given
frequency and substrate, the scattering matrices depend on: il-
lumination angles, geometry of the array element, and unit-cell
dimensions. For the reflectarrays presented in this paper, we
have found that a sufficient accuracy can be obtained by using
approximately Nel = 60 patch samples, Ninc = 60 incident
angles, and Ncell = 50 different unit-cell sizes, yielding a total
of Ntotal = NelNincNcell = 60 · 60 · 50 = 180000 scattering
matrix calculations per frequency. The computation time on
a standard laptop computer is approximately one hour. The
look-up table can be reused and needs only to be recalculated
if another substrate or frequency is used.

For large reflectarrays, where the number of array elements
exceeds 10000, the number of optimization variables becomes
prohibitively large and the computational burden of the opti-
mization is too high to be run on a standard laptop computer.
Thus, to reduce the number of optimization variables, cubic
splines have been included in the DOT to represent the sizes
of the array elements

s(x, y) =

I∑

i

J∑

j

bijBi(x)Bj(y). (2)

Herein, s(x, y) describes the sizes of the array elements at
coordinates (x, y), bij are the spline coefficients, and Bi(x)
and Bj(y) are the cubic splines. The spline coefficients bij
are the optimization variables used to optimize the sizes of
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Fig. 2. Sample I in the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility.

the array elements. However, the variation of the dimensions
of the array element over the reflectarray surface can have
discontinuities when the scattered phase is required to jump
after a complete 360◦ cycle. Such discontinuities are hard
to represent using splines. As a result, a design obtained
using splines is inferior compared to a design where the
array elements are directly optimized (unless the number of
splines and array elements are equal). It is expected the spline
representation can be improved if a periodic mapping between
s(x, y) and the sizes of the array elements is used such the
discontinuities can be taken into account. This is subject to on-
going work. Nevertheless, the current spline implementation
can be used to generate a design, which can be used as a
starting point for the more rigorous optimization where the
array elements are directly optimized. In this way, the number
of optimization iterations, and hence the overall computation
time, that is needed for the rigorous optimization, can be
reduced.

For more details on the analysis methods and the look-up
table used in the DOT, the reader is referred to [21], [23]–[25].

III. VALIDATION BY MEASUREMENTS

To validate the DOT, two offset contoured beam reflectar-
rays that radiate a high-gain beam on an European coverage
with cross-polar suppression within the same coverage and
sidelobe suppression within a southern African contour have
been designed, manufactured, and measured at the DTU-ESA
Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility, see Fig. 2. The
coverages seen from the longitude 0◦ geostationary orbital
position are shown in Fig. 3. The reflectarray parameters are
summarized in Table I with respect to the coordinate system
depicted in Fig. 4.

A. Reflectarray Samples

The mask layout of the two reflectarray samples are shown
in Fig. 5.

The reflectarray in Fig. 5a, sample I, is a regular reflectarray
where the array elements are positioned in a regular grid. It is
optimized for two orthogonal linear polarizations, V and H, at
10GHz. The reflectarray in Fig. 5b, sample II, is optimized
with the same optimization goals as for sample I, but only
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Fig. 3. European and southern African coverages seen from the longitude
0◦ geostationary orbital position.

TABLE I
REFLECTARRAY SAMPLE DATA

Frequency 10GHz
Reflectarray dimension 600mm× 600mm
Number of elements 50× 50
Relative permittivity εr = 3.66
Loss tangent tan δ = 0.0037
Substrate thickness h = 0.762mm
Feed distance df = 0.6m
Feed offset angle θi = 30◦, φi = 0◦

Main coverage European coverage
Cross-polar suppression European coverage
Sidelobe suppression Southern African coverage

dx

dy y

z

x

φi

θi
df

Fig. 4. Reflectarray geometrical parameters.

H-polarization and also at 10 GHz. However, the sample is an
irregular design where the array elements are positioned in an
irregular grid. For this design, 10 distortion coefficients are
included in the optimization.

For both samples, a corrugated horn with a taper of
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Reflectarray layout of (a) sample I and (b) sample II.

−17.5 dB at 30◦ at 10GHz is used as feed. The feed has been
measured at the DTU-ESA-Spherical Near-Field Test Facility,
and its measured pattern is used in the optimization.

The reflectarrays samples were measured for both V- and
H-polarizations at a series of frequencies from 9.6GHz to
10.5GHz. For the peak directivity, the measurements have a
1σ uncertainty of 0.05 dB.

B. Simulations Versus Measurements

In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, the radiation patterns of sample I and
II for H-polarization at 10GHz are shown. It is seen that both
antennas radiate a high-gain beam on the European coverage.
For sample I, which is optimized for dual-polarization, a
minimum co-polar directivity of 26.5 dBi is obtained, whereas
sample II, which is optimized for a single polarization, has a
minimum directivity of 27.3 dBi. The measured cross-polar
radiation has been successfully suppressed below 0 dBi for
both samples. It is also seen for sample II in Fig. 7b that
the co-polar radiation on the southern African coverage has
been suppressed below 3 dBi. This is however not the case
for sample I where the co-polar radiation within the southern
African coverage is higher than expected. During the design

TABLE II
MEASURED VERSUS SIMULATED DATA AT 10GHz

Sample I
Peak Min. Min. Min.

directivity directivity XPD isolation
(dBi) (dBi) (dB) (dB)

Meas. (H) 28.3 26.5 27.1 17.5
Sim. (H) 28.2 26.6 25.0 17.8
Meas. (V) 27.9 26.5 27.7 18.4
Sim. (V) 27.9 26.5 25.5 17.2

Sample II
Peak Min. Min. Min.

directivity directivity XPD isolation
(dBi) (dBi) (dB) (dB)

Meas. (H) 29.2 27.3 27.2 24.3
Sim. (H) 29.2 27.3 27.8 27.2
Meas. (V) 29.4 27.1 24.5 20.2
Sim. (V) 29.4 27.1 21.0 20.5

of sample I, the expected isolation level was above 25 dB, but
the measurements showed an isolation level around 17 dB.
The source of error was found to be an inadequate number of
basis functions used in the SDMoM to characterize the electric
currents on the patches during the design process. The analysis
was not entirely converged in the entire forward hemisphere
and resulted in a non-optimum design. By increasing the
number of basis functions, we obtain the results shown in
Fig. 6.

A comparison of the solid and dotted lines, in Fig. 6 and
7, shows an excellent agreement between simulations and
measurements, where the high gain curves practically coincide.
Also the accuracy for the lower levels is very good. This
is the case for both samples I and II. The performance of
the samples are summarized in Table II. It is seen that the
peak and minimum directivity within the European coverage
are perfectly predicted for both samples in both polarizations.
Even for the XPD and the isolations level, which are approx-
imately 30 dB below the co-polar peak, the accuracy is good.
The accuracy for the other measured frequencies is also very
good; in all cases the maximum difference in the minimum
co-polar directivity is 0.1 dB.

These excellent agreements between simulations and mea-
surements for the presented reflectarrays are similar to those
obtained for conventional shaped reflector antennas, and
clearly demonstrates the accuracy of the proposed DOT.

IV. DESIGN OF LARGE CONTOURED BEAM
REFLECTARRAY

To demonstrate the DOT’s ability to design electrically
large reflectarrays, an offset 1.5 × 1.5m2 contoured beam
reflectarray that radiate a high-gain beam on the European
coverage in the frequency range 9.5−10.5GHz is designed. At
the center frequency 10GHz, the dimension of the reflectarray
corresponds to 50 × 50λ20, with λ0 being the free-space
wavelength. It is optimized for both V- and H-polarizations
including cross-polar suppressions within the European cov-
erage. A linearly polarized Gaussian beam with a taper of
−25 dB at 30◦ is used as feed and square patches positioned
in a regular grid are used as array elements. A scattering matrix
look-up table for frequencies f = 9.5, 10, 10.5GHz has been
calculated. The geometrical parameters are summarized in
Table III.
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Fig. 6. Simulated (solid) and measured (dotted) radiation patterns of sample I for H-polarization at 10GHz, (a) co-polar pattern and (b) cross-polar pattern.
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Fig. 7. Simulated (solid) and measured (dotted) radiation patterns of sample II for H-polarization at 10GHz, (a) co-polar pattern and (b) cross-polar pattern.

Initially, a reflectarray optimized using 50 × 50 splines is
designed. A minimum co-polar directivity of 27.5 dBi within
the European coverage is achieved in the specified frequency
range for both polarizations. This design is subsequently used
as the starting point for the final design where all patches
are directly optimized. The final layout of the reflectarray is
shown in Fig. 8 and the performance summarized in Table IV.
It is seen that the minimum directivity is above 28.3 dBi in

the 9.5−10.5GHz frequency range for both polarizations, and
that the minimum XPD is around 27.0 dB. It is expected that
the XPD levels can be improved if a reduction in the minimum
directivity is allowed. At 9GHz and 11 GHz, which are outside
of the specified frequency range, the minimum directivity
drops several dBs, thus demonstrating that the reflectarray
has been successfully optimized to operate in the specified
frequency range. Compared to the two previous reflectarray
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TABLE III
REFLECTARRAY DATA

Frequency 9.5− 10.5GHz
Reflectarray dimension 1.5m× 1.5m
Number of elements 110× 110
Relative permittivity εr = 3.66
Loss tangent tan δ = 0.0037
Substrate thickness h = 1.524mm
Feed distance df = 1.5m
Feed offset angle θi = 30◦, φi = 0◦

Main coverage European coverage
Cross-polar suppression European coverage

Fig. 8. Reflectarray layout of 50× 50λ20 design.

samples, the minimum directivity is improved by less than
2 dB, even though the antenna area is more than 4 times larger.
This is expected as this design is a multi-frequency design,
and that the minimum directivity for contoured beam antenna
scales differently with respect to the antenna size than pencil
beam antennas [26].

Due to the large electrical size of the reflectarray, the
far-field requirements are specified in many far-field stations
within the coverage [27]. With the cross-polar suppression,
dual polarization, and three frequencies included in the opti-
mization, the total number of far-field samples in the optimiza-
tion is approximately 8200. This, together with 110×110 opti-
mization variables, is rather demanding, resulting in an overall
optimization time slightly below 20 hours using an 1.86GHz
8 core Intel Xeon processor computer. Compared to POS for
the design of shaped reflectors, the overall computation time
is still high, and techniques to reduce this is currently being
investigated.

Although square patches are used in this design, a 10%
bandwidth is still achieved. However, it is expected that
an improved performance can be obtained by using more
advanced array elements e.g. rectangular patches or those
reported in [6].

V. CONCLUSION AND ON-GOING WORK

An accurate and efficient direct optimization technique
(DOT) for the design of contoured beam reflectarrays is
presented. It is based on the Spectral Domain Method of
Moments, Local Periodicity approach, and a minimax opti-
mization algorithm. Contrary to the conventional phase-only
optimization techniques, the geometrical parameters of the
array elements are directly optimized to fulfill the contoured
beam requirements. To ensure an accurate and efficient opti-
mization procedure, higher-order hierarchical Legendre basis
functions are used together with a fast yet accurate far-
field calculation technique. The DOT can be used to design
reflectarrays based on a regular grid as well as an irregular
grid. Both co- and cross-polar radiation can be optimized for
multiple frequencies, polarizations, and feed illuminations.

To show the accuracy of the DOT, two offset contoured
beam reflectarrays that radiate a high-gain beam on an Euro-
pean coverage have been designed, manufactured, and mea-
sured at the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test
Facility. Excellent agreements are obtained for the simulated
and measured patterns, showing accuracies that are compa-
rable to those obtained for shaped reflectors. To demonstrate
the DOT’s ability to optimize electrically large reflectarrays,
a 50× 50 square wavelengths dual polarized contoured beam
reflectarrays has been designed.

Several further developments of the DOT are on-going
and worth mentioning. First, the orientation of the array
elements can be added as optimization variables and exploited
as extra degrees of freedom with the aim of improving the
performance. This can also be used for the design of circularly
polarized reflectarrays. Second, only square patches on a single
layer substrate with rectangular rim are presented in this work.
The DOT is applicable for more advanced and broadband
elements, but will also allow multi-layer configurations with
circular or elliptical rim. Finally, techniques for reducing the
overall optimization time are currently being investigated.
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